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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

July – September 2012 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues  
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth  

Consumer 

Court and Legal Decisions 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign news 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Housing 

Lifestyle 

Poverty 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation 
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 
from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials.  The Channel 4 News Conference 
also airs on Sundays at 11:35pm. 

 
NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NonStop News: LA 7:00pm – 7:30pm Monday-Friday 4.2 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 11:35pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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0:19 7/2/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

the los angeles fire department was flooded with calls tonight... 
because a fire near l-a-x... could be seen for miles and miles.  it was 
nothing to worry about though... the flames were just a normal 
burnoff at the chevron refinery in el segundo. but we 
understand...you could see the fire...from as far away as the san 
gabriel mountains... 

0:17 7/2/12 11:07p Accidents and 
Disasters 

these clothes belong to a man who was attacked by a mountain lion 
yesterday in northern california... investigators examined the 
clothing and the man's sleeping bag... and yes, they say... the 
damage was from a mountain lion. the victim... who was camping 
near nevada city... is expected to survive his injuries. 

3:09 7/3/12 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news tonight in palmdale! where a fast moving brush fire 
sweeping over the hills... and in an tricky time move choppers have 
been sent to hold the line!  it's already burned hundreds 250 acres... 
let's show you exactly where it is...  the fire is burning in the area 
near "magnolia lane" and "boxwood place"...  newschopper 4 is 
overhead... "alex calder"... this thing just blew up from an initial 20 
acres. 

1:51 7/3/12 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters on the ground... "nbc 4's" janet kwak... live in palmdale... janet... 

0:14 7/3/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters 

palmdale brush fire close 

0:23 7/3/12 11:15p Accidents and 
Disasters breaking news-palmdale brushfire 

0:22 7/3/12 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters breaking news-palmdale fire- forward progress stopped. 

0:36 7/4/12 11:08p Accidents and 
Disasters 

right now at 11.. a police pursuit has just ended on the "two-ten"... 
newschopper four captured the resulting traffic mess as people 
coming home from fireworks... were forced to stop on the freeway...  
the pursuit started just after 9:30 tonight... in irwindale. the california 
highway patrol says they attempted to pull over a possible drunk 
driver... and that's when it started! the suspect didn't stop... and 
headed east. the c-h-p says the pursuit lasted around 45-minutes... 
before the suspect drove over spike strips... and pulled over in san 
bernardino. tonight... the suspect is in jail. 

1:35 7/4/12 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

south florida lifeguard tomas lopez is out of a job tonight... the 
problem? he left his designated watch area... to save a drowning 
man. reporter gilma alavos has the story.    the company that 
handles the lifeguards says it's reviewing the facts. if it concludes 
tomas lopez was fired "in haste..." he could possibly get his job 
back. 

0:12 7/5/12 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two men were killed today when a small single engine plane 
crashed in ventura county... near piru. the names of the victims 
have not been released. deputies said the plane was a "ultralight 
sting sport." 

0:16 7/5/12 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

to "long beach" now... and video from "cherry beach"... moments 
after a man drove his car... 'into' the ocean. you can see there in the 
middle of the screen... crews helping the driver. we're told the man 
was yelling "this is my beach" out the window... right before hitting 
the water. 

1:26 7/5/12 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it was a fireworks display over the water near long island... and 
suddenly dozens of people were swimming for their lives... while 
three children were trapped inside a sinking boat.    divers will try to 
raise the sunken boat some time this weekend. 
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0:21 7/6/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters 

the investigation continues into the crash of a light sport plane near 
piru yesterday that killed two experienced pilots... today the victims 
were identified as 59-year old michael boo-len and 89 year old harry 
bell. they were well known at whitman airport. we still don't know 
why the plane crashed.. or who was at the controls at the time. 

0:26 7/6/12 11:15p Accidents and 
Disasters 

two parents got the shock of their lives... when they found a 'python' 
wrapped around their baby's foot.  and... no... the snake wasn't 
their's. somehow... the snake 'slithered' its way... into their "illinois" 
apartment... on monday. fortunately the baby's dad found it before 
anything really bad happened... and pulled it off his baby... with a 
blanket. the little boy's fine... and... 'no one' is sure where the 
'python' came from. it's now at an animal shelter. 

1:41 7/9/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news in the los feliz area... a gas line rupture -- and fumes 
are drifiting into neighboring homes... let's go to alex clader in news 
chopper 4....  developing tonight... a fast moving fire in an 
apartment complex... a lot of people here...owe so much to the 2 
two off-duty officers... who just happened to see the flames... and 
jumped in to help out.  let's go live to the scene in seal beach... with 
nbc4's beverly white, bev? 

0:13 7/9/12 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and breaking news in rowland heights where l-a county firefighters 
are trying to keep this three acre wildfire from threatening homes. 
so far.. they're making good progress... with the help of some 
favorable weather conditions.   

0:15 7/9/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

several fires throughout the area today...making for a very hot and 
miserable day for fire fighters... this brush fire started near the 
hollywood reservoir tonight. the flames are out now... but the l-a fire 
department's arson counter-terror unit is on scene... now 
investigating.  the fire danger is especially high... because of the 
heat wave -- and low humidity. and this is only the beginning...get 
ready for hotter temps...into the week... let's go to fritz in the 
weather center with more on what to expect. 

0:23 7/9/12 11:23p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a chinese acrobat survived...he was walking backwards... more 
than 600-feet above the ground... with his eyes covered when he 
slipped. he says felt slightly faint... and slipped because of the wind. 
hr avoided being seriously hurt because his fall was broken by trees 
and bushes. 

1:51 7/11/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

hundreds of commuters... stranded in the late afternoon heat... after 
a metro link train crash. one passenger... taken to the hospital...  
nbc4's beverly white is in covina where she's been gathering 
information on what happened. beverly...   

2:07 7/12/12 11:13p Accidents and 
Disasters 

first on 4 tonight! firefighters bringing up victims after a car plunges 
over an embankment in northridge. a bizzar accident because the 
first vehicle took another over-the-side with it!  apparently the driver 
was trying to negotiate his vehicle into a parking spot at the ymca.  
nbc4's janet kwak is live in porter ranch... janet... 

0:19 7/13/12 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

here's what several traffic cameras captured at an intersection in 
new jersey. police say an intoxicated driver... ran the red light.. was 
broadsided, and it shot spinning airborne. the driver was very 
lucky... no serious injuries... the other driver... is also okay. this 
video has now gone viral! 

0:12 7/16/12 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have new video of a fire that broke out early tonight in 
koreatown. one home was destroyed... two others were damaged. it 
took nearly a hundred firefighters to knock it down. the cause... still 
being investigated. 
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0:45 7/16/12 11:13p Accidents and 
Disasters 

shock video... a little girl climbs out the window... and falls. see how 
a neighbor came to the rescue. 

0:26 7/17/12 11:14p Accidents and 
Disasters 

boston transit officials are giving us a look at surveillance video of 
an unusal escalator accident.  a 56 year old woman tried to ride her 
motorized wheelchair up an escalator at a subway stop. you know 
what's going to happened even before it does..... a good samaritan 
tried but really couldn't help her. a transit worker eventually hit an 
emergency stop button... and luckily the woman was not seriously 
hurt. 

0:18 7/19/12 11:15p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a woman has plunged '300' feet to her death... over the 'south' rim 
of the "grand canyon"... it happened today... and witnesses say... 
they saw the older woman fall over the edge... at "grandview point." 
"park rangers" rappelled their way to her... and gave her c-p-r... but 
they were 'not' able to revive her. 

0:39 7/20/12 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

but now... other news... engine trouble may be to blame for the fiery 
crash tonight of a k-f-i radio traffic plane in corona.  it happened 
around 6:30. longtime k-f-i traffic reporter mike nolan was seriously 
injured in the crash... a second person was hurt as well. both were 
taken to the hospital... there's no word tonight on their conditions. 
the plane was registered to nolan. k-f-i says he had wrapped up his 
afternoon reporting duties.. and was heading to the corona airport 
when the plane went down. apparently because of some sort of 
engine problem. 

0:22 7/23/12 11:14p Accidents and 
Disasters 

14 people were killed last night in this ford pick-up... when the driver 
lost control in a "blow-out"... and swerved into a tree. police say the 
truck was carrying 23 illegal immigrants. it happened outside corpus 
christi, texas. identification is hard... because only a few of the 
victims were carrying i.d.s 

0:22 7/25/12 11:15p Accidents and 
Disasters 

scary moments today for a group of window washers stranded high 
up... outside a las vegas hotel... in hundred degree heat. firefighters 
had to rescue the four workers ... who spent hours stuck outside the 
35th floor of the vdara hotel. but they were safely lowered... to the 
ground... 

0:40 7/30/12 6:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we want to update you on breaking news in rosemead... an suv is 
now sticking out of a home. nbc4's alex calder... live in 
newschopper four... alex! 

0:29 7/30/12 6:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

new developments on that stalled roller coaster that left a dozen 
people about 150-feet above the ground at six flags in vallejo, 
california. theme park officials say they have ruled out mechanical 
problems. riders on the new superman roller coaster were stranded 
for more than an hour before the roller coaster restarted.  no one 
was injured. officials are still investigating what caused the ride to 
malfunction. 

0:43 7/31/12 6:09p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a new report suggests the u-s forest service should stop using 
aging air tankers... and bring in a new fleet of aircraft, like the super-
scooper" to fight fires.  the rand study says if a fire is near water... 
scoopers... which skim water from lakes and the ocean are more 
cost-effective than large, aircrafts. scoopers can make multiple 
drops without having to touch down while tankers need to land and 
take on more water between runs. here is another difference. a 
conventional tanker can drop 3 thousand gallons of fire retardant at 
a cost of seven million dollars annually. a scooper drops 16-
hundred gallons of water for an operation cost of about three million 
dollars a year. 
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0:45 8/1/12 6:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it's the most destructive brush fire of the summer... firefighters... 
attacking this one from the air and ground battling a fire that has 
destroyed at least one home so far.  it's six o'clock! i'm ____ and i'm 
______  symbol of this fire has been whaya is now a smoldering 
home on a cul-de-sac in murrieta.. the fire now 50 per cent 
contained scorched over 400 acres in the rolling hills of riverside 
county.  that fire is located just outside murrieta.  let's go up to alex 
calder... live in newschopper four... alex! 

0:17 8/1/12 6:05p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a tragic accident today near olympic park in london... as a double 
decker bus carrying journalists... hit and killed a bicyclist. nobody 
was on the bus, excpet the driver... and nobody besides the cyclist 
was hurt. but traffic in and out of the park was stopped for about two 
two hours. 

1:23 8/1/12 6:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters **toss to alex calder for update on fire burning near murrieta** 

2:09 8/3/12 6:01p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we continue to follow developing news out of anaheim... where a 
three-alarm fire has destroyed one of the buildings in an apartment 
complex...  here's what we know: the fire broke out at one of three 
buildings in the complex.. four apartments in one building were 
completely destroyed and another four sustained smoke and water 
damage. all 55 residents in the affected units have been displaced.  
n-b-c four's janet kwak spoke to some of the evacuees... and to 
some people who are offering their help. she's live in anaheim. 
janet? 

1:50 8/8/12 6:03p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a series of earthquakes...what seismologists are calling a "quake 
storm"... has shaken the nerves of people in the yorba linda area... 
and points beyond.  the biggest was a magnitude four-point-five 
quake this morning. here's what it looked like on our seismograph. 
there have been no reports of injuries or damage.  nbc4's patrick 
healy live at cal tech where he just got an update on the quakes... 
patrick! 

0:48 8/8/12 6:20p 
Accidents and 

Disasters toss to alex accident in mar vista multiple vehicles including a bus 

11:11 8/10/12 6:15p Accidents and 
Disasters 

plane crash in west la 

2:24 8/10/12 6:26p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news- plane crash in west la- witness who lives near crash 
site 

0:18 8/13/12 11:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a big scare for a garden grove family... when two sisters received 
electric shocks in their backyard swimming pool!  bianca and tiffany 
cruz were badly shocked in the water on saturday. investigators are 
trying to figure out if faulty wiring in the underwater pool light was to 
blame... tonight, both sisters are doing fine. 

0:14 8/13/12 11:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a fourth person from a family... has died from a terrible accident last 
night.... in which an s-u-v careened off the 134 freeway... and now 
the c-h-p says a blown tire may be to blame... two people remain in 
critical condition. 

2:36 8/14/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

fire crews still on the scene tonight... after a fast moving brush fire 
swept across thousands of acres in riverside county ...  ...a summer 
blaze that destroyed anything in its path... including this home.  that 
home... one of at least four buildings that burned in the "buck" fire! 
and crews apparently still have a ways to go with this fire!  it's 
burning near the town of aguanga... just east of temecula. we just 
checked... and the fire has grown to 3-thousand acres... with only 5 
percent containment. nbc4's john cadiz klemack is there tonight... 
live... john? 
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0:22 8/14/12 11:25p Accidents and 
Disasters 

it looks bad - and it was..  a car flying off a curve at pikes peak, in 
colorado.... the car roll and rolls- it was in the pikes peak 
international hill climb. driver jeremy foley miraculously, survived! 
he's a little banged up... but is expected to be fine. 

0:33 8/15/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters 

california wildfires-south marine aircraft fighting so. calif. wildfire 
ranchita, calif. (ap) _ the marines are sending in helicopters to help 
battle a cluster of san diego county wildfires that have prompted 
orders to evacuate 180 homes. a marine statement wednesday 
says eight sea stallions and sea knights are ferrying firefighters and 
dropping water. a national guard c-130 plane also is on call. a 
complex of five lightning fires in the rural northeastern county have 
prompted evacuation orders for about 400 people in ranchita and 
san felipe, although no homes have burned. a state fire spokesman 
says the complex of fires is only 5 percent contained and an early 
estimate of 15 percent was incorrect. meanwhile, a 4{-square-mile 
blaze in riverside county is 15 percent contained. the fire east of 
temecula burned four structures, including at least one home, and 
threatens 47 homes.    right now... firefighters are reporting 
progress with the "buck fire" in riverside county. it's now 40 percent 
contained... close to 27-hundred acres have burned... and five 
people have been hurt... including three firefighters. four structures 
have been destroyed... including the home of gregory good.  good 
had to leave his two scottish deer hounds behind... but he hopes to 
find them safe tomorrow. 

0:21 8/16/12 6:01a Accidents and 
Disasters 

we have been following breaking news out of afghanistan all 
morning.  a helicopter crash in the kandahar province of 
afghanistan. eleven coalition troops have been killed ...we've just 
learned seven of those are americans. the cause of the crash is 
under investigation. we are awaiting more details on what happened 
and will bring that to you as soon as it becomes available. 

0:20 8/16/12 6:14a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a connecticut woman parasailing in south florida with her husband 
has died after a tragic accident!  authorities say the woman's 
harness broke and she fell 200-feet into the ocean. it happened 
while she was on vacation with her husband in pompano beach. a 
boat crew retrieved the woman from the water... but she had gone 
into cardiac arrest and was pronounced dead at a hospital. 

0:17 8/16/12 6:34a Accidents and 
Disasters 

now to that breaking news out of afghanistan ...we've been following 
all morning ...  a black hawk helicopter crashed in the kandahar 
province. eleven people aborad died ...seven of those ...the 
pentagon has confirmed ...were american. the cause is still under 
investigation ...though the taliban claimed responsibility for shooting 
down the helicopter. 

0:27 8/16/12 6:38a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

dozens of people forced to evacuate their homes ...due to the "buck 
fire" in riverside county ...are now back home. and firefighters are 
making progress. it's now 40 percent contained ...and officials 
expect it'll be fully contained by saturday morning. the fire has 
burned close to 27-hundred acres in a remote area near temecula.. 
including four homes and buildings. two residents and three 
firefighters were hurt. they believe it was sparked by lightning. 

0:20 8/16/12 6:39a Accidents and 
Disasters 

and in san diego county, marines from the "third aircraft wing" are 
joining the fight against five wildfires. those brush fires were also 
caused by lightning. so far, 93-hundred acres have burned in small 
communities in the northeast part of the county. evacuees got 
"reverse 9-1-1" calls, directing them to clear-out of their homes and 
take shelter at a high school nearby. 
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0:15 8/16/12 6:59a Accidents and 
Disasters 

and we've been following breaking news this morning a black hawk 
helicopter crashed in the kandahar province. eleven people aborad 
died ...seven of those ...the pentagon has confirmed ...were 
american. the cause is still under investigation .. 

2:18 8/16/12 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now to our other top story... a family trip to yosemite has turned 
tragic. two young boys... playing near a river... somehow got swept 
away...  those children... apparently got caught up in a strong river 
current the ten year old's body has been pulled from the river... the 
six year old is still missing.  it happened yesterday at the vernal fall 
footbridge. and... this involved an extended family including many 
relatives from the los angeles area... who were on a hike at the 
time... there is an anaheim connection... and that's where nbc4's 
kim baldonado is live tonight... kim?? 

0:20 8/17/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters 

at yosemite national park... rangers still haven't found the body of a 
six-year-old yorba linda boy. jacob adams, is presumed dead after 
he was swept away while wading in the fast-moving merced river. 
that was two days agpo. his ten-year-old brother was also killed. the 
boys and their family were part of an anaheim congregation on a 
church retreat. 

0:17 8/21/12 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

in new york...investigators want to know why controled explosions 
at a subway construction site... got out-of-hand. witnesses say the 
blast shot smoke and debris skyward... sending construction 
workers scrambling for cover. no injuries reported... . 

4:40 8/22/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters breaking news- two people electrocuted in valley village 

1:38 8/22/12 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters beachgoer killed by sand collapse 

0:29 8/22/12 11:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

Town of mineral evacuated due to Ponderosa fire 

0:31 8/22/12 11:14p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news- car crash in valley village leads to two people 
getting electrocuted 

1:52 8/23/12 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it wasn't the accident that killed people, it was the rescue. two good 
samaritans were electrocuted and several other received burns 
when they ran into charged water to rescue the driver.  nbc4's 
michelle valles live in valley village with the latest. michelle! 

0:54 8/23/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters breaking news- fire in Carson 

0:20 8/23/12 11:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

tonight we have the name of the student who was buried in the 
sand at oxnard beach park. 19-year-old ming-yu sang... was a 
student from south korea... attending the masters college. sang and 
some other students dug a six to eight foot deep hole in the 
sand...and when sang jumped in to take some pictures the hole 
collapsed. 

0:23 8/23/12 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and dramatic video out of boston... a woman fell onto the subway 
tracks with her young son and they were rescued in the nick time. 
investigators say the mother simply wasn't paying attention. she 
says she was headed for the train on the other side of the tracks... 
and just didn't look where she was going!! two samaritans leaped to 
the rescue... and nobody was badly hurt. 

0:18 8/23/12 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and... another reason to look where you're going this morning this 
suv ended up in the water near the pebble beach golf course. 
witnesses say it was traveling at a high rate of speed when it 
careened off the road and plunged into the ocean. fortunately the 
driver was able to wade back to shore. 
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0:49 8/23/12 11:17p Accidents and 
Disasters 

started just before 10pm 192nd street and main street carson 
compost fire @ a nursery no injuries close to the goodyear blimp 
base airport (where the blimp is housed) 

1:55 8/24/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters crash causes backup on I5 

0:36 8/27/12 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and... in the middle of that search... for the gunman in hollywood... a 
news helicopter... covering the story... had to make a 'dramatic' 
emergency landing. "l-a fire" says... the cabin filled with smoke... 
from an apparent oil leak. you can see smoke... pouring from the 
chopper... but... the pilot found a 'safe' spot to land... and made a 
text book emergency landing... in an empty lot on "franklin" and 
"highland."  we're happy to report... everyone on board 'walked 
away' from that landing... without a scratch. 

0:20 8/27/12 11:13p Accidents and 
Disasters 

investigators are looking for clues tonight... in a 'surveillance tape' 
that captured this crash... near "downtown l-a" today... between an 
"m-t-a" bus and a "blue line train." police say... the train conductor 
'may' have run a "red light." dozens of people... were injured... when 
the train 'clipped' the bus. it crashed into a pole. none of those 
injuries are serious. 

0:20 8/27/12 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters continue to battle a 'brush fire'... in "ventura county" this 
morning.  the fire is burning north of "arroyo verde" park... near 
"east ventura." firefighters now say... they have it about '70' percent 
contained.  it has not threatened any structures... but... about 100 
people have been working to protect "avocado orchards" in the 
area. no on has been hurt... and they're still not sure what started it. 

2:32 8/29/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

he's over one hundred...with... he says... a valid driver's license.... 
and today... he drove his car into a group of students... just getting 
out of elementary school.  and tonight... we're with some of the 
victims... the driver himself and his family... who says there will be 
changes. good evening... i'm colleen williams.. and i'm chuck 
henry... the driver told us his license was set to expire in a week - 
although he was questioned by officers he's not been arrested or 
cited.  it happened near the main street elementary school... at main 
and 53rd in south l-a. 11-people.. including 9-children were injured! 
nbc four's michelle valles talked to the driver.. and kim baldonado 
begins our coverage outside county u-s-c medical center where the 
injured were taken! kim!  nbc four's michelle valles talked to the 
driver.. but first... let's start with kim baldonado live outside county 
u-s-c medical center! kim! 

1:00 8/29/12 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and tonight nbc4's michelle valles talked to the driver and his 
family.... about the accident and about driving at age 100!  driver 
preston carter says he was backing out of the supermarket lot when 
his brakes failed. police are checking out the condition of the 
brakes. carter's daughters say their dad doesn't do much driving... 
and they've been trying to get him to do even less. for the time 
being... carter says police have taken away his car.. and license. 

0:18 8/29/12 11:24p Accidents and 
Disasters 

maybe you saw it.. 21 thousand foot wearhouse in in gardena 
engulfed in flames!! for 90 minutes firefighters worked to contain the 
flames to that one structure... the smoke could be seen from miles 
away!!  no word yet what caused that fire... 
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0:34 8/30/12 11:14p Accidents and 
Disasters 

occurred just before 9:45pm sig alert for @2,3,4 lanes of sb-405 for 
3 hours. ======================================= big rig 
with 40-foot boat jackknifes on 405 freeway by mulholland drive la 
times august 30, 2012 | 10:10 pm a big rig with a 40-foot boat 
jackknifed thursday night on the southbound 405 freeway in the 
sepulveda pass, forcing authorities to issue a sigalert for the busy 
artery. the accident near mulholland drive shut down three lanes on 
the freeway, the california highway patrol said. the alert was 
expected to be in effect for up to three hours. in a preliminary report 
from the scene, a chp unit said that the big rig may be a military 
vehicle. officers at the scene had requested a tow truck. no other 
details were immediately available. 

0:54 8/31/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news in gardena where two cars have gone over the 405 
freeway...  alex calder is overhead in in newschopper four. alex! 

0:24 8/31/12 11:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and new tonight from the inland empire...  . three people were 
injured in a fireworks accident tonight at lake elsinore. the fireworks 
went off as they were being set up for a minor league baseball 
game. an employee of the company putting on the show was 
airlifted to a hospital with burns over 80 to 90 percent of his body. 
another employee and a fire inspector had less serious burns. they 
still don't know why the fireworks to go off. 

1:02 8/31/12 11:23p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news in westwood where a cyclist was seriously injured in 
tonight's critical mass ride. alex calder is live in newschopper 4. 

2:55 9/3/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

tonight... labor day may be just about over... but that massive 
holiday weekend forest fire north of azusa is still burning... and 
firefighters still have a lot of work to do before it's out.  it's eleven 
o'clock... i'm alycia lane...in for chuck henry tonight. and i'm colleen 
williams.  the "williams fire" ... has produced some huge plumes of 
smoke... that can be seen from all over southern california... right 
now.... the fire has burned farther away from homes... and deeper 
into the angeles national forest.  36-hundred acres have burned 
since the fire broke out late yesterday... fewer acres that first 
thought. right now....the fire is still...only five percent contained. and 
san gabriel canyon recreation sites in the area... are all still closed .  
the fire broke out near san gabriel reservoir... in the east fork of san 
gabriel canyon.  nbc four's robert kovacik is live at the fire command 
post.. which is just up the road ...in irwindale. robert... 

1:06 9/3/12 11:03p Accidents and 
Disasters 

here's another live look from newschopper-4. you can see those 
flames right at the top of the mountain. alex calder has been 
monitoring the situation all day. alex?? 

0:47 9/3/12 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
it's hot and dry out there... but fritz... it could be even worse for the 
firefighters... right? 

0:12 9/3/12 11:05p Accidents and 
Disasters 

there is good news tonight from los padres national forest... where 
the lockwood valley fire is being held in check. this one burned 
about 25 acres near frazier park... but tonight... firefighters appear 
to have the upper hand. 

1:49 9/3/12 11:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

tonight... investigators are not talking about why a south gate 
woman may face charges in a freeway crash that left her two young 
children dead.  nbc4's beverly white is live at eleven... in south 
gate... beverly. 

0:59 9/4/12 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

newschopper 4 is over breaking news in simi valley... this is an 
accident involving a power pole and a gas meter. alex calder is 
overhead with the details. alex? 
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0:28 9/4/12 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now to the williams fire... it's still burning in the angeles national 
forest... north of azusa... but there's improvement tonight.  
containment is now 24-percent... and weather conditions are much 
better for firefighters. 3,800 acres have burned... that's 200 more 
than yesterday. san gabriel canyon camping and hiking areas are 
still closed... and full containment is still not expected until *next* 
thursday... september 13-th. 

1:10 9/4/12 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

newschopper 4 still on the scene of breaking news in simi valley... 
this is an accident involving a power pole and a gas meter. alex 
calder is overhead with an update. alex? 

0:28 9/4/12 11:33p Accidents and 
Disasters 

alex calder has got some new information on who was driving that 
upside down vehicle in the yard of this home in simi-valley . alex? 

0:22 9/5/12 11:08p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we have new video tonight of the powerful quake that hit costa rica 
today...it measured seven-point-six .... and killed at least one 
person.  officials said the quake knocked down houses... at least 
one bridge and it blocked highways. costa rica's president urged 
residents to remain calm. the quake was deep... around 25 miles 
below the surface. 

0:15 9/5/12 11:08p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and... caught on video... smoke billowing from an engine in japan... 
forced the pilots of a new boeing 7-8-7 dreamliner to abort their take 
off. all nippon airways said the problem was a leaking hydraulic 
pump... nobody was hurt. 

0:43 9/7/12 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this '14' year old "ohio" boy... has quite a tale to tell tonight... after 
surviving a 'terrifying' ride... through a 'series' of sewer pipes. he 
was riding his bike with a friend this week... when he fell into a 
creek and was 'swept' into a storm drain.  the waters carried "jeff 
laporta"... through the pipes... for more than a 'quarter of a mile'... at 
times... he was completely 'submerged' and 'holding' his breath. he 
finally ended up in a spot with some breathing room... with 
firefighters rescuing him through a manhole. 

1:03 9/10/12 11:11p Accidents and 
Disasters 

tonight... the coast guard has released video of a dramatic rescue at 
sea...after a small plane crashed off the central california coast. on 
the plane a father and son on their way to a fishing trip to alaska.    
the lucky father and son told officers the fishing trip is still on - they 
plan to rent another plane next week. 

0:59 9/13/12 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

take you to the scene of breaking news... a fire tonight in a mansion 
in the hills above the sunset strip. newschopper 4 overhead as 
flames burned through the roof. let's go live to robert kovacik on the 
scene... robert!    fire officials say that three thousand square foot 
home was once owned by producer rick salomon... who gained 
fame for his relationship with paris hilton. the family now living in the 
home got out safely. damage is estimated at 150 thousand dollars. 
the cause of the blaze is under investigation... remodeling work was 
going on... but it's unclear if that had anything to do with the blaze. 

3:11 9/14/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and... you saw it here as breaking news this afternoon... when the 
fire in the sepulveda pass got dangerously close to homes... and 
firefighters hit it with everything they had!  here's the latest! right 
now, it's 40 percent contained... full containment is not expected 
until sunday... so far... it's burned around 70 acres... but crews say 
no homes or other buildings are in danger...  here's where it's been 
burning... on the *east* side of the pass... above the 405 and 
sepulveda boulevard...  our lolita lopez is live right now... in the 
sepulveda pass... lolita! 
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2:25 9/19/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

what started out as a 60 second thrill ride... quickly turned into three 
and a half scary hours... stranded... 300 feet off the ground... for 
people on this ride at knotts berry farm...  tonight ... all 20 riders are 
safely...back on the ground...but they had some extraordinary 
stories to tell us. and it turns out this is the second time in two 
weeks the same ride "the wind-seeker" has stranded riders!  nbc4's 
kim baldonado live in buena park... kim do they know what went 
wrong this time?  kim ad libs intro  donna garrison's fear of heights 
was put to the ultimate challenge when she and 19 others became 
stuck...300 feet in the air...for 3 1/2 hours...on the windseeker ride 
at knott's berry farm. (dona garrison/stuck rider) (just 1 n in dona) ("i 
really was hyperventilating. i didn't know if the whole thing would 
plummet") it was 4:00 in the afternoon when the ride's safety 
security system activated, causing the ride to come to a halt. among 
those stuck, haley giacomaro, who was celebrating her 12th 
birthday with her friend, abbi. ("now be honest, did you cry up 
there? yeah, like 5 times each, we were pretty scared") the girls 
were stuck without their parents and without their cell phones, which 
aren't allowed on the ride. haley's mother watched helplessly from 
the ground. (cybill giacomaro/haley's mother) ("i was really nervous 
and scared. after an hour i started freaking out") one hour turned 
into 3, with day turning to dusk, before the ride made its way back 
down about 7:30. (jimmy garrison/stuck rider) ("the only bad thing i 
wasn't facing the sunset, i had to keep turning around. you seem in 
pretty good spirits considering what you've been though. i was 
thirsty and i got a both of water and i got a free t-shirt") jimmy 
garrison and his wife dona came to southern california from 
baltimore specifically to attend knott's halloween haunt, which 
begins friday. yes, they will be there. 

0:28 9/21/12 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now... to that church fire that was breaking news during our five 
o'clock hour. newschopper four flew over galilee baptist church... in 
the crenshaw district. this fire broke out just after four this afternoon.  
firefighters got it out... they're still trying to figure out what started it. 

0:27 9/24/12 11:05p Accidents and 
Disasters 

the body of a 82 year old man was found in one of 30 homes 
destroyed by a wind driven wildfire in eastern san diego county.  the 
20-thousand acre shockey fire has been burning since yesterday 
along the u-s/mexico border near campo.  there are some 950 
firefighters on the ground, six air tankers and another six helicopters 
working the fire and as of tonight it's only 40% contained. . 

0:40 9/24/12 11:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

tonight... the search for climbers continues...although hope is 
quickly faiding. a massive avalanche killed at least nine people in 
the high himalayas.  the avalanche occured at nearly 23-thousand 
feet in nepal... sweeping climbers from their camp. they were 
preparing to climb...the summit (man-as-lu) the eighth highest 
mountian in the world.  most of the nine climbers killed... were from 
europe. eight names were released by the tourism ministry today. 
another ten people are known to have survived... and many several 
others are still missing. survivors say they were sleeping when the 
mountain of snow just gave way. 
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0:20 9/26/12 11:16p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a truck driver got more than he bargained for in washington state 
...when the propane tank he was carrying exploded in flames.  that's 
a lot of fire shooting out the side of that truck.... as bad as it looks, 
no one was injured this happened last week... state troopers say 
this was a highway construction truck... laying down adhesive for 
lane markers and reflectors. 

1:28 9/27/12 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with breaking news.. from la canada- flintridge where 
there was a dramatic rescue...just a short time ago.  a driver... went 
over a cliff on the... winding road of angeles crest highway.... let's 
get right to it....  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in la canada flintridge 
with the latest! kim! 

1:02 9/27/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 405 crash 

0:28 9/28/12 11:08p Accidents and 
Disasters 

police in kentucky have released video of a police cruiser crashing 
into a home.  this video was shot last month as a louisville police 
officer was responding to an emergency. in the video you see the 
officer swerve to avoid another vehicle before he loses control and 
runs off the road. at the time of the accident the officer was going 45 
miles per hour. the officer suffered a minor neck injury in the crash. 
no one inside the home was injured. 

0:23 9/28/12 11:33p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news in monterey park where there's been a serious 
accident with mulitple injuries.. alex calder live in newschopper 4 
alex! 

0:21 7/2/12 11:04p Business & 
Industry 

a wrongful-death lawsuit against staples center has been tossed out 
by a judge. the parents of a two year-old boy sued after the he fell 
30-feet from a luxury box... to his death... at a lakers game. the 
family claimed the luxury box was poorly designed. the judge said 
the parents should have been more careful. the family is planning to 
appeal. 

0:30 7/4/12 11:16p Business & 
Industry 

tonight... "victoria's secret"... is getting some criticism... over one of 
its ads.  quite a few folks... see 'this' ad... as a 'photoshop insult!' the 
middle photo shows... a lot of space between her legs... and she's 
missing part of her backside. yet... the 'smaller' images show... the 
same model's thighs looking more normal... more than a thousand 
people have taken to "victoria's secret" facebook page... 
complaining about the excessive retouching. people say the models 
are thin enough... and there's 'no' need to photoshop... 'that much.' 

0:20 7/9/12 11:10p 
Business & 

Industry 

two religious scholars are calling for major hotel chains to stop 
offering porn movies in hotel rooms. they say porn is damaging to 
marriages and human dignity. so far, no response from any of the 
major hotel chains.... although last year, marriott announced they 
will begin phasing out adult features. 

0:25 7/16/12 11:06p 
Business & 

Industry 

nbc-universal... parent company of nbc-4... is scrapping plans to 
build residential housing at universal city... as part of an expansion 
plan...  universal will go ahead with plans enlarge city walk - as well 
as attractions to universal studios theme park... and increase movie 
and television production space. the plan also calls for two new 
500-room hotels... 

0:20 7/16/12 11:06p Business & 
Industry 

and..microsoft and n-b-c have completed a friendly breakup... the 
web site m-s-n-b-c dot com.. now becomes nbc-news-dot com. n-b-
c purchased microsoft's share of the operation... ending a 
partnership that began in 1996. the m-s-n-b-c cable network will 
keep the name... at least for now. 
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0:17 7/16/12 11:07p Business & 
Industry 

and yahoo continues to go through executives.. five c.e.o's in five 
years. today yahoo named 37 year old marissa mayer, a former 
"google" executive to run the company. this was quite a day for 
mayer... she also announced she's pregnant with her first child. a 
boy... due in october. 

0:17 7/18/12 11:14p Business & 
Industry 

in cleveland... a burger king employee has been fired... after 
allegedly posting this picture of himself... standing in the lettuce 
containers. the picture went viral... burger king released a statement 
saying it has a zero-tolderance for food safety violations. 

0:14 7/24/12 11:09p Business & 
Industry 

and... there's been a spike gun sales in colorado since the theater 
shooting. according to state records... more than 36-hundred 
background check requests have been made since friday. that's a 
40-percent spike from the prior week. 

2:13 7/25/12 11:04p Business & 
Industry 

chick-fil-a seems to be making some fast enemies... with its alleged 
anti-gay stance. and a planned protest is designed to disrupt a 
grand opening tomorrow... of a chick-fil-a in laguna hills.  nbc4's 
janet kwak is live in laguna hills... janet... 

0:22 7/25/12 11:07p Business & 
Industry 

get ready to pay more at the grocery store... the midwest drought 
means all of us ...will be paying more for food next year....  the 
agriculture department says beef prices are expected to see the 
biggest jump.... roughly five percent. dairy, poultry and pork are also 
expected to increase. this drought is now affecting nearly 90-
percent of the corn crop... across the country. 

0:15 7/26/12 11:11p Business & 
Industry 

a *double-system* failure at twitter's data center is blamed for an 
outage today... that left users unable to "tweet" for about an hour. 
the problem has now been fixed.... twitter is expecting very heavy 
traffic tomorrow when the olympics begin. 

0:16 7/26/12 11:11p Business & 
Industry 

capital one will pay 12-million dollars in fines.... after the justice 
department says the bank wrongfully foreclosed on homes... and 
improperly repossessed cars.... of military personnel. the bank is 
accused of violating federal laws... which protect active military. 

0:44 7/30/12 6:11p Business & 
Industry 

first it was san bernardino...then el monte. for weeks... we've been 
following cities... as they struggle with their finances. so lets see 
what's happeneing in duarte. we talked with the mayor today... 
about what his city is doing to avoid a fiscal emergency.  that means 
making some big decisions... and the mayor told us about a unique 
way he's involving the community... that story... tomorrow on today 
in l-a! 

2:06 7/30/12 6:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

in san fernando... residents are upset with "j.c. penney"... oven an 
attempt to remove the penny's sign... from a building... the city's 
only department store closed over the weekend... amid protests.  
nbc4's gordon tokumatsu live in san fernando with the story. 
gordon! 

0:15 8/1/12 6:05p 
Business & 

Industry 

and despite all the thousands of people we see walking around the 
olympic venues... some london business owners are reporting only 
a slight bump in in their normal foot traffic! they say maybe people 
stayed away from london... after hearing predictions of terrible 
congestion. 

1:40 8/2/12 6:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

technology jobs are not all about silicon valley... in fact l-a may be 
on it's way to becoming the new tech capital. one local company is 
trying to recruit employees in kind of a different way... here's nbc4's 
lolita lopez... 
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0:37 8/3/12 6:03p Business & 
Industry 

what's being called "kiss-day" is underway at chick-fil-a restaurants 
across the country.  looking live here at hollywood were people out 
there, are holding signs, banners and flags. kiss-day calls on same 
sex couples to kiss and take photos and video outside chick fil a 
restaurants and post them online.  this was the scene in northridge 
a few moments ago... chick-fil-a's c-e-o publicly denounced same-
sex marriage. it also lead to huge show of *support* for the 
restaurant chain... here's part of that... in la habra on wednesday... 
what they called the chick-fil-a appreciation day. 

0:37 8/3/12 6:21p Business & 
Industry 

halloween is almost three months away... but not too early for 
hundreds of people to apply for jobs at knotts scary farm!!  one-
thousand jobs are on the line. this is not the first time a lot of these 
applicants have tried out for a chance to haunt the park. they're all 
minimum wage jobs...and they say it's a lot of fun.  knotts scary 
farm will take more applications on monday. the ghouls and goblins 
go to work september 11th... through halloween. 

0:16 8/7/12 6:21p Business & 
Industry 

good news on the hiring front! u-s employers posted more job 
openings in june... that's more than any other month in the past four 
years! and that's according to a new report from the labor 
department. experts say it's a positive sign that hiring may pick up in 
the months ahead. 

0:36 8/9/12 6:23p 
Business & 

Industry 

boarding a flight sometime soon?! you'll be glad to know you'll likely 
arrive on time... and with your luggage!  the department of 
transportation says this year.... nearly 84-percent of domestic flights 
arrived within 15 minutes of their scheduled time. airlines are also 
doing a better job of handling bags. fewer than three bags per one 
thousand passengers were reported lost, damaged or delayed. if 
the current pace continues... airlines will beat their best full-year 
performance record from 1991. 

0:15 8/13/12 11:06p Business & 
Industry 

newschopper 4 over some breaking news in the long beach area... 
we are hearing that about 37-hundred homes are without power. the 
big power outtage was first reported around 9 o'clock tonight... no 
word on what caused it. 

0:15 8/14/12 11:09p 
Business & 

Industry 

the next few days should be busy at the d-m-v. the department has 
to reschedule appointments that were cancelled today... when a 
computer newtork crashed... triggering delays at dmv offices 
statewide... that network is now back up and running. 

0:28 8/15/12 11:09p Business & 
Industry 

a san francisco family claims united airlines lost their 10-year old 
daughter for several hours. the girl was traveling *alone* from san 
francisco to grand rapids... but the family says that when she landed 
in chicago for a stop-over... the airline forgot to get her on the 
connecting flight. the family says it took four hours to get her on 
another plane headed for grand rapids... united says it has 
apologized... it has refunded the price of the ticket... and it's 
reviewing the situation. 

0:29 8/16/12 6:36a Business & 
Industry 

target is holding a big job fair this morning. they're looking to hire 
250-workers for a new, downtown l-a store.  it's holding the 3-day 
job fair in west l-a... even though the employees hired will be 
working at the "city target" store at seventh and figueroa, in 
downtown l-a. that store is scheduled to open in october. the 
company expects about four thousand people to show up for the job 
fair... even though there's only the 250-slots to be filled. candidates 
will be interviewed and briefed on target's policies and employee 
programs. 
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0:26 8/16/12 6:45a 
Business & 

Industry 

market analysts say facebook's troubled stock could take a big hit 
this morning...because this is the first day facebook employees and 
early investors have been allowed to sell their shares.  the social 
networking stock, which opened at 38-dollars a share, had dropped 
to just 21-dollars yesterday. facebook was down nearly two-percent 
more in futures trading this morning. we just took a look at the big 
board and right now facebook is now down almost five percent from 
yesterday's close...falling to just 20-dollars a share. 

0:15 8/16/12 11:16p Business & 
Industry 

facebook stock hit a new low today! the social networking giant fell 
six percent... closing at 19-dollar-87-cents a share. that's a total 
drop of 48 percent in the three months since the initial public 
offering... 

0:19 8/20/12 11:06p Business & 
Industry 

new tonight! southern california edision is slashing the number of 
workers at its troubled san onofre nuclear power plant. the company 
is cutting 730 jobs... that's about one third of the workforce there. 
the plant has been shut down since january because of excessive 
wear on tubes that carry radioactive water. 

2:20 8/21/12 11:02p 
Business & 

Industry 

in n out burger... is no longer doing business with a central california 
slaughterhouse... the feds shut down that business after undercover 
video showed alleged abuse and sick cattle.  the central valley meat 
company is located in hanford... near fresno. so where else has the 
meat been going from there?? nbc four's lolita lopez is live with 
details! lolita! 

0:15 8/21/12 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

nike's about to introduce it's most expensive sneaker... ever! it's the 
new lebron james nike... first seen in the london olympics... it will 
cost *315 dollars.* and it will reportedly have motion sensors to 
measure your vertical leap! 

0:21 9/3/12 11:23p business & 
industry 

to help students start the new school year off right... kids can show 
up at any mcdonalds tomorrow morning and get a free fruit &amp; 
maple oatmeal for breakfast.  every kid between kindergarten 
through 8th grade is eligible... but they need to be accompanied by 
an adult... mcdonalds is giving away the free meals between six and 
nine a-m... at more than six hundred mcdonalds in southern 
california... 

0:24 9/4/12 11:24p 
business & 

industry 

an atlanta area jeweler is has come up with an new promotion... buy 
a diamond... get a gun.  later this month... anyone who buys at least 
25-hundred dollars worth of diamonds... will get a hunting rifle worth 
over four hundred dollars... the jeweler admits he's trying to appeal 
to the *hunter*... more than the *romantic*... in his customers... but 
he says... even if the rifle doesn't last... the diamond will be good 
forever! 

0:45 9/5/12 11:02p business & 
industry 

new tonight... albertsons will be closing 19 stores here in southern 
california... and more around the rest of the country. the company 
says it's having a hard time competing with "big box stores" like 
walmart and target, that have introduced grocery sections over the 
past few years.  between now and the end of the year, albertsons 
says it will close 19 stores in southern california...from l-a to san 
bernardino county. we caught up with some customers at the 
glendale location that is shutting down.  for a full list of the local 
stores closing ... you can go to our website, nbc-la-dot-com, and 
search "albertsons." 
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0:24 9/7/12 11:05p business & 
industry 

new tonight... europe is a tourist mecca and vegas wants a piece of 
the action. casino giant... las vegas sands corporation... today 
announced plans for a multi-billion dollar gambling resort in madrid! 
the project has been dubbed "euro-vegas." the plans call for for six 
casinos, 12 hotels, three golf courses, a convention center, 
shopping centers, bars and restaurants. 

0:41 9/10/12 11:09p business & 
industry 

it's a billboard battle in the san fernando valley. a strip club... versus 
parents... who say the club's billboards are too "risque".  xposed 
gentlemen's club has more than 50 signs in the valley showing 
strippers... mostly from the neck up. but one mother has filed a 
petition to have the signs banned... this woman didn't want kids 
asking her about strip clubs...  brad barnes... the owner of xposed 
told us quote: "i believe certain people are overreacting to this. i 
know what's offensive, and these billboards are not offensive." 

0:25 9/12/12 11:14p business & 
industry 

the holiday shopping season is approaching quickly!... and if you're 
looking to land some work... you may be in luck!  according to a 
new survey... close to sixty percent of retailers said they will hire the 
same amount of workers as last year... and... if you're hoping to 
work after the holidays... more than 40 percent reported they want 
to hire more permanent workers and fewer seasonal workers. 

0:17 9/13/12 11:14p business & 
industry 

a meat company is suing a-b-c news over stories the network did 
about the meat filler product sometimes referred to as "pink slime". 
the company is seeking over a billion dollars in damages... it says a-
b-c implied the product was dangerous. the network says: "the 
lawsuit is without merit." 

1:25 9/13/12 11:14p business & 
industry 

if you want to avoid sales tax on major on-line purchases... you'd 
better hurry. on saturday, as stephamie elam reports, the new 
internet tax kicks in.    as far as uncle sam is concerned... this tax 
isn't new... people have always been required to pay taxes on 
internet purchases... but most people haven't been reporting them... 

0:19 9/13/12 11:15p 
business & 

industry 

frontier airlines is telling customers they can save a lot of cash ....if 
they book their own flights.... on the airline's own web site.  frontier 
says those who prefer to book travel on sites like travelocity and 
orbitz can still go there... but they'll pay fees... get fewer frequent 
flier miles... and lose seating preference. 

1:49 9/16/12 11:15p 
business & 

industry 

taking a vacation is hitting people hard in the wallet these days. 
experts say it's a sign the economy is making a comeback. but how 
can you get around the price hikes? nbc's michelle franzen has 
some answers. 

0:38 9/17/12 11:33p business & 
industry 

how much would you pay for a steak dinner? but here's one of 
those restaurants... that's asking you... for an arm and a leg!  yes... 
"the old homestead" restaurant in new york city... is charging 350 
dollars for a 12-ounce kobe steak! old homestead says this steak is 
a very rare cut that's been banned for sale in the u-s until just 
recently. so is it worth almost 30 dollars an ounce? old homestead 
says... there's already a "waiting list." 
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2:12 9/18/12 11:00p 
business & 

industry 

it's a multi billion dollar bombshell! a-e-g the entertainment and 
sports giant is up for sale! what is that going to mean for 
staples..kings and plans to bring the nfl back to l-a??  a-e-g is such 
a powerhouse a sale could re-shape l-a's sports and entertainment 
landscape... the company really has been at the forefront of 
revitalizing downtown l-a... and tonight l-a mayor villaraigosa says 
he knew about the possible sale... in his words... for "some time"...  
nbc4's kim baldonado live at staples center! kim! do we know 
why??? 

1:37 9/18/12 11:02p 
business & 

industry 

strickly from a sports prospective what do you see fans, and their 
teams? and... farmers field plans?  as the old saying goes.. the 
devil's in the details and heres what tim leiweke said.. the new 
owner will have the historic opportunity to benefit from aeg's 
strategy to reunite los angeles with the nfl, as aeg moves forward 
with its efforts to bring an nfl franchise to farmers field to be built at 
l.a. live. what does that mean? there is no guarantee the new owner 
will build that stadium..  truth be told.. a downtown stadium was 
suggested by the nfl and tim leiweke was happy to oblige.. using its 
considerable political clout, aeg convinced the mayor and city 
council this was a good idea and they signed off.. the philosophy if 
you build it, they will come may not apply here.. its known that phil 
anshutz and the nfl disagree on the value of franchises.. if you can't 
agree on the cost of the team, it doesn't matter what kind of stadium 
you build and why would anybody build a stadium if you're not 
guaranteed a team.. realistically, would you invest a billion dollars 
on a building without knowing how much it would cost you to buy a 
team.. probably another billion or more.. this after you spent billions 
to buy the company.. the only people with that kind of money are 
the guggenheim guys and they own the dodgers and dick clark 
productions..  is the downtown stadium dead if anshutz sells a-e-g, 
there's no way of knowing.. is the nfl dead, not necessarily.. 
remember, ed roski still has a group in the city of industry.. 

0:17 9/18/12 11:08p business & 
industry 

american airlines sent layoff warnings to 11-thousand employees. 
the letters were sent to mechanics, ground workers, and airport 
agents. but not to sent to flight attendants or pilots. company 
officials say less than 44-hundred workers will lose their jobs.. 

1:16 9/19/12 11:08p business & 
industry 

you know there is a problem when a veteran travel writer tell his 
readers to avoid an airline because it's unreliable. american airlines 
has been forced to cancel 300 flights because of thousands of 
unhappy pilots.    the pilots union insists there is no organized slow-
down effort. 

1:21 9/19/12 11:11p business & 
industry 

now that a-e-g is up for sale... many people are wondering what 
impact the potential sale will have on la's plan to field an n-f-l team. 
nbc4's angie crouch spoke with city leaders and here's what they 
had to say.    sources tell us...the sale could be worth... more than 
six billion dollars.... 

0:22 9/28/12 11:23p business & 
industry 

ralphs grocery stores will pay more than a million dolars... to settle 
allegations that it overcharged some customers... for some items...  
a judge approved the settlement yesterday.... investigators found 
that on some foods that are sold by weight... the weight of the 
packaging was not subtracted... like it's supposed to be. ralphs says 
the violations were un-intentional and the problem has been 
corrected. 
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1:56 7/2/12 11:16p Children & Youth  

another dangerous teenage fad, called the "salt and ice challenge" 
is more than just a test of physical endurance - it can cause a 
serious burn - similiar to frostbite!  nbc4's janet kwak... live in toluca 
lake... janet. 

0:32 7/9/12 11:24p Children & Youth  

and here's another fall.... this one intentional! it all started when a 
teenager was riding on a chair-lift at a new jersey boardwalk... when 
lightning starts hitting the area!  melanie rossomando and her friend 
were on this chair-lift... when suddenly the ride stopped! the teen 
and her friend were stuck.... and with lightning hitting in the area... 
melanie decided to jump! no broken bones here... just some bumps 
and bruises. melanie says she was just trying to enjoy her birthday!  
***sot*** ***sot*** no broken bones here... just some bumps and 
bruises. melanie says she was just trying to enjoy her birthday! 

0:45 7/5/12 11:06p consumer 

there's a warning tonight... about a so-called "sleeping" computer 
virus... that could strike on monday! and now its got the fbi involved!  
it's called "d-n-s changer." and if your computer is infected... it could 
make it nearly impossible to connect with the internet. security 
companies believe 70-thousand computers could be affected. that's 
not a lot considering.., but if one of them is yours, thats all it take!  
***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** the f-b-i says a group from europe is 
behind the malware scheme. we've posted more information on how 
to protect your computer... you can find helpful advice on our 
website at nbc-la dot com... just look on the home page! 

0:16 7/9/12 11:11p consumer 

congress is looking into who's monitoring your cell phone activity... 
and why. last year, 1.3 million requests were made by law 
enforcement agencies for individual cell phone records. that 
included things like your location, text messages and whatever 
details the phone company has.   

1:57 7/11/12 11:05p consumer 

tonight... l-a county authorities say they're investigating an internet 
puppy sales operation... they tell us... they've received several 
complaints about the dogs being sick!!  nbc four's kim baldonado is 
live with reaction from one of the victims!! 

2:56 7/11/12 11:13p consumer 
in today's get garcia segment... ana gets results for a woman who 
just wanted to get her chimney repaired. ana, what's the story? 

0:35 7/13/12 11:08p consumer 

visa... mastercard... and banks that issue their cards... have agreed 
to pay 6-billion dollars to merchants to settle a dispute over fees.. 
but what does *that* mean for consumers?  for a long time now, 
stores have long complained about the fees they have to pay to 
banks... each time a customer uses a credit card. those fees cost 
merchants about $30-billion dollars a year. now there's an idea 
afloat that would allow retailers to impose an additional fee anyone 
who pay's with a credit card instead of cash... the idea is to offset 
the banks processing fee's. 

0:54 7/13/12 11:11p consumer 
and... while we support our u-s olympic team... many feel quite a bit 
different about what those athletes will be wearing two weeks at the 
opening ceremony. 
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3:02 7/18/12 11:15p consumer 

unsolicited e-mails trying to sell you everything from insurance to 
pharmaceuticals. so what do you do... about all that spam? and 
what happens it you think you're getting rid of it... and you're really 
not? we figure it's time... to "get garcia!"  ana garcia's here with a 
guy who learned the hard way! ana!  spam is intrusive, annoying 
and sometimes malicious. it's impossible to stop completely and- 
there is one thing you should never do if you want to limit your 
spam.    in addition to running the spam filtering that comes with 
your email provider, it's recommended you use an anti-virus 
software to search for malicious attachments that can infect your 
computer and collect your personal information.  if you have a story 
for the get garcia team you can email us at getgarcia@nbcuni.com 
or call our tip-line at 818-520-tips. 

0:17 7/19/12 11:11p consumer 

ford is 'recalling'... thousands of its 20-13 "escape" s-u-v's. the recall 
is over a 'possible' problem... with the fuel line... which could 'split'... 
'leak'... and even 'start' a fire... "ford's" sending out notices to the 
11-thousand owners... who need to bring their vehicles back to their 
dealers. 

3:09 7/25/12 11:16p consumer 

4-g... you hear it all the time from cell phone companies... but... do 
you really know what it means? and are you getting... what you 
think you're getting? time to get garcia!  ana garcia is here right 
now... to help us figure it out! ana...  if you are confused about what 
4g means, which stands for "fourth generation," you are not alone. 
many i-phone users think they own a 4g phone, but according to 
apple it's actually a 3g phone. ok, so what's 4g? well it depends on 
who you ask!      just last month australian regulators fined apple 2.2 
million dollars for quote "deliberately misleading" consumers about 
the 4g capability of its latest ipad with local carriers there. apple 
offered a refund and has changed its advertising. if you have 
something you'd like me to investigate, call us at 818-520-tips or 
email me at getgarcia@nbcuni.com. 

0:21 7/26/12 11:11p consumer 

tonight... ford is recalling nearly a half-million of its "escape" s-u-v's.  
the model years: 2001 to 2004. the problem is with cruise control 
cables that could cause the gas pedal to stick. this is the third recall 
in two weeks for the escape. the last recall involved a different issue 
on the 20-13 model. 

0:23 7/30/12 6:27p consumer 

the nbc4 i-team caught it all on hidden camera: what authorities say 
might be a big scam, targeting people trying to rent apartments and 
homes.    that story... and your olympic wrap-up, with a live report 
from london... on the nbc-4 news at midnight... after the games! 

0:37 8/9/12 6:12p consumer 

at five... we told you gas prices jumped more than five cents 
overnight. the average price for a gallon of regular in l-a county... 
$3.96. we've been monitoring "gas buddy dot-com"... to help find 
you cheaper prices...  and we found a station in pasadena... selling 
regular for $3.69! it's the "f-h-m gas" station on washington 
boulevard.  and in orange county... where the average price is 
$3.94... the "super 8" on commonwealth avenue in fullerton is 
selling regular for $3.71 a gallon.  experts predict gas prices on the 
west coast could rise another 25-cents or more by labor day. 

3:52 8/13/12 11:14p consumer 

now: bunnies for sale in santee alley... animals whose lives are 
often very short and miserable.  . ana garcia exposes the truth 
about the baby rabbit trade in santee alley...      tomorrow ana takes 
a look at the law and why it don't seem to be working. if you'd like 
information on to properly care for rabbits and where you can adopt 
one, go to nbcla.com . 
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0:26 8/16/12 6:44a consumer 

the food and drug administration says "hershey" made false 
nutritional claims for two of its chocolate syrup products. these 
labels not only fail to meet fda regulations... but also violate federal 
law! the fda says hershey may not use the terms "fortification" or 
"plus" on their labels... because the syrup's nutritional content does 
*not* meet required guidelines for such claims. hershey says it's 
resolved the matter. 

0:49 8/16/12 6:44a consumer 

a warning for parents ... a popular baby seat has been recalled.  if 
you have a young child ...odds are ...you have one of these 
...bumbo baby seats. the company voluntarily recalled the seats 
because the consumer product safety commission received at least 
fifty complaints of babies falling out of the seat. and 19 of those falls 
resulted in skull fractures.  this isn't the first time bumbo products 
have been recalled. five years ago the same seat was recalled to 
add warning labels about the risk of using the seats on raised 
surfaces. the makers of the bumbo are now asking you to send 
away for a free repair kit which includes a safety belt. 

0:11 8/21/12 11:14p consumer 
thousands of people in chicago say their cars won't start... because 
they got tainted gasoline from b-p!! the company says it has traced 
the problem to a storage facility in indiana. 

0:20 8/22/12 11:09p consumer red vines recalled for high levels of lead 

2:04 8/22/12 11:15p consumer get garcia- what does 4g mean 

0:47 8/29/12 11:11p consumer 

if you think you've been overcharged on your utility bill, and 
thousands of people have, you've got only one more week to apply 
for a refund.  it was last year that the nbc4 i-team exposed how the 
la-dwp was illegally billing residents of apartments and condos for 
city trash pickup... even though their buildings paid for private 
collection. the city sent out claim forms so you can apply for a 
refund, and those forms have to be mailed by next thursday. the city 
has agreed to refund overbillings for trash pickup only back to 2007, 
which angers some residents, who've been overbilled for years. 

0:31 9/3/12 11:09p consumer 

and... new at eleven...  a new warning tonight about a scam that 
could happen to you.... it's a telephone scam being used by jail 
inmates. the caller claims to be a deputy and says one of your 
relatives has arrested. the caller then instructs you to dial star-72 
and then a phone number for more information. however -- by doing 
that -- it allows inmates to make calls and send the charges... 
directly to your number. the sheriff's department is reminding 
everyone *not* to accept these calls and do not dial star-72. 

0:36 9/11/12 11:23p consumer 

cosmetics that promise to make you look younger... are big sellers 
now... but the f-d-a has warned loreal... company of to stop 
advertising products by making them sound like anti-aging *drugs*... 
instead of "cosmetics"...  l'orial is the parent company of lancome.. 
which claims some of its skin creams could quote "boost the activity 
of genes" or "stimulate cell regeneration" to reduce signs of aging. 
the f-d-a says that only drugs could make changes to that body like 
that... and as such... they'd have to be regulated a *drugs.* loreal 
says it is committed to complying with all laws and regulatory 
standards. 
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0:32 9/16/12 11:18p consumer 

if you're still getting a lot of calls from telemarketers after putting 
yourself on the federal do-not-call list... apparently you're not alone.  
the government is getting a lot of complaints that companies are still 
calling. telemarketers are supposed to check the registry every 
month for numbers they can't call. but the number of companies 
checking the list has dropped dramatically. and complaints about 
the calls... especially pre-recorded ones... are on the rise. a dozen 
companies have been fined since 2009... for illegally calling people 
on the registry. 

3:28 9/17/12 11:14p consumer 

get garcia and get results! and now penny saver is making some 
changes... it's all in response to ana garcia's investigation this 
summer that uncovered a secret shopper scam.  all of this means 
more protection for consumers... and ana garcia is here now with 
details... ana..  last june we told you about a young man who's 
attempt to get a job got him arrested. he was responding to an ad in 
the penny saver. now, that company says it's taken steps to make 
sure what happened to him doesn't happen to someone else.      
penny saver says they've rejected similar secret shopper ads. as for 
moses pennell...the district attorney decided to not file charges. for 
more tips on how to tell the difference between a real secret 
shopper job and a fake, just go to nbc4 la. and if you have a tip for 
the get garcia team, call us at 818 520 tips or emails us at 
getgarcia@nbcuni.com 

0:25 9/19/12 11:23p consumer 

the f-d-a may consider new standards for the levels of arsenic in 
rice... this comes on the heels of a new report that found arsenic in 
some rice products..  scientists found somewhat high levels of 
arsenic while testing more than 200 of the most popular brands... f-
d-a officials say the rice is basically safe to eat... but high levels 
over time could possibly lead to problems, even cancer... 

3:21 9/20/12 11:14p consumer 

she cared... when no one else seemed to care at all. an arcadia 
mother took in a disabled child... and loved him so much... she 
wanted him to be part of the family. she wanted to adopt... but 
governmental red tape got in the way... she needed results... she 
needed to *get garcia*...  and ana is here with he story... ana..  i get 
a lot of calls for help, but none like this. a foster mom in the process 
of adopting the disabled child she has raised called me crying 
because she said immigration services had lost the boy's file, 
thereby halting the adoption.    so we got results. we've gotten a lot 
of results, but this one is a first of its kind for the get garcia team. 
immigration services said "due to privacy laws" they can't "comment 
on individual cases." if you need help, call our tip line at 
818.520.tips or email me at getgarcia@nbcuni.com 
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1:06 9/21/12 11:09p consumer 

new information tonight... since our "i-team" report... looking into a 
"knotts berry farm" ride... that left people stranded hundreds of 
feet... in the air. the company that owns "knott's berry farm"... tells 
"nbc 4"... it's temporarily shutting down the "windseeker" ride... not 
only at "knott's"... but at 'all' its amusement parks.  cedar fair 
entertainment has "windseeker" rides... at 'six' of its amusement 
parks... in the "u-s" and "canada." the locations are right there... on 
this map.  the "windseeker" malfunctioned wednesday night... 
'stranding' riders '300' feet in the air... for more than four hours. our 
"i-team" then discovered... previous problems... not only at the 
"knott's berry farm" ride... but at three other "windseeker" rides... at 
other amusement parks. so today... "cedar fare" contacted the "i-
team" to tell us... about the temporary shut down... while the 
company conducts... 'an internal review.' a statement from "cedar 
fair" acknowledges a 'series' of problems with the ride... but says:  
on each occasion our maintenance teams... brought the passengers 
safely from the top of the tower to the ground. safety is our number 
one priority... and the company will not open a windseeker ride... 
until an internal review has been completed. 

2:39 9/21/12 11:14p consumer 

the "i-phone five" is now in stores. people lined up... for hours on 
end... some even days... to get one. are 'you'... though... still on the 
fence?  maybe you're wondering about that storage upgrade... 
"apple's" offering. is 'that' for you? so... if it's time for an i-phone 
five... maybe it's also time to "get garcia"!  ana garcia explains... 
why it may or may not be worth it.    if you have a tip for the get 
garcia team... call "8-1-8 5-2-0 tips"... or send an e-mail... to "get 
garcia at n-b-c uni dot com." 

0:20 9/24/12 11:15p consumer 

a peanut butter recall by trader joe's has now expanded. "sunland, 
incorporated"... which makes the trader joe's brand... is voluntarily 
recalling dozens of peanut butter and almond butter products... 
because of a salmonella outbreak. the products were sold under 
various names... including archer farms, fresh and easy and 
sprout's farmer's market. 

0:34 9/24/12 11:23p consumer 

it was all they could do to get their hands on one... but now... some 
owners of the new i-phone 5 are complaining.  since its release... 
users have complained about everything from weird noises coming 
from inside the phone... to a less-than-ideal battery life. but one of 
the biggest problems... is apparently with apple's map application... 
which has replaced google maps. users in china were befuddled 
when maps of the rest of the world just disappeared... leaving only 
china in existence. 

3:38 9/27/12 11:15p consumer 

more and more... we're hearing about bed bugs! and experts 
confirm... it's a growing problem in l-a county! tonight.. we've got the 
story of a renter... who was at wit's end... because of the bed bugs 
in her apartment!  but she finally got garcia... and that's when she 
got results! ana garcia's here with the story... ana!  they are one of 
the easiest pests to bring home and one of the toughest to 
eliminate. recently two renters who have been tormented by bed 
bugs… asked the get garcia team for help because -they say- their 
landlord refused to do anything.  getting results was tough. 

0:24 7/9/12 11:06p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

five people died, a thousand homes and buildings were destroyed 
and today nine years later the man accused of setting the "old fire" 
is finally on trial. prosecutors say rickie lee fowler started the san 
bernardino fire "because he was angry, selfish and wanted 
revenge." the fire lasted 9-days and burned 91-thousand acres. if 
fowler is convicted he could be given the death penalty. 
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0:26 7/9/12 11:06p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

new at 11!  the state has just issued the "prop numbers" for the 
november election! here are the ones you're likely hear about: the 
two tax initatives: "prop 30" is the plan backed by governor brown to 
increase income and sales taxes to help balance the state budget. 
"prop 38" would raise income taxes to pay for education and early 
childhood programs. and "prop 34" would repeal the death penalty. 

0:27 7/10/12 11:05p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

new tonight... new information from the trial of a jet blue pilot who's 
screaming rampage back in march... forced the co-pilot to make an 
emergency landing...  according to a transcript obtained by the 
associated press.... a psychologist testified that lack of sleep 
caused the pilot to have "a brief psychotic disorder... he also said 
that disorder lasted about a week after the incident.. earlier this 
month the pilot was found not guilty by reason of insanity. 

0:24 7/10/12 11:10p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

a class-action lawsuit has been filed against the l-a-u-s-d... 14-
mothers who claim they *too*... were victims in the miramonte 
elementary school ... sex abuse scandal.  the suit... is a follow-up to 
a lawsuit filed in may on behalf of the 20-children of these parents. 
according to this new lawsuit... the parents claim they've also 
"suffered emotional distress" over the accusations against the 
teacher ... mark berndt. 

0:20 7/18/12 11:11p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

the teacher who drove his pickup truck off a cliff... evading arrest for 
molesting a student... made his first court appearance today.  51 
year old kip arnold hid behind his lawyer... he is accused of 
committing lewd acts with a nimitz middle school student several 
years ago. arraignment was postponed... and bail remains at one 
million dollars. 

0:16 7/18/12 11:11p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

the men accused of killing two chinese grad students near the u-s-c 
campus last spring ... pleaded "not guilty" today in court. at one 
point, the judge scolded the suspects... bryan barnes and javier 
bolden... for smiling and talking to each other during today's 
hearing.   

2:15 7/23/12 11:02p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

the suspect in the colorado shootings...james holmes... made his 
first appearance in court today... dyed red hair... and according to 
witnesses... no emotion...and a vacant stare.  nbc4's beverly white... 
live in aurora, colorado.... bev? 

1:25 7/23/12 11:05p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

the n-c-double-a lowered the boom on penn state today. 
unprecedented penalties were imposed in the wake of the child sex 
abuse scandal..    former assistant coach jerry sandusky was 
convicted last month of sexually abusing ten boys over a 15-year. 

0:22 7/23/12 11:11p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

the man suspected of stabbing three homeless people in l-a... and 
leaving notes labeled as "death warrants" was charged today with 
attempted murder. courtney anthony robinson is scheduled to be 
arraigned tomorrow. police say robinson called 9-1-1 on friday... 
and turned himself in. santa barbara police are investigating 
whether robinson could be linked to two stabbings in that city. 

0:09 7/24/12 11:09p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

the shooting suspect in colorado... james holmes... remains in 
solitary confinement tonight... and the judge has decided there will 
be no cameras in court at his arraignment next week.  prosecutors 
spent more time today inside that booby trapped apartment... and 
the theater where he allegedly went on a rampage. the first funeral 
for the victims...... is planned for for tomorrow. 
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0:21 7/26/12 11:10p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

... victim #2...the man who says he was molested as a child... in a 
penn state shower by jerry sandusky.... has come forward.... and 
says he is planning to sue the university.  the identity of so-called 
"victim number two" has been a mystery through-out the case. the 
university says it will not comment on pending litigation. 

0:20 8/14/12 11:06p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

the 18 year old cudahy mother accused of leaving her two babies in 
a hot car last week while shopping was in court today. arely a-maya 
pleaded *not guilty* to misdemeanor child abuse. she broke down in 
tears when the judge ordered her to stay away from her two week 
old daughter... and one year old son... who are now... both in 
protective custody. 

0:19 8/15/12 11:07p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

this is an antelope valley soccer coach who is accused of sexually 
abusing young boys. 50-year-old renoir valenti was charged last 
week with two felony counts of sexual abuse against a child. his bail 
was set at one million dollars.. and he is due in antelope valley 
superior court on monday. 

0:24 8/16/12 6:02a Court and Legal 
Decisions 

a court hearing is scheduled this morning for mark berndt, one of 
the teachers accused in the miramonte sex abuse scandal.  berndt 
is accused of sexually abusing as many as 20 students. he was 
removed from the florence-area elementary school as part of the 
investigation that forced the entire staff to be temporarily displaced 
from the school. berndt is expected to appear in a downtown l-a 
courtroom for a preliminary hearing. he's pleaded not guilty to the 
charges. 

0:41 8/20/12 11:06p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

also new tonight... defense attorneys for bruce beresford-redman... 
say *delays* in his murder trial are taking a toll on his health.  the 
former reality tv producer... is accused of killing his wife, while they 
were on a vacation... with their 2 young children... in mexico in 
2010. his trial in cancun has been plagued by numerous delays.  if 
convicted, beresford-redman faces 40 years to life in prison. 

0:17 8/21/12 11:10p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

casey anthony's year on probation will end this friday. she won't 
have to report to a probation officer any more... and she will be free 
to leave the state of florida. she was placed on probation after she 
was acquitted in the murder of her daughter "caylee." but the 
probation was part of a separate case... for check fraud. 

0:54 8/22/12 5:02a Court and Legal 
Decisions 

Bruce Beresford-Redman trial update 

1:27 8/22/12 5:04a Court and Legal 
Decisions Michael Jackson custody hearing 

0:39 8/22/12 5:05a 
Court and Legal 

Decisions Church vs. vineyards in Riverside 

1:10 8/22/12 5:30a Court and Legal 
Decisions 

michael jackson custody decision 

0:17 9/5/12 11:08p 
court and legal 

decisions 

a federal judge has ruled that police in arizona can enforce the so-
called "show me your papers" part of that state's immigration law.  
that means police can question the immigration status of anyone 
they suspect is in the country illegally. critics say the law will result 
in racial profiling of latinos. 

0:18 9/5/12 11:10p 
court and legal 

decisions 

and... new tonight, an appeals court has ruled... that people on l-a's 
skid row... should be able to leave their stuff... temporarily... on the 
sidewalk... without it being seized by city crews the court ruled that 
taking their property... violated their constitutional rights. the city 
says it's a health hazard. 
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0:45 9/6/12 11:09p 
court and legal 

decisions 

drew peterson has been found guilty of murdering his third wife. the 
verdict came down in chicago today. in 2004, peterson told 
investigators his third wife drowned in the bathtub - a tub without 
water.. it wasn't until peterson's *fourth* wife disappeared three 
years ago, that police re-opened the case on wife number three. 
peterson's fourth wife is still missing!  peterson's lawyers say they'll 
appeal. he's scheduled to be sentenced on november 26th. 

0:25 9/7/12 11:05p court and legal 
decisions 

also new tonight... a california judge has ruled that former governor 
arnold schwarzenegger did not break any laws when he cut the 
manslaughter sentence for the son of political ally, fabian nunez. the 
victims family sued after schwarzenegger reduced the sentence of 
esteban nunez from 16 years to seven.... just hours before leaving 
office last year. the judge said that while schwarzenegger's decision 
was...quote..."distasteful and repugnant," he did nothing legally 
wrong. 

0:30 9/10/12 11:08p court and legal 
decisions 

one of the worlds best known casino owners, steve wynn... was a 
big winner in court today... a jury awarded him 20 million dollars in a 
lawsuit against "girls gone wild" founder joe francis.  francis claimed 
steve wynn threatened to have him killed and buried in the desert. 
wynn said the accusation was a lie... and could harm his 
reputation...so he took him to court. francis said music mogul quincy 
jones showed him e-mails from wynn... with the death threats. but in 
court... quincy jones said it never happened and that was it! 

0:27 9/17/12 11:10p court and legal 
decisions 

a french court will rule *tomorrow* whether to stop the publication of 
more topless photos of the duchess of cambridge. but the damage 
may be already done. an italian magazine has now published 26 
pages of topless photos of kate middleton. despite the threat of 
legal action by the royal family. the photos were first published in a 
french tabloid... and sold out quickly in paris. both publications are 
owned by former italian prime minister... silvio ber-lus-coni. 

1:53 9/18/12 11:04p 
court and legal 

decisions 

graphic testimony revealed in a very unusual murder trial!! the 
defendant is a local chef and restaurant owner... who confessed to 
killing his wife... and then cooking her remains... to get rid of the 
body.!!  nbc four's beverly white is live in lomita... with this disturbing 
story... beverly... 

0:18 9/18/12 11:07p 
court and legal 

decisions 

also new tonight... a tourist has filed suit against medieval times in 
buena park... over an accident that he says left him partially blind!! 
the plaintiff says he was on his honeymoon... when a flaming shard 
from *one of* the show's famous sword fights... hit him in the eye!! 
no response yet from medieval times. 

0:15 9/18/12 11:10p 
court and legal 

decisions 

and prince william and duchess kate scored a big legal victory 
today. a french court ordered a french gossip magazine to turn over 
all those recent photos of kate sunbathing topless in france... or pay 
13 grand a day!! 

0:30 9/20/12 11:09p court and legal 
decisions 

a lawsuit to block "you tube" from showing excerpts from that anti-
muslim movie... "innocence of muslims"... was rejected today in l-a 
superior court.  cindy garcia... who appeared in the movie... asked 
the court to immediately force you-tube to take down the trailer... 
which has been blamed for so much violence in the muslim world. 
garcia says she was misled about the content of the movie... and 
she wants to restore her name!! she says other actors plan to file 
suit, as well, and her attorney hopes to re-file the case. 
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0:28 9/25/12 11:07p 
court and legal 

decisions 

new tonight at eleven!  in mexico... the trial continues for former 
"survivor" producer bruce beresford-redman... accused of murdering 
his wife monica while on vacation in cancun two years ago... 
today... the head of security at the moon palace resort where the 
couple was staying, was on the stand. he was one of the first to go 
through their hotel room... later her body was found in a sewer. the 
defense tried to show that some of his testimony was inconsistent. 

0:49 9/26/12 5:04p 
court and legal 

decisions 
University of California will pay 1 million dollars for pepper spraying 
students at UC Davis 

1:43 9/26/12 5:05p court and legal 
decisions 

Second day of jury deliberations in chef murder trial 

0:29 9/26/12 11:09p court and legal 
decisions 

rememember this scene?? protesters getting pepper sprayed by u-c 
davis campus police. and now: it's going to cost the university of 
california nearly one million dollars.  the protesters were part of an 
occupy rally last november. they took the pepper spray matter to 
court... and now... the 21-people named in the complaint have been 
awarded 30-thousand dollars each. the rest of the money will pay 
attorney fees. a federal judge still has to approve the settlement 
before *anybody* gets paid *anything*. 

0:44 9/27/12 11:07p court and legal 
decisions 

the south bay chef who admitted *cooking* his wife's body at their 
lomita restaurant was convicted today of second degree murder.  
the jury deliberated just five hours... david viens admitted he tied-up 
his wife with duct tape... fell asleep... and when he woke up she 
wasn't breathing. he says it was an accident... then he tried to cover 
it up by "boiling" her remains for four days.  vee-inzs jumped off an 
80 foot cliff in rancho palos verdes after learning he was going to 
face a murder charge... but the fall didn't kill him! today he was 
found guilty... in november he'll learn his fate. 

0:23 9/27/12 11:09p court and legal 
decisions 

a third former fullerton police officer is now facing charges in the 
death of kelly thomas... he's the homeless man who died after a 
confrontation with police last july. today... former officer joseph 
wolfe pleaded not guilty... during his arraignment in santa ana. wolfe 
faces charges of involuntary manslaughter and using excessive 
force. two other officers were charged in the case last year. 

0:26 9/28/12 11:08p 
court and legal 

decisions 

an arsonist convicted of murder... is one step closer to the death 
penalty... today a jury recommended the death penalty for 31-year-
old rickie lee fowler. that same jury found that... in 2003... fowler 
deliberately started what became known as the "old fire... in the san 
bernardino mountains..." five men died of heart attacks during that 
fire. a judge is scheduled to formally sentence fowler in november. 

0:18 7/2/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in culver city... a bizarre end to a police chase... this woman slowly 
collapsed.... a few seconds later,... she got back up... and tried to 
get back into her pickup truck. officers pulled her out... and cuffed 
her. they say she may have been suicidal. the chase began in 
fountain valley...and headed north on the 405... to culver city... 

0:20 7/2/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and these are some exotic and illegal items that didn't get past 
customs officers at l-a-x! officials say a 63-year-old woman traveling 
from greece last week... was carrying ivory and hippo tusks... and 
purses made of crocodile, elephant and ostrich skins. the items are 
prohibited under the endangered species act. 
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0:25 7/2/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one unhappy customer in england... took out his frustration by going 
on a rampage inside a t-mobile store.  this video taken by an 
onlooker... shows the shopper ripping up fixtures and tearing fittings 
off of the walls. it happened on saturday... the customer reportedly 
had a conflict with t-mobile over the terms of his contract. 

0:26 7/3/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight at 11! a riverside jury has convicted a former marine... 
of possessing a chrone-plated "ak-47"... that *may* have belonged 
to saddam hussein's royal guard. joel miller of "twentynine palms" 
was found guilty last week of illegally possessing a machine gun. 
because of the marking on the weapon.. experts believe it's from 
iraq, afghanistan or pakistan. 

0:41 7/3/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight.. the l-a-p-d is hoping surveillance video will help them find 
the person who murdered a cook at a sherman oaks restaurant.  
today... the victim's wife and five children appealed for witnesses to 
come forward... the surveillance video shows two of the suspects 
who entered "hoagies and wings" on ventura boulevard saturday 
night. there was an argument... and 38 year old raul lopez was shot 
dead.  police say anyone with information can come forward 
anonymously. 

2:10 7/4/12 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

happy fourth everyone! i'm robert kovacik. and i'm lucy noland... 
more of our local.. legal fireworks shows to come... but first... the 
not-so legal pyrotechnics.  our john cadiz klemack went out with 
deputies... in search of illegal fireworks! and they found them! he's 
live in la mirada... john! 

0:28 7/4/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search for a missing dodger fan is over tonight... his body 
washed ashore this morning in san francisco bay.  police tonight 
confirm that the body is that of 27-year-old victor murillo. he's a 
corrections officer who disappeared ten days ago... after going to a 
dodger game in san francisco with a friend. after the game... they 
were on a pier.. the friend says he looked away briefly... turned 
back... and murillo was gone. apparently... it's still not clear how he 
got into the water. 

0:31 7/4/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's 'this' video... that has led to "excessive force" allegations... 
against the "long beach police" department. it happened last 
month... when police 'raided' a marijuana dispensary... called the "t-
h-c downtown collective." the officers had a 'search' warrant... 
saying the dispensary was operating 'without' a city permit. video of 
the raid ended up on "youtube." in it... an officer appears to be 
'stepping' on one worker's neck... another officer appears to 'break' 
a 'surveillance' camera. the "long beach" p-d says... it's conducting 
a 'full' review of what happened. 

2:05 7/5/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was a wild 7-hours in long beach when a man discribed as a 
"hoarder"... shot a city inspector... got into a stand-off with swat and 
was attacked by a dog. he's in jail tonight and police are still on the 
scene trying to sort this one out!  nbc four's bevelry white is live in 
long beach... beverly! 

0:14 7/5/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in "orange county"... the father of beating victim "kelly thomas" has 
filed suit against... the "fullerton police department." here's ron 
thomas at a vigil tonight in his son's memory. the lawsuit comes on 
the 'one year anniversary' of the beating... which led to "thomas's" 
death. 

1:40 7/5/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a volunteer at a long beach pot shop... who's been saying that 
police used excessive force during a raid... *now* says he's taking 
city hall to court. nbc4's michelle valles reports. 
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0:24 7/5/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight! a pastor from a church in inglewood is being held on 
three-million dollars bail tonight... after being arrested for allegedly 
engaging in sexual acts with a minor. 50-year old gordon solomon 
allegedly met the female victim at his church. the l-a county sheriff's 
department says the victim's mother found explicit text from 
solomon... to her daughter.... and that's when she turned him in. 

2:23 7/6/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

***sot*** ***sot*** a family's aguished pleas for justice... just days 
after a 14 year old girl was gunned down while watching fireworks 
with her friends.  tonight... the family of 14-year old unique russell 
needs your help! i'm chuck henry. and... i'm lucy noland.  nbc 4's 
john cadiz klemack... is live in "south l-a"... john... a lot of 
understandable.. powerful emotion in those words today. 

0:16 7/6/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a major drug bust in sun valley.... police found 10-pounds of meth 
inside a baby crib! the drugs have a street value of nearly a half-
million dollars. officers found the drugs while serving a search 
warrant. nobody was in the house at the time... no baby and no 
suspects! 

2:02 7/6/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

'turmoil' tonight for worshippers... at an "inglewood church"... whose 
pastor stands accused of 'sex crimes'... against a child. the spiritual 
leader pleaded "not guilty"... today... to committing lewd acts with a 
'now' 14 year old girl.  nbc 4's beverly white live now at the jail... 
where the pastor's held on 'three million' dollars bond. beverly. 

0:42 7/6/12 11:11p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the chief of police in redondo beach - is proof that the job is more 
than just sitting behind a desk!  chief "joe leonardi" had been 
keeping an eye on a local park for a week... looking for an assult 
suspect... when he finaly spotted the guy...the suspect made a 
getaway on his bicycle... eventually he abandoned the bike and a 
backpack... and took off on foot. that's when leonardi got an idea...  
leonardi eventually helped nab the man... while riding the suspect's 
*own* bike. 

0:34 7/9/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a backpack with 6-grenades,blasting powder and fuses was found 
by workers in a ditch in orange county today. and tonight the f-b-i 
has been called in to investigate.  workers found the backpack 
under near a bridge in placentia...at orangethorpe... and lakeview. 
the sheriff's bomb squad detonated the grenades. they think who 
ever left the packpack here may have a connection to the military. 

1:50 7/9/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another court date today for an 18 year old accused of hazing a 
classmate in the inland empire. his bail was reduced... but his 
mother told nbc four.. in an exclusive interview.. that she still can't 
afford to bail him out of jail.  inland empire reporter jacob rascon has 
the exclusive reaction... 

2:07 7/10/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teacher... wanted for child sex abuse ... leads police on a wild 
chase! tonight... we're learning more about the man behind the 
wheel... of that pick-up!  that teacher worked in l-a school district for 
eight years! and at *four different schools!  nbc4's beverly white... 
live from bell... bev? 
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0:22 7/10/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of the fullerton police officers... charged in the beating death of 
kelly thomas... has left the department...  officer manuel ramos quit 
rather than be fired - which he had been notified was about to 
happen. ramos and fellow officer, jay cicinelli both face murder 
charges for the beating that lead to the death of thomas last 
summer. both men are due back in court for arraignment friday.  a 
class-action lawsuit has been filed against the l-a-u-s-d... 14-
mothers who claim they *too*... were victims in the miramonte 
elementary school ... sex abuse scandal. 

0:33 7/10/12 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an egyptian couple has been arrested for trying to smuggle their 5 
month baby past customs "zipped" inside their carry-on luggage.  
they were trying to get their child into the united arab emirates over 
the weekend, but didn't have a passport, visa or other 
documentation. so they put the child in their carry on thinking no 
one would look inside. what they didn't count was all passenger 
carry-on's going through an x-ray scanner.... the couple was 
arerested for endangering the life of a child. 

0:20 7/11/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an orange county teacher remains in jail tonight.... after sheriff's 
deputies say they found her engaged in a sexual activity with a 
former student.  deputies say they found judy lee and a teenage boy 
in a parked car in stanton. lee teaches choir at magnolia high school 
in anaheim. detectives tell nbc4 the two have been in a relationship 
since november. 

10:34 7/12/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... crowds clashing with the l-a-p-d downtown and the 
result is a tactical alert.  there have been unconfirmed reports... that 
this protest is tied to occupy l-a let's get right out to the scene...  
robert kovacik joins us live... 

1:45 7/12/12 11:23p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

BREAKING- Downtown LA protests 

0:21 7/12/12 11:33p Crime and Law 
Enforcement BREAKING- Downtown LA protests 

0:13 7/13/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in the city of san fernando... a police chase ends 
with a crash and three people injured. the two suspects in the car 
being chased were taken to the hospital in critical condition... one 
other person was also hurt. 

1:34 7/13/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... it was breaking news last night at eleven... police on tactical 
alert downtown l.a.... because of a protest invloving occupy l-a ... 
so... what's going on there tonight?  n-b-c-4's beverly white is live in 
downtown l-a! beverly! 

0:30 7/13/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men charged in a road rage freeway beating have pleaded 
*not* guilty to assault charges.  that beating... on the five freeway in 
downtown l-a last month... was captured on cell phone video. 
suspects david mendez and edras ramirez were arraigned this 
morning. they're accused of beating another driver.. after he'd cut 
them off... the victim... jerry patterson... recovered... *but* it turned 
out... patterson himself was already facing charges of attacking 
*another* driver... in a *different* road rage incident... 

0:17 7/13/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and two fullerton police officers charged in the beating death of kelly 
thomas have pleaded *not* guilty. manuel ramos and jay cicinelli 
entered their pleas this morning in santa ana. thomas, a mentally ill 
homeless man, died after a violent confrontation with police last july. 
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0:22 7/13/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the teacher who led police on this wild chase this week is now 
charged with molestation. kip arnold, taught at southeast middle 
school in the l-a unified school district. prosecutors say he had a 
sexual relationship with a 14-year-old girl in 2005. at last check, 
arnold is still in the hospital recovering from injuries when his pick-
up flew off an embankmend. 

0:13 7/13/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say they've arrested a man for shattering windows at stores 
in the san fernando valley. 58-year-old michael poret is behind bars 
tonight. police say they searched his house and found b-b guns... 
sling shots... and other evidence... 

2:06 7/16/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

exclusive video! police tackle a man... and it's all caught on tape -- 
but was this a reasonable arrest... or excessive force?  the l-a 
county sheriff's department has already opened an internal 
investigation into the arrest. and... one deputy has been suspended.  
nbc4's angie crouch is live tonight... with exclusive video shot by our 
sister station "telemundo".. angie! 

1:25 7/16/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this developing story! three men who apparently got away with 
living in a secret house in a publice park for at least a year!! tonight 
their "secret" is out.  nbc four's john cadiz klemack is live in sunland. 
john! 

1:54 7/16/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the 18 year old suspect in that sexual hazing case out of fontana... 
is with his family tonight. he's the teenager who broke down in 
court... begging to go home... late today... he reached a deal with 
prosecutors...  nbc four's inland empire reporter jacob rascon is live 
with details! jacob! 

0:16 7/16/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight!  - the l-a-p-d is reviewing the way it handled protestors 
at last thursday night's downtown "art walk". chief charlie beck told 
the l-a times he feels his officers responded appropriately. four 
police officers were hurt... 20-people 

0:10 7/16/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a popular santa ana boxing coach is in jail tonight... suspected of 
molesting a teenage student. anthony serrano was arrested 
sunday.. he is scheduled to appear in court tomorrow. 

0:19 7/16/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three robbery suspects got a surprise today... when they tried to rob 
a jewelry store... in long beach! some karate experts... in town for a 
martial arts convention... heard the commotion! they held onto one 
suspect until police came and made the arrest. the two other 
suspects got away. 

1:44 7/16/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... police in orange county are looking for a man... who they 
say kidnapped a five year old girl yesterday... sexually assaulted 
her.... and then dropped her off... back in her neighborhood.  janet 
kwak is live in santa ana! janet! 

2:30 7/17/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an emotional scene tonight for the victim of a deadly hit and run... a 
young woman... who was just leaving a celebration... for her 30th 
birthday.  witnesses say the driver who hit her...never even 
bothered to slow down. now... tough questions about the safety of 
the streets in santa monica...  nbc four's john cadiz klemack is live 
with what we have learned tonight... john... 

1:13 7/17/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight are coming out about the bizzar chain of events 
that began with murder.. and ended with a jetliner running into other 
planes - a building and parked cars.    there were no passengers 
aboard the aircraft.. and hedglin's body was found about half way 
down the aisle of the plane. 
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0:19 7/17/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 14-year old boy from oxnard is in police custody tonight... accused 
of sexually assaulting a 31-year old woman inside a laundromat. 
police say it happened late sunday night... as the business was 
about to close. according to detectives, the boy blocked the doors to 
keep the woman from leaving... and then assaulted her. 

0:15 7/17/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and here' a police sketch of a man they atacked a woman in an 
elevator. it happened last week on the 400-block of santa monica 
boulevard.... in santa monica. the woman told police she fought 
back. a witness chased after the suspect... but he got away. 

2:40 7/18/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shocking new details tonight in the murder of a local marine's wife! 
and we found it in a detailed confession.... about jealousy and 
torture... and how the crime was inspired by the t-v show, dexter!  
that murder victim... young brittany killgore... the wife of a marine 
serving in the middle east...... and she was only 22 years old.  and 
fueling the jealousy... the group here...was allegedly part of a sex 
ring -- it's all there in court documents released tonight --  nbc4's 
john cadiz klemack has been going through it page by page, john?   

2:00 7/18/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... a twist in the case of a vandal in beverly hills and encino -- 
police say he used sling shots to smash windows at night... but 
during the day... he was an investment adviser... and police say... 
there may be more cases than originally thought.  nbc four's kim 
baldonado is live in encino... kim! 

1:19 7/18/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there was a first tonight. the man who shot and killed florida 
teenager travon martin, gave his first tv interview. george 
zimmerman, says he doesn't regret anything he did, just the 
outcome.    zimmerman said martin's death was part of: "god's 
plan"...  martin's father responded saying, "we must worship a 
different god because there is no way that my god would have 
wanted george zimmerman to kill my teenage son." 

1:52 7/18/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police tonight are looking for a suspect -- and a motive -- in the 
murder of a woman inside an office in inglewood. we covered this 
as breaking news... late this afternoon on north la brea.  n-b-c-4's 
beverly white is live in inglewood... beverly! 

0:26 7/18/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the two armed robbers who held up a florida internet cafe... but now 
they probably realize what a big mistake that was!  the two robbers 
came in last friday with their guns drawn and masks over their 
faces... they were caught on security video... a customer -- a 71-
year-old man -- then pulled out his own gun and shot the two 
robbers. both survived.. they were arrested... prosecutors say the 
man who opened fire has a permit to carry a concealed weapon... 
he probably won't be charged. 

2:03 7/19/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the homeless... targeted... three people... stabbed in the back while 
they were sleeping. now... the search is on... for the man with a 
smile... named as a "suspect" in the case...  and police say... that 
serial attacker... with the knife... has an interesting "m-o." the 
attacker left behind 'notes'... at 'all' three crime scenes... and the 
suspect calls them... "death warrants."  nbc 4's beverly white... is 
live in "downtown l-a." bev... 

1:59 7/19/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

with the "london games"... only 'eight' days away... a local speed 
skater has 'lost'... two of his 'most' precious possessions... his two 
olympic medals.  nbc 4's kim baldonado is live in "artesia." kim... 
they were stolen from his 'mother's' home. 
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0:15 7/19/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the "f-b-i" says... it has 'busted' a "baby formula" trafficking ring... 
here in southern california. the feds have 'six' people... in custody. 
they're accused of trying to 'buy'... thousands of cases of 'infant 
formula'... they believed were stolen... ...then... reselling them at 
'inflated' prices. 

1:21 7/19/12 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 'chilling' piece of 'security video'... is getting a 'lot' of attention... 
across the country... it shows a man... 'snatching' a little girl... right 
off the street. but tonight... an 'unexpected' development.  for the 
children's parents.. there is relief. they say their daughter is a 
determined, strong willed child... who says she learned how to get 
away watching the tv show .. law and order svu. ]]  that little girl's 
not taking all the credit... she says her brother helped too... with his 
loud screams. 

0:43 7/19/12 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a piece of video... action-packed... in fact.. a police recruiting 
video... which is quickly becoming an internet hit... it makes one of 
southern california's safest cities... look like the wild west.  ***nats*** 
***nats*** ***nats*** this is a recruitment video made by the 
*newport beach* police department in 2008. in it... officers use 
machine guns... scale walls... and spot suspects from helicopters! 
the video has gone viral... viewed by thousands. by the way... the 
most reported crime in newport beach... last year... was burglary or 
stealing from cars.. 

1:16 7/20/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's one of the largest mass-shootings in u-s history... tonight... as 
investigators looked for a motive.... hundreds came together to 
remember the victims of the tragedy in colorado!  ***sot*** ***sot*** 
just one of so many emotional stories..... coming out of the tragedy 
in colorado!  the gunman... the investigation... and the victims! we 
have new details tonight on all three! here's the latest...  tonight.... 
the death toll from this rampage... remains at 12... with 58-
wounded. we have a new photo... purportedly of "holmes"... with red 
hair.... found on an 'adult' website. authorities say... "holmes" 
bought 'four' guns from two "denver" shops... and 'six thousand' 
rounds of ammunition... off the internet.  as for the theater.... 
witnesses say james holmes stood in front of the screen... tossed 
what appeared to be smoke or gas grenades.... and fired one shot 
into the air... some movie-goers dropped to the floor... others ran for 
the exits... that's when the suspect opened fire... spraying bullets 
seemingly at anyone who moved...  nbc4's beverly white is live... in 
aurora, colorado...near the theater ... beverly... 

0:31 7/20/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more about the guns now... authorities say holmes bought four guns 
at local shops.... and more than six thousand rounds of ammo... 
online... over the past 2 months... and it was all done legally. he had 
two handguns... 2 glocks...one of them a 40-caliber -- a handgun 
often used by police. he also had a 12 guage shotgun...an 870-
remington -- one of the most popular shotgun models... on the 
market. and... an ar-15 rifle...often referred to ...as an "assault rifle."   

1:54 7/20/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

neighbors from the "san diego" neighborhood where holmes grew 
up... say he was "studious"... from a "well liked" family... and now... 
they're 'shocked.'  we sent antonio castelan to san diego... antonio... 

0:17 7/20/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

james holmes has 'many' ties to "southern california"... he spent 
four years at "u-c riverside"... graduating with 'highest honors'... in 
20-10... with a bachelor's degree in "neuroscience." today... 
chancellor" timothy white" said... 'academically' holmes was at the 
'top of the top.'   
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1:52 7/20/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the tragedy in colorado is having a widespread impact... that could 
affect and you and your family. even though this is considered an 
isolated incident...what are theaters doing to make sure something 
like this... "doesn't" happen again?  nbc4's kim baldonado... live in 
north hollywood... kim? 

0:23 7/20/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... on behalf of the cast and crew... christopher nolan -- the 
director of the batman movie -- issued a statement...expressing 
sadness over what he called a "senseless tragedy."  on a more 
personal level...he said quote: "the movie theatre is my home, and 
the idea ...that someone would violate that innocent and hopeful 
place... in such an unbearably savage way... is devastating to me."   

1:53 7/20/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the dark knight rises... was expected to be one of the biggest block-
busters of the year... at this point...it's *not* clear..."what" impact the 
tragedy might have... on the movie industry... janet kwak is live in 
burbank... janet! 

1:02 7/20/12 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

moments after the shooting... social media 'exploded' with first-hand 
accounts... of what happened 'inside' that theater. "nbc four's" 
mekahlo media has some of the video and images... posted online. 

0:26 7/20/12 11:12p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now some breaking news... the lapd confirms to us that is has 
detained a man... a "person of interest"... in the stabbing attacks on 
three homeless people in downtown l-a and santa monica.. in each 
incident a type-written so-called "death warrant" was left at the 
scene. at this time police are not saying if the person of interest is 
"david ben keyes." keyes was the name signed on each of the 
notes. 

1:46 7/20/12 11:16p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for one young woman... killed in the "colorado" theater shooting... 
this was 'not' her first encounter with a gunman... on a rampage. 
last month... she was leaving a "mall"... 'just' as a gunman... opened 
fire. nbc 4's conan nolan... tonight... has her story. 

0:17 7/20/12 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement once last update to the tragedy in colorado... 

2:11 7/23/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in the wake of that tragedy in colorado... tonight... a local man is 
under arrest for allegedly making threats at a movie theater... where 
people were in their seats to watch ...the new batman movie.  
witnesses said they were afraid the suspect was going to pull a gun 
from his backpack... it's one of a number of incidents in theaters 
across the country...  nbc4's angie crouch is live in norwalk... 
angie... 

0:36 7/23/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

his father was reportedly in the courtroom there today... and 
tonight...the parents of james holmes are speaking out. they 
released this short statement through an attorney.  ***sot*** 
***sot*** attorney and spokesperson, lisa damiani says the family is 
coping "as well as anyone could under the circumstances." 

0:34 7/23/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight... developments in what was... a high profile case in 
orange county... a paroled sex offender who served time for 
manslaughter... is now back in custody...  john steven burgess was 
arrested tonight in hollywood. two women say burgess was living 
under an assumed name.. and made inappropriate contact with 
them over the internet. he was recently paroled after serving half of 
a five-year sentence.. for the killing of a 19-year-old orange county 
woman. burgess was convicted of involuntary manslaughter in the 
2007 death of donna jou . police say he's being held tonight on a 
parole violation. 
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1:29 7/23/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in anaheim tonight... say they are working to keep the 
peace... two fatal shootings by officers in the past couple of days... 
have some residents angry... n-b-c-4's kim baldonado reports from 
anaheim tonight.  n-b-c-4's kim baldonado is live in anaheim tonight 
with the latest. kim! 

0:45 7/23/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a daycare center in mississippi is being investigated... for what a 
nine year old boy did.  police just released this video... it shows a 
young boy punching, choking and kicking toddlers. it's unclear if the 
boy will face charges... but the daycare worker is charged with two 
counts of contributing to the neglect of a minor.  ***sot*** ***sot*** 
***sot***  the father of one of the toddlers says his daughter came 
home with injuries... including a cut lip and a bite mark on her chin. 
the department of human services and vicksburg police are 
investigating. 

2:37 7/24/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news! a violent night on the streets of anaheim... as police 
clash with protestors for hours!  newschopper 4 is above.... a *very* 
active scene... several blocks closed down...this has been going on 
for about six hours already... with vandalism and arrests...  the 
anger is stemming from two deadly officer involved shootings over 
the weekend... let's get right to the scene...  nbc4's angie crouch... 
covering it...she live in anaheim... angie? 

2:01 7/24/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

disneyland in anaheim... is open until midnight... with families 
leaving the park tonight... should they worry? let's go to alex 
calder... live above the scene in newschopper 4... alex? how far 
away is the trouble? 

0:19 7/24/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

christian bale... the star of the new batman movie... made a surprise 
visit to a colorado hospital today... to visit some of the victims of the 
rampage. a representative for warner brothers says bale made the 
trip on his own... and he was *not* there representing the studio.... 
meantime... the first funeral for the victims... is planned for 
tomorrow. 

1:30 7/24/12 11:16p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newschopper 4 .... live over the scene of breaking news in anaheim. 
police in riot gear... from several jurisdictions.... battling protestors 
on the streets. nbc4's angie crouch is live on scene.... angie? 

0:12 7/24/12 11:33p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

anaheim confrontations 

1:16 7/25/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... a ucla honor student missing for the past couple of 
days... his family very concerned because they found his cell phone 
and medication... police may have just spotted his car -- let's go to 
alex calder in newschopper 4 with the latest... 

1:55 7/25/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a major local hospital... accused of secretly conducting 
"experiments" on patients... without their knowledge "or" consent!  
pomona valley hospital is at the center of this controversy. a lawsuit 
claims...more than a dozen patients may have been involved --  
ncb4's kim baldonado... live tonight in pomona... kim? 

0:19 7/25/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what a contrast to last night in anaheim... today residents and shop 
owners were cleaning up after a clash between hundreds of 
protesters and police. today anaheim mayor tom tait praised police 
for their quick responce. the protests was over *two deadly officer 
involved shootings, in anaheim last weekend. 

0:16 7/25/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there was a big fight inside the men's central jail - the facility known 
as twin towers. at least 7 inmates were injured late this afternoon. 
the sheriff's department runs the jail and they tell us about 80-
inmates were involved in a quote "racially-charged" fight. 
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0:30 7/25/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to the tragedy in colorado... fbi profilers say in cases like this.. 
the shooter will often signal their intent before hand. and that may 
be the case here -  a package was allegedly sent by james holmes 
to a psychiatrist at university of colorado. sources tell nbc news... 
the package was sent two days before the massacre... it contained 
handwritten notes and sketches about killing people... it's unclear 
how long it was in the university mail room before it was opened. 

0:32 7/25/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

glendale police have arrested a driver who... they say... tried to run 
over three men in a seven-eleven parking lot!  surveillance video 
from last friday... shows a white ford backing up... then driving 
straight at the three men! they jump out the way... but then the 
driver backs up... and does it again... this time hitting one of them. 
police the men refused to buy a t-v from the driver... so that's a 
*possible* "motive". police tracked the driver down... from his 
license plate on the surveillance video. 

0:20 7/25/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a driver involved in a crash that killed two freeway construction 
workers last sunday... was charged with murder today. prosecutors 
say yocio gomez was driving under the influence... when he hit 
another car. that car spun out of control... killing two workers on the 
405 in torrance. a third worker was injured. 

0:21 7/25/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... f-b-i agents are looking for someone they call... the "plain jane 
bandit." these are surveillance pictures from two bank robberies 
monday in moreno valley and buena park. she's also wanted for 
hold-ups in santa fe springs and whittier. the suspect got the "plain 
jane" nickname... because that's how a witness described her. 

0:30 7/26/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ventura county investigators think they've cracked a 33-year-old... 
cold case murder!  a task force involving the sheriff's department.. 
and the d-a's office... arrested this man... 63-year-old john clark 
russell... today in bakersfield. investigators say in *19-79*... russell 
shot and stabbed an oxnard woman... and buried her in a shallow 
grave. the case was reopened in 2005... using new d-n-a tests to 
identify russell as a suspect. 

1:53 7/26/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a coast guard cutter came into port today... carrying more than eight 
thousand pounds of pot! it was all confiscated in international 
waters... by the u.s. coast guard... thanks in part.. to a little known 
agreement in the war on drugs.  nbc4's janet kwak is live at terminal 
island... janet... 

2:12 7/26/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the anger in anaheim continues... in response to two fatal police 
shootings. but tonight... in contrast to the loud protests on the 
street... we spoke to a mother... who's quietly asking for a peaceful 
resolution.  nbc4's beverly white... live in anaheim tonight... with her 
story... beverly. 

0:26 7/26/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there are questions tonight about how long it took some 
medical responders... to get to the scene of the aurora massacre... 
the denver post is reporting that 14 ambulances were directed to a 
staging area... where many of them just waited... some for as long 
as 35-minutes.... before going to the theater. investigators say its 
unclear if those additional ambulances could have helped save or 
treat the victims... if they had been at the scene. 
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0:22 7/27/12 6:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story. protestors calling attention to a series of 
police involved shootings in anaheim. a third shooting happening 
this morning.  this time .. they shot at a burglary suspect as he 
drove away from a crime scene around three a-m. it's unknown if he 
was hit. a second suspect was captured after he was bitten by a 
police dog. 

2:10 7/27/12 6:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story. protestors calling attention to a series of 
police involved shootings in anaheim. a third shooting happening 
this morning.  this time .. they shot at a burglary suspect as he 
drove away from a crime scene around three a-m. it's unknown if he 
was hit. a second suspect was captured after he was bitten by a 
police dog.  nbc4 orange county reporter vikki vargas is live in 
stoddard park in anaheim. that's where a protest and candlelight 
vigil are planned for tonight. vikki! 

0:58 7/27/12 6:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a live look from "newschopper four"... chopper's over the "anaheim 
solidarity march"... in "downtown l-a." ... ad lib newchopper 4 live 
pic....  protesters in other parts of the state planned to gather tonight 
"in solidarity." nbc4's "conan nolan's" live in "downtown l-a". conan. 

1:41 7/27/12 6:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... we have an update on an arrest that involved allegations 
of excessive force... and that led to an internal investigation at the l-
a county sheriff's department. it's a story we've been following for 
you.. since last week. nbc4's lolita lopez spoke to the man... and his 
mother today... and learned about a possible lawsuit. 

0:39 7/27/12 6:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tracking that developing story in the rampart area near downtown l-
a. protesters gathering ... "in solidarity" with demonstrators in 
anaheim. alex calder, is live in newschopper 4. 

1:54 7/27/12 6:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to the "inland empire"... now...  the death of a '58' year old man... in 
"lake elisnore"... is now 'officially' a 'murder' case.  his body was 
found last week... near "lake elisnore"... in the "lakeland village" 
area. the family of the victim has talked exclusively... with "nbc 4' 
inland empire reporter "craig fiegener"... about what started... as a 
'puzzling' missing persons case. 

0:51 7/30/12 6:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gunfire at jewelry store in orange county during an attempted 
robbery! a westminster store owner opens fire on the suspected 
robbers... one robber is shot.  good evening. i'm colleen williams. 
and i'm chuck henry.  vikki vargas live in westminster with the trick, 
these suspects used to get into the store... vikki.  to vo: offguard to 
sot: close proximity 

1:14 7/31/12 6:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

rainer reinscheid has been charged with five counts of arson and 
one count of attempted arson.  ' he appeared in court...for arraigned 
today. but, that was continued until august eighth.  nbc4 orange 
county reporter vikki vargas is live at the school district in irvine. 
vikki?  to vo: could not be ingored to sot: destroyed the high school 

1:47 7/31/12 6:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're following a developing news story this afternoon...  police are 
hoping a 50-thousand dollar reward... will help them locate the killer 
... who dismembered... a hollywood man.  nbc4's patrick healy is at 
l-a-p-d headquarters... where they jusrt wrapped up a news 
conference, patrick!  rc: more information 

0:21 7/31/12 6:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is over for a missing f-b-i agent.... after hikers found the 
body of stephen ivens in a small canyon... in burbank.  the '35' year 
old disappeared in may. authorities say... "ivens" was being treated 
for depression... and was distraught... at the time of his 
disappearance. detectives say... it appears "ivens" most likely 
committed suicide. 
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0:27 7/31/12 6:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

customs officers at l-a-x say they arrested a traveler who tried to 
sneak meth out of the country.. by disguising it as candy!  agents 
say they found 45 wrapped candy bars in the man's checked 
baggage on friday. each bar contained methamphetamine... coated 
in chocolate! the passenger was apparently headed to japan. 
officials say the bars contained about four pounds of meth.. which 
would have been worth about a quarter of a million dollars 
overseas. 

1:45 8/1/12 6:01p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news right now in anaheim..  protesters have once again 
gathered in anaheim tonight... in response to a pair of deadly police 
shootings.  nbc4 orange county reporter vikki vargas is live at the 
scene of that protest. vikki. 

2:20 8/1/12 6:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more detail at six on the orange county professor... police say...may 
have been plotting to murder pat high school students as revenge 
for his son's death. n-b-c four has now obtained e-mails written by 
that professor...  john cadiz klemack is live in santa ana at the 
orange county jail. john? 

0:29 8/1/12 6:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the u-c davis police officer has been fired. he's the officer captured 
on camera pepper spraying occupy protestors on campus. the 
incident last fall propelled the rural campus to the forefront of the 
anti-wall street movement near the height of its popularity. three 
days after the encounter... the university's chancellor apologized to 
both the student body and faculty. the chief of police resigned after 
being placed on leave. 

0:41 8/2/12 6:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement toss alex calder in highland park 

0:41 8/2/12 6:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the organizers of the downtown l-a art walk are hoping to prevent a 
repeat of what happened last time... clashes between protestors 
and police.  ' today.... the organization was notified agitators and 
supporters of the occupy movement plan to return to art walk next 
thursday. in response...members handed out signs for business 
owners that read " i support a peaceful art walk"  back on july 12th 
at artwalk... members of the occupy movement joined forces with 
some homeless rights advocates and used chalk to write on 
buildings, cars and sidewalks. clashes erupted between protestors 
and police. in all 17 people were arrested and four officers were 
injured.  coming up at six! 

0:36 8/2/12 6:12p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the former mayor and an ex-councilman of cudahy... have pleaded 
guilty to bribery and extortion charges.  former mayor david silva 
and former councilman osvaldo conde admitted they took money... 
in exchange for their support for a medical marijuana dispensary. 
they each face up to 30 years in prison and a 500-thousand dollar 
fine. they are scheduled to be sentenced in november. the two men 
along with city manager angel perales... solicited and accepted 17-
thousand dollars from a dispensary owner who was working as an f-
b-i informant. 

1:40 8/3/12 6:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she's accused of robbing eight banks in a little more than three 
weeks .. but now.. the *alleged* plain jane bandit... is behind bars.  
it's six oclock! i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  let's get 
right to nbc4's angie crouch... live in downey. angie! 

1:47 8/3/12 6:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we told you at four about a laptop burglary that led to a child 
pornography investigation. now we have more on the arrest of a 
suspect and neighbor reaction.  nbc 4 inland empire reporter craig 
fiegener has more on a case that's already taken many strange 
twists. 
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0:28 8/3/12 6:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the owner of a traffic school in van nuys is facing charges for 
allegedly selling fake passports and other bogus documents.  l-a 
county sheriff's deputies raided the home and business of otto 
escobar this week. they say they found blank passports... and 
rubber stamps with fraudulent state and federal seals. investigators 
say escobar would sell the documents at the traffic school... they 
caught him because one of those customers... turned out to be 
undercover law agent. 

1:14 8/6/12 6:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a baby girl... nearly kidnapped from the hospital where she was 
born!  good evening. i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  a 
woman dressed as a hospital worker... tried to kidnap a newborn at 
a local hospital. tonight... police are trying to learn if she's tried this 
before.  nbc4's ted chen is live from garden grove medical center - 
where he's been talking to other patients... for their reaction. ted... 

0:47 8/6/12 6:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to london... where an olympic spectator... accused of disrupting 
a race... fought threw a crowd of cameras... on his way out of court 
today!  ashley gill-webb was held in jail overnight. he made a brief 
court appearance today in london... where he pleaded not guilty to a 
charge of "intentionally causing harassment, alarm or distress."  
these pictures were taken last night... as gill-webb was taken into 
custody. authorities say he threw a plastic bottle... that landed right 
behind the runners... who were lined up for the 100-meter final. gold 
medal winner usain bolt of jamaica said he didn't notice anything... 
but u-s sprinter justin gatlin.. who won bronze... said the bottle was 
a distraction. 

0:32 8/6/12 6:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd is looking for three suspects caught on a security camera 
robbing a liquor store in pacoima. it happened last wednesday just 
after four a-m. police say the suspects used cinder blocks to smash 
through the roof of "country cousins liquor." once inside... the men 
looted the store... stealing cash, cigarettes and liquor.  police say 
the suspects are experienced... wearing gloves during the burglary. 
they hope someone recognizes them from the security video. 

0:30 8/8/12 6:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the teenager who accepted a plea deal in the fontana high school 
hazing case... has... apparently... changed his mind.  18 year old 
fernando salgado pleaded guilty to being involved in the sexual 
assault of his summer school classmates less than a month ago. 
now his attorney hasw filed papers to scrap the plea deal. salgado 
agreed to plead guilty to get out of jail and he promised to testify 
against his welding teacher, emmanuel de la rosa about the hazing. 
prosecutors have three weeks analyze the motion and file their 
response. 

0:24 8/8/12 6:11p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some suspects do whatever they can to *avoid* jail time... not this 
guy! with deputies in shreveport, louisiana in hot pursuit... bobby 
parks drove straight to a jail... and ran inside. parks had been on the 
run for two years... for failing to pay a batch of auto repair bills..  
officers at the jail said parks came running in... shouting quote... 
"i've got a warrant." 

0:32 8/8/12 6:11p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning tonight from police in torrance... thieves are targeting 
seniors in a recent rash of "distraction" burglaries.  police say the 
suspects pose as utility workers to gain entry to the victim's home... 
once inside... the thieves divert the victim's attention while an 
accomplice searches for money or jewelry. the suspects have been 
seen driving pickup trucks, s-u-v-s and vans made to look like 
government or company vehicles. there have been four distraction 
burglaries in the torrance area since late july 
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2:48 8/9/12 6:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

last month .. the july "art walk" turned into a melee in downtown los 
angeles ... when police began arresting members of occupy l-a... 
they were taking part in a "chalk walk" protest. the august "art walk" 
is set for tonight.  nbc4's lolita lopez is live in downtown l-a where 
los angeles police have stepped up security .. in advance of 
tonight's event.   

0:47 8/9/12 6:11p Crime and Law 
Enforcement alex calder live over sherman oaks 

1:31 8/10/12 6:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a house of worship in ontario for muslim families has become a 
target. the council of american islamic relations wants the incident 
investigated as a "hate crime."  nbc4 inland empire reporter craig 
fiegener has more on that story. 

1:37 8/13/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he goes by the name... mayhem. trained in mixed martial arts... and 
a star in ultimate fighting... tonight, he's smiling for his mug shot... 
after a wild arrest.  police say they found him naked inside an 
orange county church... he allegedly went on a rampage... trashing 
everything in sight.  nbc4's kim baldonado... is at the scene in 
mission viejo. kim! 

1:12 8/13/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it could be one of the biggest security blunders yet. a jet skier 
looking for help... unwittingly breached new york's kennedy 
international airport security... without ever being noticed!    the jet 
skier, 31 daniel casillo... was charged with criminal trespass. 

0:17 8/14/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... detectives are searching for this sioux indian bridal gown... it 
was stolen from a car in van nuys. the owner says the seamstress 
worked for a year to make the gown... it's worth at least ten 
thousand dollars... but the owner says...its "spiritual value" is 
"priceless". 

0:17 8/14/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a busy night at l-a-x... as officers swept two terminals because of a 
bomb threat.  someone called in a threat saying bombs had been 
placed in terminal two and on a plane. nothing was found. the scare 
also forced officials to block a portion of the road around the 
airport... which caused a big traffic jam. 

0:27 8/14/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man accused of breaking into the bay area home of the late steve 
jobs... is being held on a half-million dollars bail tonight.  the suspect 
allegedly stole more than 60-thousand dollars worth of goods... 
including tiffany jewelry... a bottle of cristal champagne... a pair of 
"beats by dre" headphones... and of course... i-phones! according to 
police... the suspect claims he had no idea whose house he was in. 
steve jobs died last year. 

0:54 8/14/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

reports of a stabbing in hollywood... let's go to newschopper 4 with 
alex calder 

1:49 8/15/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a gap employee discovered a hidden camera inside a dressing 
room at a store in orange county. now police whant to know who put 
it there..and what were they doing with the video.  nbc four's janet 
kwak is live in mission viejo... janet! 

1:14 8/15/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

homicide detectives are now involved... in the disappearence of a 
woman who went diving off rancho palos verdes. nbc4's ted chen 
was with the family today as they returned to the spot where she 
was last seen by her husband.    homicide detectives say the 
woman's husband is cooperating with the investigation... and right 
now he is *not* considered a suspect. 

0:16 8/15/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there was a vigil tonight in norwalk... for a woman named denise 
battey. battey was sexually assaulted and stabbed to death last 
friday afternoon... while she watered the garden at her home. 
deputies say the crime was apparently unprovoked... and they are 
still looking for the killer. 
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0:21 8/15/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a security guard is in stable condition tonight... after he was shot by 
a gunman at the washington d.c, headquarters of the "family 
research council".. that's a christian lobbying group. the suspect 
may have been carrying a "chick fil a" bag in his backpack. the head 
of the family research council has been a supporter of comments 
made by chick-fil-a's c-e-o in opposition to same sex marriage. 

0:22 8/15/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some people pay a thousand dollars or more ... for a pair of 
christian louboutin shoes.... those are the shoes with the red 
bottoms. and today... customs officials announced they've seized 
more than 20-thousand knock-offs... at the l-a/long beach port. 
investigators say the counterfeit shoes could have sold for 18-
million dollars... even though they're only worth about 57-thousand! 

0:43 8/15/12 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

maybe you've seen the viral video of the self-proclaimed "bike nut" 
who drove from portland to seattle... to catch a bike thief. jake gillum 
says he found his 25-hundred bike for sale on craigs list... so he 
drove to seattle and documented everything!!  that's jake 
confronting the man who he says... had his bike. then he called the 
police. they came and ended up arresting the guy with the bike... on 
suspicion of trafficking in stolen property. jake got his bike back... 
and made this wildly popular video, as well. 

1:45 8/16/12 6:00a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

our top story this morning!  a big "shoe" bust by federal customs at 
the port of long beach! agents raided five shipments from china. 
inside..they found 20-thousand pairs of fake designer shoes.. worth 
millions on the street!  toni guinyard is live near the port, where 
agents will show us the "goods".. later this morning. toni! 

0:33 8/16/12 6:02a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives are expected to have a face-to-face interview today with 
the husband of the woman who vanished five days ago.  according 
to her husband... 50-year-old "rebecca weiss" left saturday morning 
to go diving off rancho palos verdes. when she didn't return by five 
that afternoon, he says he went looking for her. he says he found 
his wife's car and her belongings at the beach, but no sign of her. 
when there was still no sign of her by eleven that night.. he called 
authorities. relatives of the missing woman say it's not like her to 
just take-off without telling anyone. weiss' husband has *not* been 
named a suspect. 

0:22 8/16/12 6:10a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

garden grove police have a warning for homeowners. they say 
burglars are targeting homes ...tented for fumigation.  officers say 
the burglars have cut through tenting and entered homes through 
unlocked windows or doors. fumigation tenting usually means the 
homes are left empty for several days. the majority of break-ins 
have happened during the overnight hours and on weekends. at 
least nine homes have been hit since the beginning of july. 

1:41 8/16/12 6:30a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

our top story this half hour!  investigators still searching for clues in 
the case of a missing woman. rebecca weiss disappeared last 
weekend. her husband said she went diving and never returned. 
today ...according to the l-a times ...he will be interviewed by 
detectives.  annette arreola is live in marina del rey... where the 
couple lives. hello annette. 
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0:30 8/16/12 6:31a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives are searching for more information in the case of an 
antelope valley soccer coach ...accused of sexually abusing young 
boys.  detectives with the l-a county sheriff's department say ...50-
year-old renoir valenti ...was the subject of a molestation 
investigation back in july. detectives later identified two other 
alleged victims, who were soccer players. valenti has coached a-y-
s-o soccer for more than 16 years in the lancaster area. police 
arrested valenti last week ...he's being held on a million dollars bail 
and returns to court monday. 

1:43 8/16/12 6:32a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a "counterfeit crackdown" at the port of long beach. federal agents 
seized a shipment of 20-thousand shoes ...heels that look just like 
those pricey louboutin versions.  agents call it a win! toni guinyard is 
live in long beach.. with details! toni. 

0:34 8/16/12 6:35a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in orange county... trying to figure out this morning... who put 
a hidden camera in a "gap" store dressing room ...and what they 
were doing with the recorded video.  the camera had been planted 
at the gap store in the shops at mission viejo. a female employee 
found the device over the weekend, as she was changing inside 
one of the dressing rooms.  investigators don't yet know if the 
camera was placed there by a mall worker or another customer. 

0:18 8/16/12 6:35a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are handing out flyers at burbank nail salons, following a 
string of robberies.  officers are warning owners about a gang of 
robbers that have hit ten salons in-and-around burbank so far this 
summer. the thieves are not only targeting the owners, but 
customers as well. police say the crooks are stealing their purses 
and mobile phones. 

1:10 8/16/12 6:56a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a check of our top stories, right now.  counter-foot you've seen them 
on celebrities and the very "well-heeled." those christian louboutin 
shoes.. with the distinctive red soles. this morning, agents at the 
port of long beach say they've seized a massive shipment of very 
convincing knockoffs.. worth even more than the real thing!  toni 
guinyard is live near the port, with details! toni! 

1:06 8/16/12 6:58a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators are turning to the husband of a missing diver... they 
hope to find new clues about the disappearance of the woman... 
who just seem to vanish while out on a dive last weekend.  annette 
arreola is live near the couple's home in marina del rey... where that 
interview will take place. hello annette. 

1:57 8/16/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and in los feliz... in the heat... lots of people are leaving their 
windows open... and somebody has been getting in through those 
windows... assaulting the people inside...  nbc four's beverly white is 
live in los feliz... beverly! 

2:10 8/16/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sharpies... as in the writing utensils with permanent ink... are now 
being used in what's called "sharpie parties.." they sound like they 
might be fun... but they're a destructive trend hitting foreclosed 
homes across america..  nbc4's janet kwak is live in west l-a... 
janet... 

0:22 8/16/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight! police have revealed they are searching for this man 
who they say stole a blue maserati back in july... the suspect posed 
as a customer in order to steal the car. he sat in the drivers seat of 
a maserati like this one... and then asked if he could listen to the 
engine... when he was given the key... he simply drove away... the 
car is valued at 75-thousand dollars 
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0:16 8/16/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new tonight... santa monica police have arrested this man... 
detectives say he killed two women... in two separate murders... 
more than a decade ago!! 46 year old edric gross, will be arraigned 
tomorrow. police say *d-n-a evidence* helped them *finally* solve 
these cold cases... 

0:26 8/16/12 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and check out this haul! u-s customs agents confiscated more than 
20-thousand pairs of counterfeit christian louboutin (loo-boo-tan) 
shoes at the long beach harbor. we first told you about this story 
last night... and we now have video of the knock-offs. border patrol 
agents say each pair cost less than *three dollars to make... and 
entire lot has a street value of 18-million dollars! but... all of *these* 
shoes will be destroyed. 

1:20 8/16/12 11:11p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a follow now... to an exclusive i-team investigation we 
brought you earlier this month... one of "l-a's" busiest 'medical 
marijuana' clinics... has closed its doors... after joel grover and the 
"nbc 4 i-team" exposed... how the clinic was handing out... what 
authorities say... were 'illegal' marijuana prescriptions.  the i team 
sent a producer in undercover... to the happy medical clinic on 
melrose avenue.. he was examined and given a prescription for 
medical marijuana. on social media pages, the man who examined 
our producer describes himself as a massage therapist. authorities 
say... legally.. only doctors are allowed to examine people for 
medical marijuana prescriptions... now happy medical is closed... 
and because of our story... many marijuana dispensaries won't 
honor happy medical prescriptions... also known as 
recommendations...  you tried your happy recommendation at a 
dispensary? and it didn't work? it didn't work... for over a week... the 
i-team has been calling the lawyer for happy medical to get the 
clinic's comment. during our investigation, she told us the clinic was 
using physicians assistants to do exams and that that was legal. 
when we called again, about the fact that... state records showed... 
one of their people seeing patients wasn't even a p.a. she didn't call 
back. 

1:51 8/17/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two teenagers from murrieta were arrested today... for *allegedly* 
plotting to murder students and teachers at their high school.  
nbc4's janet kwak... is live in murrieta... janet. 

0:14 8/17/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news outside phoenix!  a man was shot in the face...... 
outside university of phoenix stadium... during tonight's the 
cardinals /raiders pre-season game. the victim is in critical 
condition. police no have a suspect.. 

0:27 8/17/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11! in manhatten beach ,police are looking for the man who 
slit the throat of clerk after robbing a cigar shop!  the man walked 
into the shop on artesia boulevard... carrying this long cardboard 
box... moments later he pulled a shotgun out of the box and forced 
the clerk into a back room. he then handcuffed the clerk and took 
money from the register. before leaving, he slashed the clerk's 
throat! the clerk has undergone surgery and tonight he's listed in 
stable condition. 

0:28 8/17/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police... and bomb sniffing dogs have been on alert in many cities... 
after someone threatened theaters showing the action movie 
"expendables 2". investigators say someone left a voicemail 
message at the corporate offices of carmike cinemas in columbus, 
georgia.. the threat said theaters... across the country... would be 
targeted... but without specifics. carmike does *not* have theaters in 
california. 
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1:50 8/17/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc4's kim baldonado is live in the newsroom with the latest... kim...  
tomorrow marks the one week anniversary of the disappearance of 
rebecca weiss. her family will spend the day ramping up their efforts 
to find anyone who may have seen her on the day she disappeared.    
rebecca's family and sheriffs deputies will meet at nine a-m in front 
of the rancho palos verdes city hall tomorrow morning. from there, 
they will fan out into the neighborhood. reporting live from the 
newsroom, kim baldonado, nbc4 news. 

0:24 8/17/12 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a german shepherd rescued this week from the top of a colorado 
mountain.... is in good shape tonight... but her owner is in trouble!  
missy... was abandoned by her owner on a mountain... she spent 
the next 8-days stranded up there... . hikers found her near death 
and carried her down the rocky terrain. her owner said he had to 
leave her behind because her paws were injured. that owner... is 
facing animal cruelty charges tonight! 

0:21 8/20/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story in fresno where the feds have shut down 
a slaughterhouse.  regulators shut down the central valley meat 
company in hanford... when it received undercover video showing 
dairy cows being repeatedly shocked and shot before slaughter. the 
u-s-d-a says they received the video tape from an animal welfare 
group. 

2:01 8/20/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new allegations of police brutality... by the "l-a-p-d" tonight. a 
college student from "venice" says he was out skateboarding... 
when officers roughed him up... and... it was caught on video.  nbc 
4's beverly white is live in "venice"... where protesters turned out 
tonight. beverly. 

0:24 8/20/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and manhattan beach police tonight are still searching for this 
man... who robbed a smoke shop and slashed the clerk's throat. 
police say 18-year-old tyler roger walked into the store carrying a 
cardboard box and pulled out a shot gun.... he then forced the clerk 
to a back room...handcuffed him... looted the register... and then 
slashed the victim's throat. the victim survived the attack. 

2:07 8/21/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a u-s open tennis referee's *almost 50* years of marriage end in 
apparent murder!!!!... and police say she did it... with a most unsual 
weapon.  tonight... 70 year old lois goodman of woodland hills... is 
being held for the "coffee mug" murder of her 80-year old husband! 
she was arrested in new york... she was there to work the tennis 
matches at the u-s open!  nbc4's beverly white live outside the 
gated community where they lived... beverly! 

0:20 8/21/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

secret service agents arrested a washington state man today for 
making threats against president obama. the justice department 
says the man sent a threatening e-mail to the fbi....and he was 
armed when they arrested him... agents also found two weapons in 
rhe man's seattle home. the suspect is in federal custody and will 
appear in court tomorrow. 

0:20 8/21/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more than 30 years after she died... actress natalie wood's death 
certificate has now... been amended. the coroner's office changed 
the cause of death from "accidental drowning" to "drowning and 
other undetermined factors." the changed document also states... 
that some of the circumstances surrounding her death are quote 
"not clearly established." 

0:14 8/21/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are trying to figure out tonight who was operating a marijuana 
warehouse in van nuys. they say... a strong scent of marijuana gave 
the operation away! the bomb squad responded... because of fears 
the building was booby-trapped. *that* was not the case. 
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1:54 8/21/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the final independant report on the kelly thomas police beating is 
out tonight!  it says the fullerton police department... was *not 
corrupt* when the beating happened last july... but the report 
doesn't end there...  nbc four's kim baldonado is live in fullerton... 
kim... 

0:07 8/21/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that skateboarder who says police broke his nose... and suffered 
concussion when they arrested him in venice... is speaking out 
tonight.  weekley says he was skateboarding in front of his home 
when it happened. he says he was punched four times... not just the 
one time you see on that cell phone video. the name of the officers 
involved have not been released... and an investigation is 
underway. 

0:49 8/22/12 5:02a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement Slaughterhouse shut down by feds for cruelty to animals 

0:18 8/22/12 5:03a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

Police trying to figure out who was operating marijuana grow house 
in van nuys 

0:33 8/22/12 5:13a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

Ticket scam arrest-compton man arrested for selling fake disney 
tickets 

0:47 8/22/12 5:31a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement Tennis Referee arrested in NY for killing her husband 

0:40 8/22/12 5:32a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

protest planned against LAPD over venice skateboarder arrest 

0:21 8/22/12 5:43a Crime and Law 
Enforcement man accused of threatening president to appear in court. 

1:58 8/23/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a professional tennis referee.... who was arrested as she was about 
to work the u.s. open... is back here in l. a. tonight... lapd officers 
flew with her from new york... where she was arrested earlier this 
week...for the murder of her 80 year old husband...  nbc4's beverly 
white is live in canoga park... beverly... 

1:52 8/23/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... a hollywood actor with few acting credits has finally made 
a name for hiself...but perhaps.... not the way he wanted. vivek 
shah is accused of trying to extort millions from a hollywood mogul.  
nbc four's kim baldonado is live in west hollywood... where shah 
had been living. 

1:47 8/24/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement video of empire state shooting 

0:20 8/24/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

store clerk shot in Muscoy 

2:02 8/24/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement hazing allegations at patriot high in Riverside County 

0:38 8/24/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement tennis referee appears in court 

0:14 8/24/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

suspect arrested for manhattan beach hold up 

0:22 8/24/12 11:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing story- lapd investigating its own swat team for selling 
weapons 

2:09 8/27/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the search for a gunman is apparently over... police have 
arrested a suspect... but not before a lot of trouble for a lot of 
people... in the heart of hollywood!  tonight... sunset boulevard is re-
opened...in both directions but... police had shut it down earlier... 
when their search... led to a 'lot' more than just a suspect.  nbc 4's 
kim baldonado's 'live'... in "hollywood." kim... you've been there 
since the get-go... what's the latest? 
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0:44 8/27/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight at 11!!  orange county deputies arrested a mother out of 
laguna hills today... they say the 34-year-old woman...fernanda 
gomes-soto-zono went shopping at the laguna hills mall and left her 
two-month-old infant boy... in the car...by himself. deputies say she 
tried to drive away when they tried to arrest her...    not only was the 
infant left alone in the car...today was another hot day... the mother 
has now been booked on suspicion of felony child endangerment. 

2:05 8/27/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former studio executive and a current "deutsche bank" vice 
chairman brian mulligan... has filed a '50' million dollar claim... 
against the city of "los angeles." he says police brutally beat him.  
nbc 4's john cádiz klemack is live in "downtown l-a." and... john... 
you've got his story tonight. what happened?    live tag: lapd 
declined comment. mulligan arrested on charges of resisting arrest. 
da declined to file those charges against him. 

2:07 8/28/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a a story we first broke exclusively tonight at 6pm! an 
alleged case of exessive force by the lapd...and there is video tape. 
right now internal affairs is investigating... and tonight...we talk with 
a witness.  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in tujunga... kim... 

0:32 8/29/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have new information tonight... in this story that we first 
broke last night at six. this security video shows the arrest of a 
woman in tujunga. she says the l-a-p-d officers slammed her head-
first into the pavement. using excessive force. now we've learned... 
chief charlie beck has removed the commanding officer in charge of 
the foothill division. beck called the commander quote "severely 
deficient in his response to dealing with this incident..." and both 
officers in the arrest... have been pulled off the streets while the 
investigation continues... 

1:46 8/30/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in a developing story... the lapd has launched an investigation 
tonight... into what happened to a woman who died in their 
custody...  n-b-c-4's janet kwak talked to the woman's relatives 
tonight in south los angeles. janet! 

2:06 8/31/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in orange county... the district attorney is warning the public... about 
a man being released from prison tonight.. the d-a says... he's a 
rapist... with a long record as a predator...  nbc4's beverly white is 
live in santa ana... beverly... 

0:29 8/31/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we showed it to you live this afternoon.. a high speed pursuit on 
three freeways...  it started in the tujunga... with a suspected d-u-i 
driver. driving at speeds between 90 and 100 mph - he made one 
crazy move after another on the 210 freeway, the 5 and the 14. then 
on placerita canyon road - he drove the car into some trees. the 
driver, with an apparently leg injure and his female passenger made 
a run for it - but they couldn't out-run officers who arrested them. 

0:40 8/31/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused of stealing an l-a-p-d police cruiser today... and 
then "totalling" it... ended up having to have his leg amputated...  
police say they were investigating a robbery this morning... when a 
man jumped into the squad car and took off. ten minutes later... he 
crashed into a starbucks... a light pole *and* a parked car near la 
brea and san vicente. the cruiser was wrecked... and the suspect 
was taken to the hospital in critical condition...  police say there's no 
official rule about an officer leaving keys in an unattended police 
car. 
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0:34 9/3/12 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the heir to the "red bull energy drink" empire faces serious charges 
tonight, after police in bangkok, say he was involved in a deadly hit 
and run.  the 27-year old "man " is accused running over a 
motorcycle officer... with his ferrari... and then speeding away... 
dragging the officer's body behind him. police in bangkok followed 
oil tracks to the suspect's gated estate ... and then found the 
banged-up sports car inside.  the 27 year old... is currently out on 
15-thousand dollars bail. he admits to driving the car, but he says 
the officer on the motorcycle... cut him off. 

0:33 9/4/12 11:11p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at eleven. the l-a county sheriff's department is on the look out 
for a former rosemead high school wrestling coach accused of 
sexually abusing a 14-year old boy.  investigators say... herbert 
daniel ortiz... befriended the victim while he was working at the 
school from 2007... to 2009. for the past 2 years... ortiz been a 
wrestling instructor at the bad news panthers children wrestling 
club. investigators say the teen's mother questioned her son after 
she viewed a youtube video of another person claiming he had 
been sexually assaulted by ortiz. 

2:09 9/5/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it could have been a plot for a movie. a bank manager says two 
men kidnapped her at home - strapped a bomb on her and forced 
her to rob the bank where she worked!  we've been on the story all 
day and it's not over yet! tonight... investigators are still looking for 
the 2 men... behind the masks.  nbc-4's beverly white is live in 
huntington park! bev! 

0:20 9/5/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news in rialto!! this is new video of a detective... with a 
two year old boy who was abducted at a mcdonals by his own 
mother. the boy was taken during a supervised visit. the mother lost 
custody of her son during a child abuse investigation. police say a 
driver who saw the freeway amber alert signs... spotted a car that 
lead to the mother and the boy. 

0:17 9/5/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

four camp pendleton marines were arrested monday near this gay 
bar in long beach for a possible hate crime!! the marines are now 
out on bail. police say the marines beat up a mannear the bar. the 
case will go to a grand jury... for possible assault and hate crimes 
charges. 

0:33 9/5/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

last night we showed you a vehicle that knocked down a power pole 
and flipped over on the front lawn of a home in simi valley... now 
we've learned it was a beverly hills police officer behind the wheel 
and he's facing drunk driving charges!  investigators say, officer 
jeffrey sweet was speeding when he lost control on a curve, clipped 
the power pole and crashed into a house. so-cal edison worked all 
day to restore power to the neighborhood. officer sweet was off-duty 
at the time... he has been relieved of field duties while the case is 
investigated. 

0:17 9/5/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and two of the officers involved in deadly shootings several weeks 
ago in anaheim, are back on duty. and local gangs say that they've 
"green-lighted" attacks on police, in retaliation. the back-to-back 
shootings prompted near riots in anaheim. the shootings are still 
under investigation. 

0:20 9/5/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

last night at eleven we told you about a rosemead wrestling coach... 
accused of molesting young boys.. now... he is missing... and his 
mother says she hasn't seen him in days.  police believe 29-year 
old herbert ortiz, was involved with two teenage boys. his mother 
says she's scared... because she doesn't know if he's dead or 
alive... 
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0:17 9/5/12 11:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight...  a retailer from the santa clarita valley is accused 
tonight... of selling designer drugs like "bath salts"... deputies say.. 
they seized the products in an undercover operation. three other 
businesses in the santa clarita valley were checked and cleared.. 

1:34 9/6/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in koreatown.. reports of a possible gunman on a balcony... of an 
apartment building at normandie and third... but neighbors tell police 
the gunman my be intoxicated and firing his weapon.... lapd officers 
have closed down streets around the apartment... alex calder over 
the scene... 

2:05 9/6/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new details tonight... in a rough arrest that led to a shake-
up at the l-a-p-d... the young woman who was arrested.... spoke out 
today... *exclusively* to nbc-4... her arrest and 2 other incidents 
have the lapd rethinking how it deals with the community.  nbc4's 
beverly white is live in pacoima... and beverly... tonight you talked to 
police? 

0:15 9/6/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight.. police have concluded that a pepper spray incident... 
at a santa monica college board of trustees meeting... didn't have to 
happen. an internal investigation by college police determined more 
officers should have been on duty... and the meeting should have 
been moved to a larger venue. 

0:22 9/6/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... remember the bank manager who says she was kidnapped 
by two masked men... who tied fake explosives to her.. then forced 
the woman to rob her own bank? today... investigators searched the 
bank managers home.. they removed several boxes.. and call the 
circumstances of the heist quote "very unusual"... she is not being 
called a suspect. and investiagtors are still looking for the two 
gunmen! 

0:21 9/6/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

maryland state police have released a disturbing dash-cam video... 
showing one of their troopers getting hit.... during a routine traffic 
stop...  the video shows a trooper being hit by a tractor trailer... 
which was driving too close to the shoulder. it happened back in 
june. tonight... the trooper is still recovering... and doctors say they 
aren't sure if he will ever be able to go back to work. 

0:27 9/6/12 11:11p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some tense moments this morning onboard a u-s airways flight from 
philadelphia to dallas. according to investigators an anonymous 
caller said a passenger on board was carrying liquid explosives. the 
plane was ordered back... and the passenger was taken off in 
handcuffs. but nothing hazardous was found... and police concluded 
that the passenger was actually the victim of a hoax authorities say 
whoever made the hoax call could face serious federal charges. 

0:56 9/6/12 11:11p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

back to breaking news in koreatown... where a gunman was 
reportedly shooting from his balcony... let's go to janet kwak... live 
on the scene. 

1:37 9/6/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a local driving teacher is accused of molesting a teenage student... 
during a lesson... nbc-4's janet kwak reports from granada hills...  
nbc-4's janet kwak is live in granada hills... where she went to the 
driving school... janet!      that was janet kwak reporting. the d-m-v 
... which licenses danan (duh-`nan) to run a driving school ... says it 
is aware of the accusations and is currently investigating. if you 
have any information in the case, call the l-a-p-d. 
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0:15 9/6/12 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now back to the breaking news we brought you earlier in this 
newscast... reports of a gunman on a balcony in koreatown at 
normandie and third... here's the latest: people living in the 
apartment house are being evacuated by police... the swat team 
has been summoned to the scene the gunman has barricaded 
himself inside his apartment... there have been no gunshots since 
the original call went out fifty minutes and nobody has been hurt... 
we'll continue to follow this story the latest tomorrow morning on 
today in la starting at 4:30 am 

1:49 9/7/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the news is breaking... two children... hit by a car... and rushed to 
the hospital.  the driver... suspected of being 'drunk.' let's get right to 
the scene...  nbc4's janet kwak is live in elysian valley... just north of 
dodger stadium. janet! 

2:03 9/7/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now... to a high speed chase... that took a disturbing turn! when the 
suspect dropped the body... of a *woman*... out of his car! tonight.... 
we're learning more about the young woman... killed in cold blood.  
newschopper 4 was overhead... when sheriff deputies finally took 
down the driver.  nbc 4's beverly white is live in "lynwood." and... 
beverly... you've learned 'more' about the victim. 

0:19 9/7/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the acton man behind an elaborate complex dubbed 
"phonehenge west," is free on bail tonight. alan kimble fahey was 
sent to jail today for failing to prove that he can not pay... the 
roughly 80-thousand dollars in fines and fees... he owes los angeles 
county. la county says 60-year-old kimble is trying to hide his 
assets. 

0:38 9/7/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... an orange county man is behind bars... the first arrest 
under a new law aimed at protecting the public against registered 
sex offenders.  the county ordinace makes it illegal for registered 
sex offenders to set foot in public parks... so when officers spotted 
one sitting outside these tennis courts, they moved in and took him 
into custody.  police say jean nguyen was arrested for violating his 
probation. the garden grove man was convicted 14 years ago of 
child annoyance and was on probation for indecent exposure. 

0:25 9/7/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this... unfolded 'live' right here on "nbc 4" this morning... this high-
speed pursuit... started when police spotted a man driving a car 
'recklessly'... in "sherman oaks."  the driver led police across 'two' 
freeways... at times... "newschopper 4" caught him 'clapping'... 
almost 'dancing'... in his car... as he weaved through traffic. he 
finally ended up in "downey"... where police arrested him. "reckless 
driving" and "evading police" are among the many charges he now 
faces.   

0:13 9/7/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on tonight... in "orange county"... for the driver of this 
black "nissan maxima." that car 'hit' and 'killed' a skateboarder... 
early this morning in "laguna niguel"... then crashed about a quarter 
of a mile away. the driver then ran off. 

1:18 9/7/12 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a prostitution scandal is threatening to ruin the football season for a 
high school in maryland... reporter erika gonzalez has the story... 

2:10 9/10/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you saw it first on nbc-4... a high speed pursuit across freeways and 
surface streets... at the height of rush hour. tonight more than six 
hours after it began we still don't know what happened to the driver!  
right now... the driver is stil nowhere to be found.. and that kept one 
neighborhood in lockdown ... for hours tonight...  nbc four's gordon 
tokumatsu is live in pacoima... gorden... this may have started with 
a drug sting??? 
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0:16 9/10/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man caught outside miley cyrus' house in studio city over the 
weekend...pleaded "not guilty" to trespassing. police found jason 
rivera in the bushes early saturday morning. they arrested him... 
and a judge charged rivera with trespassing and resisting arrest. 

0:22 9/10/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues tonight for two men involved in a deadly hit 
and run accident this morning at a bus stop in hollywood.  witnesses 
said the driver and a passenger left this car behind... after crashing 
near the corner of western and romaine. a 63 year old man was 
killed while he waited for a bus. police say the car was a rental... 
and they are looking for the driver who rented it. 

0:19 9/10/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

witnesses said the driver and a passenger left this car behind... 
after crashing near the corner of western and romaine. a 63 year 
old man was killed while he waited for a bus. police say the car was 
a rental... and they are looking for the driver who rented it.  and 
police in san jose, california have released surveillance video of a 
bizarre hit and run. this 70 year old woman was run over... by the 
guy who had just stolen her car!! he had a knife and threatened 
her... until she got out of the car. as he drove away... he hit her with 
the car!! the woman has recovered... but the suspect is still out 
there. 

3:07 9/11/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news tonight... newschopper four live over an active crime 
scene where a police pursuit ended tonight... with a shootout in the 
streets.  earlier... lojack led police to a car that had been stolen at 
gunpoint.. ... with the suspect driving it... possibly wanted for 
murder... and armed with an assault rifle...  and that's when the 
chase started! it ended with the suspect... wounded... in a shootout 
with police... apparently... the driver had been texting.. that he'd 
never be taken alive!  nbc4's robert kovacik is out there tonight with 
the video... robert! 

0:23 9/11/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight... a possible kidnapping in palmdale!!  deputies 
released this sketch of a young boy... but so far there have been no 
reports of a missing person. here's what happened. around 8 
o'clock this monrning two children told police they saw a couple of 
men grab a 10 to 13 year old boy on his way to school. the sketch is 
base on what they saw... anyone with information is asked to call 
authorities. 

2:24 9/12/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they just held up a bank - and how their tossing wads of cash out 
the window of an suv as they try to out run the police.... giving 
people in south l-a, a run for the money...  racing to pick-up as 
much of the stolen loot as they could... ...but tonight... we spoke to 
one man who gave it all back... he returned the money he found!  
nbc4's patrick healy is live in koreatown... patrick? 
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1:04 9/12/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

southern california is often referred to as the bank robbery capitol of 
the country...and there have been several high profile bank 
holdups... in the past couple of days... so are bank robberies on the 
rise? nbc4 investigative reporter joel grover has been digging 
deeper with the i-team.    the nbc4 i-team went beyond the 
headlines, and found that the number of bank robberies has actually 
been dropping dramatically almost every year over the last decade. 
take la county for example: (cover w/graphic) according to fbi data, 
in 2002, there were 401 bank robberies. last year the number was 
just 122. (cover w/2nd graphic) in all of southern california, the 
number of bank robberies has dropped from 645 in 2002, to just 
387 crimes last year. (go back to joel) and for 2012, fbi stats show 
the overall number of bank robberies could drop even more, despite 
the headline-grabbing events of the last week. i'm investigative 
reporter joel grover fbi statistics la county 2002 401 bank robberies 
2011 122 bank robberies (change) southern california 2002 645 
bank robberies 2011 387 bank robberies 

1:58 9/12/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's an arrest tonight in a robbery we covered extensively..last 
week... the bank manager kidnapped from her home... she said two 
men strapped... something that looked a bomb on her... and then 
forced her to rob the bank where she worked! tonight in addition to 
the arrest...we've learned of a new twist.  nbc4's kim baldonado is 
live in bell... kim... 

0:18 9/12/12 11:11p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and...police in oxnard have arrested this man who allegedly used 
one of those small spy cameras in a shoe to videotape under 
women's dresses. 34 year old ji-bri burnett... shown here... was 
detained after a woman in a t-j maxx noticed something unusual on 
his shoe. 

0:28 9/13/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

although we still don't know how much was taken in yesterday's 
bank robbery... we do know not much of it has been returned. police 
say most of those who "scooped up" the stolen "cash" have yet to 
turn it in...  police say only about 15-hundred dollars had been 
returned. it is a felony to take stolen money. and that 15-hundred 
bucks is only a small portion of the cash tossed out of the window of 
an suv in south l-a yesterday, 

0:28 9/13/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new surveillance video of an apple computer store robbery ... the 
driver smashed his way in with a b-m-w... but got stuck in the store 
with two flat tires. then ... he stole a tire repair kit at a seven-
eleven... also caught on camera. he returned to the apple store... 
apparently to find his license plate... which had fallen off... and that's 
wjhen he was arrested. three accomplices are still out there. 

0:22 9/13/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight... the bakersfield police department is looking for this 
man wanted for sexual battery. investigators say 45-year-old 
anthony jefferson lured women with promises of landing them jobs 
in hollywood. jefferson allegedly posted on line ads with actual 
studio logos stating he was a talent recruiter. most of the victims are 
from the los angeles area. 

2:09 9/14/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news: police pursue stolen car from san bernardino. 
Chase has lasted half an hour, one suspect jumped off an 
overpass. 

1:16 9/14/12 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news now... that police pursuit we told you about at the top 
fo the show... lets go back up to alex calder in newschopper 4 
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0:26 9/16/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a cypress man is facing charges of child pornography police say he 
was taking photos of young girls in his neighborhood.  police found 
22-year-old kyle scott with a video camera hiding between two 
parked cars.. at his home...they found pictures of women...in 
various stages of undress. they also found cash, cocaine and 
marijuana. police say all the photographs appeared to have been 
taken from outside the victim's homes. 

0:59 9/17/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin tonight at 11 with breaking news out of south los 
angeles... we are getting reports that a body was seen burning... in 
the middle of the street. alex calder is in newschopper 4. 

1:51 9/17/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a developing story...  threats against kids on the internet... have 
landed a local man in big trouble... and we're learning more about 
him tonight!  nbc4's janet kwak is live in santa clarita... janet... 

0:20 9/17/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in paramount...  one person was killed in a deputy-
involved shooting tonight on downey avenue... an officer responding 
to a disturbance call shot one person...and he was also injured...the 
deputy is expected to be okay... they are alot of details to be filled in 
- and we'll have more tomorrow morning on today in l-a.. 

0:20 9/17/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a disturbing sign of hard economic times in the inland empire... 
people are stealing fire hydrants... apparently for the scrap metal. it 
has happened 16 times in the city of redlands. police say the crooks 
figured out how to turn off the water... then remove a large section 
of the hydrant... making it useless in an emergency. 

0:53 9/17/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hijacking threats made against two planes flying into j-f-k airport in 
new york... led to an emergency situation today. but the f-b-i says it 
was all a hoax.  some one made an anonymous call... claiming 
hijackers with explosives were on a "finnair" flight from helsinki and 
an "american airlines" flight from san francisco. the pilots landed 
safely and were told to taxi to an isolated area... but they were not 
told why. that led to a tense exchange between one pilot and the 
control tower.  there were *no* dangerous materials found on either 
plane... and the flights were cleared. 

0:24 9/18/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new information tonight on that internet threat against 
kids..  the threat allegedly coming from a young man who graduated 
from valencia high and later attended yale!! tonight we are getting 
our first look... at the man who is under arrest in this case... who 
reportedly lives with his parents in valencia... very close to two 
schools. it began with a comment on the e-s-p-n web site police say 
... in that comment... eric yee talked about shooting children. 

0:15 9/18/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he's known as the "panty bandit"... glendale police arrested 30-year 
old fernando oureoles... for jaywalking... then discovered he had 
more than a dozen pieces of womens underwear hidden in his hat -- 
the items turns out were stolen from local laundrys. 

1:26 9/18/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we have the exclusive story of a man who says he got a 
parking ticket... even though there was still about six minutes on the 
meter.. nbc4's stephanie elam reports... 

1:48 9/19/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... police in santa monica are trying to solve a multi-million 
dollar... high end heist!! paintings, a porsche and more...all stolen... 
while the owner was away!  nbc four's beverly white is live in santa 
monica! beverly...this had to be more than a random burglary... 
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0:27 9/19/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that tennis referee accused of beating her husband to death... with 
a coffee mug... has been ordered to turn over a sample of her d-n-a!  
lois goodman... lost her fight in court today... to keep prosecutors 
from taking that sample... her lawyers had argued... that taking a 
dna sample... was a ploy to make her "appear" guilty. lois goodman 
is accused of beating her husband to death last april at their condo 
in woodland hills. she was arrested in new york... getting ready to 
work at the u.s. open. 

0:20 9/19/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... former fullerton police officer.... joe wolfe... seen here... could 
become the third officer charged in the beating death of a homeless 
man... kelly thomas was beaten during a confrontation and died a 
few days later. a grand jury has begun hearing evidence about 
wolfe's role in the beating. two other officers... manuel ramos and 
jay cicinelli... have already been charged. 

0:32 9/19/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

21 year old eric yee of valencia... wrote in a response to an espn 
web story - he was watching kids.. and wouldn't mind killing them. 
yee was arrested.. and now faces a weapons charge... because of 
a gun found in his parents home... where he lives...  in court today... 
yee's attorney said his he never touched that gun. and his client 
was guilty of only... quote... "felony stupid"... and his online 
comments were not *actual* threats. the judge hearing the case 
reduced yee's bail from 1 million dollars to 100-thousand dollars. 

0:26 9/19/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police raided four downtown pawn shops this morning...... the 
owners allegedly fenced items stolen from thieves police call knock-
knock burglars... these burglars knock on front doors... and break in 
if no one answers... about 70 people have already been arrested... 
most suspected burglars. 

0:45 9/19/12 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a youtube video... leads to a police investigation. this time in 
colorado... where two cyclists were apparently "taunted" by a driver!  
this past weekend two cyclists say they were on a ride when the 
driver of a s-u-v started honking his horn... and wouldn't quit.. one of 
the bikers pulled out his cell phone... recorded the whole thing... 
posted it on youtube....  the colorado state patrol, issued the driver 
of the s-u-v a citation for harassment... impeding the flow of traffic... 
and improper use of horn or warning device. 

0:23 9/20/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the yale student accused of making online threats against children 
has posted bond and tonight he's out of jail.  21-year old eric yee of 
valencia was arraigned yesterday.. in an interesting "twist" he was 
not charged with making a 'terrorist threat'... but with possession of 
an illegal weapon. sheriff's deputies found several weapons in his 
home. yee is accused of making the threats against children on a 
sports blog.. 

0:22 9/20/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police say this car belongs to a man who attempted to kidnap at 
two girls in burbank... wednesday... police say... the man they're 
looking for exposed himself... and chased one girl as she tried to 
get-away. but she remembered the license plate number... which 
led police to the suspect. he was booked on a-hundred thousand 
dollars bail... and he's scheduled to appear in court tomorrow. 

0:28 9/20/12 11:23p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... kato kaelin is firing back. the new york post ran a story 
saying kaelin now thinks o-j simpson killed his ex-wife..nicole and 
ronlad goldman. . but simpson's former houseguest now says he 
was misquoted... and has has no first hand knowledge of the 
murders. simpson was found not guilty of murder... but found liable 
in a civil trial. 
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2:27 9/24/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all smiles and handshakes tonight after walking out of prison - a free 
man for the first time in nearly 20 years.. exonerated... in a murder 
he didn't commit!  that first taste of freedom for john edward smith.... 
and it was a long time coming........ he never gave up hope... nor did 
his grandmother... and tonight... he walked out a free man after 
being exonerated by a judge.  nbc4's kim baldonado is live tonight 
in downtown l-a... where she spoke with smith moments after his 
release. kim. 

1:59 9/24/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we havr new details in an especially disturbing allegation of hazing 
involving the la puente high school soccer team. the attorney for the 
accusers says... it's really more than hazing... it may be sexual 
assault... there may be more players .... and the coach was 
allegedly involved.  nbc four's john cadiz klemack is live in la 
puente... john?? 

0:21 9/24/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have released sketches of a predator. these are two possible 
looks for the suspect... these sketches are based on victim 
descriptions... police say he broke into homes in the los feliz and 
atwater village area last month. most of the victims lived along los 
feliz boulevard.... and the suspect got into the houses through open 
windows and doors. 

0:26 9/24/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's an unusual move.. 17 expensive street racers, confiscated after 
a major bust.. and they are slated to be destroyed rather than sold 
at auction.  27 people were arrested... when sheriff deputies shut 
down street racing in rancho cucamonga. tonight the impounded 
vehicles are in a towing yard... waiting to be crushed. according to 
deputies many of the vehicles have illegal parts... which is why they 
want to destroy them rather than sell them. 

1:23 9/24/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're learning more tonight about an abuse case that stretches from 
georgia to los angeles. it came to light when a retired l-a-p-d 
officer... working security at the downtown l-a bus... spotted a 
malnourished teenager wandering the terminal.    police chief 
charlie beck said he was relieved and thankful that one of his retired 
officers helped to crack the case. 

1:48 9/24/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a local bond trader... wants this artwork... and all these other works, 
stolen from his home... *back. so much so.. he's now offering a 
*one-million dollar* reward!  that artwork was part of a heist earlier 
this month... and as for that reward...it's enormous... and it's being 
offered... *no* quesitons asked...  beverly white is live in santa 
monica! beverly... 

1:23 9/25/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news tonight out of south los angeles...  a man... was 
apparently just sitting on a park bench... when someone walked up 
and shot him to death!  n-b-c four's beverly white is live at the scene 
in south l-a. beverly... what else do we know?? 

0:17 9/25/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

federal agents are cracking down on medical marijuana 
dispensaries all over l-a. from huntington park to downtown l-
a...today, agents raided some shops and issued warning letters to 
many more. agents say it's all part of a large-scale federal action 
against marijuana shops here locally. 

0:49 9/25/12 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in burbank... alex calder in newschopper 4 has 
detials. alex? 

1:16 9/26/12 5:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man murdered landlady, then fell to his death 

2:58 9/26/12 5:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

city will offer $50,000 reward for info about death of man shot while 
sitting on park bench in South LA 

2:19 9/26/12 5:30p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement OC Sheriff's department employee videos up women's skirts 
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1:30 9/26/12 5:58p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

knock knock burglars 

1:07 9/26/12 6:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement knock knock burglars 

0:36 9/26/12 6:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police searching for person who stole a bronze plaque from a 
veterans' memorial 

2:18 9/26/12 6:01p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

19-year-old killed while sitting on park bench 

2:28 9/26/12 6:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ACLU releases report that says inmates are under attack at the 
hands of sheriffs deputies at local jails 

0:29 9/26/12 6:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement hackers may have attacked us pank and pnc bank websites 

1:55 9/26/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're learning more tonight about the murder of a woman in her 
70's in los feliz... her body was found inside her home...while the 
suspect was found dead nearby in a driveway... turns out...a bizarre 
string of events... linked the two ...  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in 
los feliz with new details... kim!  kim ad libs intro  a coroner van 
arrives to remove the victim's body from the los feliz home she's 
lived in for more than 30 years. a home she shared with several 
remnants and tonight, one of those tenants is suspected of killing 
her and then falling to his death. (wylie drummond/neighbor) ("i'm 
just amazed. this is the quietest street") residents on the 3600 block 
of lowry road started calling 911 after hearing a woman screaming. 
(nora natarajan/neighbor) ("terrible screams but short, you know?") 
it's believed the suspect, a white male in his 20's, killed his landlord, 
a woman in her late 70's, and then ran outside and up the stairs of 
his next door neighbor, where he encountered a man painting the 
house of dan blackburn, a former nbc news network correspondent. 
blackburn confirmed to nbc4 what his neighbor told us happened 
next. (wylie drummond/neighbor) ("the suspect came up with a 
piece of wood and started to hit the painter and then he attacked his 
wife gloria and then dan came out an the guy whacked him") 
blackburn says he managed to get his wife and the painter inside 
the house, slamming the door on the suspect's arm as he tried to 
break through. ("and then he jumped from dan's deck to the deck of 
the house next door where the woman was found. he said the guy 
was really strung") blackburn described the suspect as definitely 
wired on something , leaping over 2 fences at once before climbing 
up to the roof and either jumping or falling to his death. 

0:22 9/26/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news... and just in to the newsroom...  a school bus 
driver in ventura under arrest for driving under the influence after 
she allegedly hit a 75-year-old woman. investigators say the victim 
was crossing woodland avenue when she was hit by the bus. she's 
now hospitalized in critical condition. 11 elementary school students 
were on the bus... they were not hurt. 

0:13 9/26/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11...! women in el segundo are being warned about a 
police impersonator! this is a sketch of the suspect... last week... he 
stopped a woman who was pushing a stroller and *frisked* her. the 
suspect was wearing a uniform and wore a badge. 

2:15 9/26/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a united airlines flight from chicago to orange county was anything 
but uneventful last night. as passengers had to use their belts to 
restrain a man who was grabbing women on the plane.  nbc4's 
robert kovacik is live in brea with details... robert.. 
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0:21 9/26/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

laguna beach police are convinced tonight that they've found the 
suspect... who's been dumping dirty diapers on their streets.  police 
say an *envelope* found next to some of the diapers... led them to a 
suspect... they say...when they pulled over the 67-year-old man in 
his car... they found dirty diapers on the passenger seat. so far... no 
explanation... and he has not been arrested. 

0:17 9/26/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police want your help in catching these 4 guys! they're believed to 
be some of the "knock knock burglars"... targeting homes in "west l-
a" and "beverly hills." here's their m.o. they knock on the front 
door... and if no one answers... they break in! in one robbery, 
though, a resident did show up... and was punched in the face! 

0:17 9/26/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... police are searching for someone who stole a bronze plaque 
from a veterans memorial in irwindale. on the plaque are the names 
of more than 40 vets ... who lost their lives in world war two through 
to the vietnam war. police think the thieves took it... for the "bronze" 
in the plaque. 

1:52 9/26/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... people are wondering why it happened! why was a 19 year 
old with a learning disability...shot to death - by someone who just 
walked up and opened fire as the teen was listening to music on a 
park bench.  let's go live to nbc4's beverly white... in south l-a. 
beverly... 

0:26 9/26/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the a-c-l-u .... tonight...blasting l-a county jails... and what they say... 
goes on inside. the aclu has released a report... indicating deputies 
often hit inmates in the head during scuffles... in fact - it says... 
there have been at least 12-serious head injuries since 2009. the a-
c-l-u says the report is based on statements from inmates... 
eyewitnesses... and medical records. the sheriff's department says 
each case in the report will be investigated. 

1:44 9/26/12 11:16p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

accused of being a "peeping tom!" an employee of the orange 
county sheriff's department is under arrest. fontana police say the 
suspect rigged-up a smart-phone on his shoe so he could videotape 
under women's dresses. nbc-4's craig fiegener has the story... 

1:49 9/27/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now...to that high-end art heist... at a santa monica estate. tonght, 
two men are under arrest! and millions in stolen art... has been 
recovered!  but there is a big question tonight... will somebody get 
the owner's almost two million dollar reward?  our robert kovacik 
talked with the man who got his art back... robert's live in santa 
monica! robert? 

0:18 9/27/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've learned about a female robber who posed as a masseuse on 
craigslist!! police say it happened two weeks ago at the manhattan 
beach marriott. two men say they asked her to come to their room... 
but when she got there... she pulled out a gun and robbed them of 
hundreds of dollars in cash!! no arrests... so far! 

2:00 9/27/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he's been in hiding for weeks... tonight... the man believed to be 
responsible... for the anti-muslim movie... that incited riots in the 
muslim world... has been arrested... he's known as nakoula bass-
seley nakoula... and other aliases...and tonight he's in a federal 
lockup!!  nbc four's beverly white is live in downtown l-a... bev 
what's the latest?? 
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0:28 9/27/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man who police say killed his 81-year-old land-lady then took a 
fatal fall himself, has been identified as actor jonathan lewis. police 
say he beat and stangled his catherine davis... at her home in los 
feliz. one of the questions police want answered... was he under the 
influence of a new designer drug called "smile"? jonathan lewis... 
appeared on the t-v series..."sons of anarchy"... the show's creator 
says he was arrested three times this year and had "lost his way." 

0:48 9/27/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the male model who allegedly caused a scene this week... on a 
flight from chicago to john wayne airport... he's expected in federal 
court tomorrow.  witnesses say 26-year-old arash durrani was 
acting strangely... even before the flight took off... he reportedly 
shouted while he was walking down the jetway. after take-off... he 
allegedly started harassing people... it got so bad... passengers 
took things into their own hands... and restrained him with their 
belts..he responded by threatening to kill them.  tonight the f-b-i 
says durrani will be charged with a federal offense... interfering with 
a flight crew. 

0:46 9/27/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to an exclusive interview you'll only see right here on nbc4. 
nbc's miguel almaguer sat down with the pop warner football 
coach... in tustin... accused of paying his young athletes for big hits 
on players... from the opposing teams.  that's rich bowman...the 
coach for the tustin red cobras... he refutes the allegations that he 
instituted a bounty program with his team. league officals cleared 
bowman of any wrong doing... but... the pop warner national office 
says it plans to re-open the case. you can catch the entire interview 
tomorrow morning... on the "today show" 

0:25 9/27/12 11:11p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story in salt lake city...  police there have just 
taken down a man who claimed he had a bomb at a light rail station 
in downtown salt lake city. police say the man was ranting that he 
was going to blow himself up... it happened right down the street 
from a tv station... and some businesses were evacuated. train 
service was stopped... and police are still trying to determine if the 
man really had a bomb. 

0:20 9/27/12 11:11p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to a developing story in minneapolis where there was a workplace 
shooting today.  according to police... the gunman... who had just 
gotten fired today... walked into a sign company and opened fire. 
the gunman eventually took his own life.... officials will only say that 
several others were killed and at least four others were injured... 

0:30 9/28/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to orange county... where tonight... police say they are 
convinced a teenager they shot... and killed... wanted officers to kill 
him.  police say 14-year-old... jose rodriguez junior... called 9-1-1... 
and said a man was armed with a gun. it happened in santa ana... 
last night. police went to the scene... and found rodriguez waving a 
shotgun... and they say... he wouldn't put it down. police say they 
opened fire when he pointed the gun at one of the officers. 
investigators say rodriguez left a suicide note in his bedroom. 
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0:29 9/28/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and.... the driver of a car that led police on a high-speed chase 
across the san fernando valley and into hollywood this morning... 
has been identified... it started about eight a-m in ventura... in the 
middle of rush hour! that mercedes reached speeds of 100 miles 
per hour while zipping in and out of the southbound lanes of the 101 
freeway. police eventually caught up with that driver in hollywood 
near the gower street exit....  the driver.. identified as michael 
stinchfield... was arrested for felony evading and false 
imprisonment... 

0:20 9/28/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in riverside are looking for *this* man tonight... this is a sketch 
of a suspect.. in two incidents involving female students at la sierra 
high school. police say he grabbed one of the girls last friday as she 
was walking near the school.. but she got away. another girl says 
she was followed earlier that day by the same man. 

0:25 9/28/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the head coach of a pop warner football team in tustin... along 
with the league president... have now been suspended... they have 
been accused... of offering cash to n players... to hit their young 
opponents... hard enough to injure them. those players were ten 
and eleven years old. pop warner officials say the suspensions will 
remain in place until they can investigate the allegations. the men 
have denied those allegations. 

0:35 7/3/12 11:11p deaths 

beloved actor "andy griffith" has passsed away. he died this 
morning... at his home in "north carolina."  tonight... fans put 
flowers... on "griffith's" star on the "hollywood walk of fame." he 
was... perhaps... 'best' known for playing "america's favorite 
sheriff"... on the "andy griffith show." he also portrayed a shrewd 
country lawyer... in "matlock." "andy griffith" was '86' years old.  his 
family says... he passed away after an illness. "andy griffith" was 
'86' years old. 

2:17 7/13/12 11:00p deaths 

tonight: a coroner's van pulls away from the hollywood hills home... 
where the body of sylvester stallone's son, sage... was found this 
afternoon...  now at 11 o'clock questions remain about what caused 
his death... the actor and director was only 36 years old...  for the 
latest on this developing story... let's get right to nbc4's kim 
baldonado... live outside the home... kim. 

0:20 7/13/12 11:02p deaths 

a publicist for sylvester stallone... released this statement: "sylvester 
stallone is devastated and grief-stricken over the sudden loss of his 
son... sage stallone. his compassion and thoughts are with sage's 
mother, sasha. sage was a very talented and wonderful young man. 
his loss will be felt ...forever." 

0:20 7/13/12 11:09p deaths 

one of l-a's most prominent civil rights and community activists has 
passed away.. after a battle with cancer. willis edwards died this 
afternoon at providence holy cross hospital in mission hills. he was 
a longtime major figure in the beverly hills/hollywood branch of the 
n-double-a-c-p. edwards was 66 years old. 

0:13 7/13/12 11:23p deaths 

famed movie producer richard zanuck has died. he leaves a huge 
cultural legacy - with movies such as "jaws" and "driving miss 
daisy." he spent years as the head of 20th century fox. zanuck was 
77. 
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0:29 7/16/12 11:15p deaths 

sylvester stallone released a statement asking for privacy... and to 
respect the memory... of his oldest son, sage.  stallone also 
released a photo showing the two several years ago. stallone's 
statement asked for an end to what he called speculation and 
questionable reporting...  his statement also said... quote: "i'm 
imploring people to respect my wonderfully talented son's memory 
and feel compassion for his loving mother sasha... because.. this 
agonizing loss will be felt for the rest of our lives." 

0:24 7/19/12 11:11p deaths 

and there was a vigil in rancho cucamonga tonight... honoring a 
local marine... killed in action in afghanistan. friends, family... about 
three hundred people were there tonight... to remember marine 
corporal joshua ashley... who was killed by an improvised exploding 
device... his family said... he was a hero... who wanted to go to 
afghanistan... and who wanted to serve his country... 

2:21 7/20/12 11:02p deaths vigil held for victims 

0:41 7/23/12 11:09p deaths 

sally ride was americas first ever-female astronaut - she spent 14 
days in space and today at the age of 61 she died of pancreatic 
cancer.  her trailblazing flight came in 1983… on the seventh u-s 
space shuttle mission... after she retired from nasa... she became a 
professor of physics at u-c san diego... but through the years... she 
never gave up on her mission to inspire others...  sally ride became 
a symbol for those who strive to break barriers... like she did.... 

0:21 7/24/12 11:09p deaths 

the victims in aurora are also being remembered tonight here in 
southern california. a candlelight vigil was held tonight at grauman's 
chinese theatre.  many of the people who took part this ... also 
donated to the aurora victims fund. the theater went dark at nine 
o'clock.... for one minute... as a gesture of solidarity with those 
affected by the tragedy in colorado. 

0:28 7/24/12 11:10p deaths 

t-v lost a memorable star today... sherman hemsley... best known 
as george jefferson!  the star of the 1970s sitcom, "the jeffersons", 
died at his home in el paso, texas ... he was 74 years old. no word 
on the cause of death. "the jeffersons" was a spinoff from "all in the 
family." which co-stared rob reiner. tonight reiner said hemsley's big 
personality, his kindness, and his talent will be sorely missed. 

0:11 7/25/12 11:07p deaths 
and today... the first of the 12 people killed in the shooting... was 
laid to rest... 51-year old gordon cowden is also the oldest victim... 
he went to the batman movie with his two teenage children. 

0:15 8/13/12 11:08p deaths 

the real life killer portrayed by james woods in the movie... "the 
onion field"... has died in prison. 79 year old gregory powell died 
from prostate cancer. powell killed l-a-p-d officer ian campbell... in 
an onion field... near bakersfield... in 1963. 

0:22 8/13/12 11:08p deaths 

the pentagon has identified three camp pendleton marines who 
were killed friday in afghanistan. 29 year old captain matt 
manoukian of los altos hills.. and 27 year old staff sergeant "sky" 
mote from el dorado were killed... along with gunnery sgt. ryan 
jeschke of virginia. there were reports that their killer was an afghan 
police officer. 

0:15 8/13/12 11:10p deaths 

and beverly hills police say... it was just an unfortunate coincidence. 
the driver of a hearse died today while delivering a casket to a 
funeral service. officers say no foul play was involved... the driver 
apparently died of natural causes. 
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0:28 8/13/12 11:14p deaths 

famed author and editor helen gurley brown died today... first she 
wrote her 1962 best-seller "sex and the single girl"... and then she 
became editor at cosmopolitan magazine... and *there*... she 
helped pave the way for the fierce and fearless women's magazines 
of today... despite the lusty image of "the cosmo girl"... brown was 
married for a half-century to one man only... hollywood producer 
david brown. helen gurley brown was 90 years old. 

0:14 8/14/12 11:10p deaths 

and the actor who played "horshack" on the popular 1970's sitcom 
"welcome back kotter" has died. ron palillo died in his sleep 
overnight at his home in palm beach, florida. apparently, he suffered 
a heart attack. he was 63-years old. 

2:30 8/20/12 11:00p deaths 

the shocking suicide of a successful movie director.... tony scott... 
but what may have driven him over the edge...of the vincent thomas 
bridge?!  tonight... hollywood paid tribute to him... by dimming the 
lights... and... rumors have been swirling... about his health... but 
tonight... we have learned 'more' about all the talk.  nbc four's angie 
crouch is live in hollywood... and... angie... they paid tribute at 
"grauman's." 

0:57 8/20/12 11:03p deaths 

also tonight... we remember a comic gem -- a woman who never 
shied away from laughing at her self... and laughing out loud... and 
making us laugh...as well !  the late phyllis diller is being 
remembered tonight as a pioneer in women's comedy... she died 
today... at the age of 95.  phyllis diller was a housewife and a radio 
writer when she took the advice of friends and her first husband... 
and tried her hand at standup comedy. she had five kids at the 
time... and she was nearly 40 years old. the marriage didn't last... 
but the new career did... and the next generations of women in 
comedy are glad it did.  phyllis diller... made johnny carson laugh, 
among many others... her manager says she died at her home in 
brentwood... with a smile on her face. 

0:31 8/23/12 11:07p deaths 

tonight..it's official... rodney king's death was an accident but the 
san bernardino county coroner says king had been using drugs.  
according to the autopsy ... king had marijuana... cocaine... p-c-p... 
and alcohol in his system. king's fiancee found his body at the 
bottom of their swimming pool in june. the coroner determined the 
47-year-old either fell... or jumped into the pool. video of lapd 
officers beating rodney king became synonymous with the l-a riots 
of 1991.. . 

0:18 8/24/12 11:09p deaths Tony Scott suicide notes 

1:53 8/24/12 11:13p deaths Randy Simmons' wife writes book 

1:09 8/31/12 11:14p deaths 

it was 15-years ago *tonight*... that princess diana... and her 
boyfriend... dodi al-fayed... were killed in an accident that many 
believe was caused by the paparizzi following them.    and there's a 
new movie coming out about diana... that focus on the last two 
years of her life... 
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0:55 9/3/12 11:11p deaths 

hollywood is reacting with deep sadness tonight... to the death of 
oscar-nominated actor michael clarke duncan.  duncan died today 
of complications from a heart attack he suffered two months ago. he 
was 54 years old. tonight... fans and neighbors left flowers and 
candles in a makeshift tribute outside duncan's woodland hills 
home. the larger-than-life actor with the booming voice gained fame 
for his critically-acclaimed role in "the green mile," opposite tom 
hanks. he also worked closely with a non-profit group that helped 
veterans find jobs in hollywood.  tom hanks released a statement 
today, saying duncan was quote "the treasure we all discovered on 
the set of the green mile. he was magic." duncan was engaged to 
reality star omarosa manigault. 

2:41 9/26/12 5:01p deaths Andy Williams death 

0:40 9/26/12 11:18p deaths 

tonight... family... friends... and fans are remembering andy 
williams. one of the most popular peformers of the 60's.. and 70's.  
that's andy williams singing his signature song... moon river. he also 
had his own tv show... and a string of christmas t-v specials in the 
70's... and 80's... all very popular! williams died at his branson... 
missouri home... after a year long battle with bladder cancer. andy 
williams was 84 years old. 

0:18 7/17/12 11:04p diversity 

the "boy scouts of america" is moving forward with its long-standing 
policy... of not admitting gays... the decision comes after a boy 
scout committee reviewed the policy... for two years... a spokesman 
for the scouts...says the committee was unanimous in its decision... 
the ban was upheld by the u-s supreme court in 2000... 

0:21 7/17/12 11:09p education 

seven cal-state presidents will soon be getting raises! the pay 
upgrades were approved at this meeting today... as part of a new 
policy that will let university presidents accept part of their salaries 
in gifts from foundations. many student groups, faced with 
increasing tuition costs, are not happy with this at all!! 

0:23 7/19/12 11:10p education 

new tonight at eleven...  the 'former' chairman of the "penn state" 
board of trustees... has resigned from the board. it happened late 
today. "steve garban" is the 'first' board member to 'quit'... in the 
wake of the "jerry sandusky" child sex abuse scandal. a report 
released last week... said "garban" was briefed on the "sandusky" 
investigation in 20-11... but did 'not' share what he knew... with the 
board.   

0:45 8/20/12 11:17p education 

a four-letter word... slipped into her graduation speech... and... that 
word... has cost an "oklahoma" teen her high school diploma. but... 
she's fighting back...  kaitlin nootbaar graduated at the 'top' of her 
class... at "prague high". when she delivered her speech as 
"valedictorian"... she used a line from one of the "twilight movies"... 
that included the word "hell." the school didn't like it... and... now it's 
refusing to turn over her diploma... unless she apologizes. nootbaar 
says "no way."  kaitlin has already started college. school officials 
say... the matter is confidential and won't comment publicly. 

0:15 8/22/12 5:14a education USC move in day 

1:12 8/23/12 11:10p education 
student costumes have caused officials at canyon high school to 
cancel an event that has been a tradition there for many years.. 
nbc4's janet kwak has the story.. 
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0:25 9/3/12 11:09p education 

tragedy has led to a frat house suspension at fresno state 
university. over the weekend... an 18 year old freshman "pledge" 
student... who had been drinking heavily... *died*!  the pledge, from 
bakersfield, reportedly suffered severe brain damage... after a friday 
night party at the theta chi fraternity... saturday morning fresno state 
suspended the frat... the student was taken off life support 
yesterday. and tonight... police say they are investigating... to see if 
"hazing" was involved. 

0:45 9/10/12 11:07p education 

no school tomorrow for 400-thousand students in chicago! their 
teachers walked off the job... and right now... there appears to be 
no agreement in sight!  the teachers are trying to work out a new 
contract... with the main sticking points... job security and a system 
for evaluating performance. chicago's mayor... rahm emanual... the 
former white house chief of staff for president obama... says 
teachers *should* have a deal they're happy with... but says... going 
on strike is not the answer.  classes are cancelled indefinitely. talks 
will resume tomorrow. 

0:25 9/11/12 11:14p education 

more fallout tonight from that cheating scandal at harvard 
university...  harvard basketball player kyle casey... who helped the 
crimson reach the ncaa tournament last year... now says he plans 
to withdraw from school. the university is investigating whether 
more than one hundred students cheated by working together on a 
take-home final exam last spring. so far... none of the allegations 
has been proven... 

0:36 9/16/12 11:11p education 

union leaders today postponed a vote on a tentative agreement ... 
to give rank and file teachers more time to consider a new plan.  the 
deal the teachers got covers the next three years... if approved it 
would give teachers cost of living increases each year... thirty 
percent of their performance evaluations would be based on student 
test scores... and teachers would have a right to appeal their 
ratings. a final vote could come by mid-week. 

0:23 9/17/12 11:24p education 

yale university is cracking down on student parties off campus... any 
student party with more than 50 people has to register in advance 
with the dean's office...  university officials want to curb underage 
drinking... and ease potential conflicts with neighbors. students who 
fail to register... could be disciplined by the university. 

0:19 9/18/12 11:08p education 

it's over - the chicago teachers strike ends tomorrow when 30 
thousand teacher return to the classroom along with their 350 
thousand students. the teacher union agreed to accept a contract 
proposal that provides for a 7-percent pay raise over the next three 
years.. teachers must still approve the deal.. 

0:33 9/26/12 5:47p Education student loan debts-one in five households has student loans 

1:13 7/6/12 11:08p Employment/Labor 
the new jobs report is out tonight... and depending on whose spin 
you're listening to... the numbers were either *moderately*... or 
*very* disappointing! 

0:21 9/7/12 11:06p employment/labor 

tonight... it's a "campaign challenge"... for the white house... a 
'disappointing' jobs report... for last month. unemployment did 'fall'... 
from 'eight-point-three' percent... to 'eight-point-one' percent 
nationwide. but... experts say that drop is mostly due... to more 
people 'simply' giving up... on looking for work. the economy 
added... only '96' thousand jobs in august... falling 'far short' of 
expectations. 

1:56 9/26/12 5:16p employment/labor Holiday season approaching=more jobs. City of Commerce job fair 

0:13 7/2/12 11:05p Entertainment 
and looking here at our olympic countdown clock! 24 days and 
counting to the london olympic games here on nbc4! 
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0:55 7/2/12 11:05p Entertainment 

and... after nine days of controversy, there is finally a winner in the 
3rd place photo-finish in women's track and field. and the outcome... 
you could say... was suprising.  mario solis is here with all the 
details! mario!  for more than a week now, there has been plenty of 
speculation surrounding the outcome of the women's 100 meters.. 
but that all came to an end today after jen-eba tarmoh told u-s track-
and-field officials she would not compete in a run-off against allyson 
felix to determine the 3rd and final / olympic qualifying spot.. and 
afterwards, tarmoh explained how she broke the news to felix.    
tarmoh will still go to london as an "alternate",,, with hopes of 
running in the 4-by-100 relay... == at the u.s. swim trials,,, big news 
out of the pool... michael phelps has decided "not" to race in the 200 
meter freestyle, leaving him with only 7 events in london.. his 
decision now removes any chance of phelps matching the record 8 
gold medals he won in beijing... 

0:48 7/2/12 11:06p Entertainment 

now to the pool... final night of the swim trials... women's 50 meter 
freestyle final... 45-year-old so-cal native dara torres trying to make 
a record 6th olympic team... needed to finish in the top 2... but just 
missed out,, finishing 4th... long beach resident jessica hardy won 
the event... and that's the end of torres' amazing career... where 
she ended up winning 12 olympic medals...  and in a few minutes... 
we'll have more from the swim trials... plus, hilites of the dodgers 
and angels... 

1:05 7/4/12 11:09p Entertainment 

the lakers celebrated the fourth with a bang tonight... they scooped 
a two-time "m-v-p"...  mario solis is here... with the 'huge' trade 
news.  few thought it could happen but all-star point guard steve 
nash will be wearing purple and gold next season... and with the 
signing, the lakers have once again become a "real" title contender..  
the 2-time mvp is on his way via a sign-and-trade with the "suns"... 
nash reportedly receives a 3-year deal worth $25 million... the 
"knicks" were trying to convince nash to join new york,, but kobe 
bryant himself made a hard sell, persuading nash to chase a title in 
l-a.. of course, at 38, his best years are certainly behind him but he 
also won't be asked to do as much in l.a. since there is plenty of 
talent to go around on the lakers roster... phoenix will get two future 
first round picks and two future 2nd round picks in the trade.. and 
it's important to note,, with this move,, the lakers are no longer 
pursuing a deal with point guard ramonn sessions. 

0:12 7/5/12 11:22p Entertainment 
every night... we inch closer to the "london games"... we're now... 
'21' days away... from the opening ceremonies... which you can 
watch... right here on 'nbc 4." 

0:33 7/5/12 11:22p Entertainment 

and... you're never too old... to go for the gold. at the age of 65, 
canadian equestrian ian millar *will compete* in the london games!  
millar... nicknamed "captain canada"... was named to the canadian 
olympic team today. his first olympics was the 1972 munich games! 
he's been in ten olympics! when asked about his good form over the 
years, millar credits good genes, a good diet and lots of exercise. 
(wouldn't you know!) 

2:02 7/6/12 11:04p Entertainment 

we're getting a new look tonight at pop star justin bieber's run-in 
with the c-h-p. highway patrol pulled him over this morning... on "the 
101" freeway. his publicist says... "beiber" was speeding... because 
'papaparazzi' were chasing him.  nbc 4's angie crouch is live 
tonight... in "studio city." angie... what's the latest? 
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0:14 7/6/12 11:15p Entertainment 
london 20-12... now...  that's our countdown clock... less than '21' 
full days now... until the 'start' of the "london olympic games"... right 
here on "nbc 4." 

0:34 7/9/12 11:11p Entertainment 

tom cruise and katie holmes have reached a settlement in their 
divorce...  today's agreement comes less than two weeks after 
holmes first filed for divorce. her attorney said that terms of the 
settlement were confidential... and will *not be disclosed. the 
couple... however... did release a joint statement... asking for 
privacy for their family... and for daughter, suri.  we want to keep 
matters affecting our family private... and express our respect for 
each other's commitment to each of our respective beliefs... and 
support each other's roles as parents 

1:37 7/9/12 11:15p entertainment 

a new reality show called the asian version of "jersey shore" is 
causing controversy. "k-town"... is about l-a's koreatown... and 
some folks who live in the area aren't happy about it. nbc4's angie 
crouch has more.    k-town will only be shown on youtube.... with a 
new *ten minute episode airing each week. 

0:24 7/9/12 11:17p entertainment 

the n-b-c talent competition, "the voice", is adding some additional 
star power to the mix.  when the show returns for its third season... 
team blake will have a new advisor. singer michael buble will offer 
his expertise to the proteges of country singer blake shelton. no 
word yet, on who will advise the other teams. "the voice" returns 
september 10th... right here on n-b-c. 

0:12 7/9/12 11:17p Entertainment 
we're counting down to the olympic summer games... in london.  our 
countdown clock shows we're just 17 days away from our coverage 
of the opening ceremony. 

0:22 7/9/12 11:17p Entertainment 

in the weeks leading up to the olympics... there is perhaps no 
greater honor... than to carry the olympic flame as part of the torch 
run. today... marina del rey resident leslie billinger ran through 
oxford, england for her leg of the torch relay. she won the 
opportunity to carry the torch... after being nominated by a co-
worker at a local non-profit. 

0:12 7/10/12 11:23p Entertainment seventeen days and counting! little over two weeks and change 
before the opening ceremony of the london olympic's here on nbc4! 

0:54 7/10/12 11:23p Entertainment 

it was hot today... so slash showed up on hollywood blvd. in a 
leather vst, top hat and shades ! guitarist slash was decked out'... 
when he received a star on the hollywood walk of fame.  the former 
guns-n-roses guitarist just got a star located in front of the hard rock 
cafe on hollywood boulevard. you know... slash hasn't spoken with 
former guns-n-roses lead singer "axel rose" in years... and who 
better to re-ignite that fued than slash's buddy.... charlie sheen.  
***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** ouch! slash and rose haven't been on 
speaking terms for years! slash's star is number two thousand four 
hundred and 73-rd (2,473). 

0:20 7/11/12 11:09p Entertainment 

actress kristin chenoweth was rushed to a hospital in new york 
tonight... after an accident on set.  her publicist says she was hit in 
the head by scaffolding while she was shooting an episode of the c-
b-s show "the good wife" no word on her condition. c-b-s released a 
statement...saying she was treated on the scene by medics... and 
then transported to a hospital.. 
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0:40 7/11/12 11:10p Entertainment 

comedian daniel tosh is apologizing tonight for comments he made 
during a show at the laugh factory in hollywood... last friday. tosh 
asked the crowd what they wanted to talk about... and someone 
shouted out "rape". one woman took exception... and blurted out 
"rape jokes are never funny."  ***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** as for 
tosh... he sent out this tweet earlier: "all the out of context 
misquotes aside, i'd like to sincerely apologize." 

0:58 7/11/12 11:32p Entertainment 
actor robert blake, in a cowboy hat and sleveless t-shirt had a very 
strange interview with peirs morgan on cnn. if it doesn't make total 
sence, your nmot alone. 

2:00 7/17/12 11:09p Entertainment 

the people behind coachella are getting behind a new plan... putting 
a scaled down version of their festival... on a cruise ship! it's all part 
of a new trend... turning cruise ships.. into giant night clubs!  nbc4's 
kim baldonado is live in the newsroom... kim!  we've seen some big 
name artists doing this the past few years, but it's only in the past 
few months that promoters are organizing music cruises geared 
toward a younger generation.    since people aren't buying as much 
music as they used to, the struggling music industry loves the 
cruises...and the cruise lines are happy to introduce younger people 
to the idea of cruise vacations. we can expect to see more of these, 
as long as they remain profitable. reporting from the newsroom, kim 
baldonado, nbc4 news. 

0:18 7/18/12 11:24p Entertainment 
and london bookmakers are taking some bizarre bets. one involves 
whether it will rain during the opening ceremony... and whether a u-
f-o will appear above the olympic stadium. 

0:34 7/19/12 11:04p Entertainment 

right now... it's a big night... for the dark knight!  people have been 
lining up all day for midnight screenings of "the dark knight rises"... 
and these fans got ready by dancing and watching clips from the 
first two movies in the trilogy!!  the "dark knight rises"... is the third... 
and perhaps 'final'... chapter of the "batman trilogy." so 'many' 
people want to see it first... ticket prices have gone through the roof. 
we just checked "e-bay"... and here in "l-a"... some tickets are 
priced... at close to a 'hundred' bucks.  right now... fans... are 
counting down to midnight.  

2:27 7/19/12 11:05p Entertainment 
fritz coleman is at universal citywalk... where so many people are all 
set... for an "all nighter!" fritz... this is expected to be a major 
summer blockbuster...   

0:26 7/19/12 11:07p Entertainment 

speaking through his attorney... actor and funny-man fred willard is 
denying tonight... that he did anything wrong... at this adult theater 
in hollywood. police arrested him last night... on suspicion of 
committing a lewd act inside the "tiki theater" on santa monica 
boulevard. after word got out... p-b-s announced today it's firing 
willard... as the narrator of its new antiques show called "market 
warriors." 

0:58 7/19/12 11:17p Entertainment 

now... as we mentioned earlier... "the dark knight rises" opens 
tonight at midnight... and... if you're going to sit outside for hours... 
waiting for a movie... this is a 'great' night to do it.  fritz is live at 
"universal citywalk"... fritz... those fans are counting down the 
minutes now! 

0:23 7/19/12 11:20p Entertainment fritz on the street 

0:12 7/19/12 11:30p Entertainment the dark knight rises... the much anticipated summer blockbuster... 
opens tonight at midnight.... 
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0:28 7/20/12 11:24p Entertainment 

very exciting! the summer olympics start exactly one week from 
tonight... athletes... coaches... fans... and of course... the olympic 
torch are all converging on london...  the "olympic" flame has 
arrived... today's entrance... dramatic... via helicopter... to a location 
near "london's" iconic tower bridge. then... a "royal marine" 
rappelled down... then handed off the flame to another torch bearer. 

0:13 7/23/12 11:05p Entertainment 

and... movie industry observers call it an ``extremely impressive'' 
opening in light of events. "the dark knight rises"... earned nearly 
161-million dollars at the box office this weekend. that's the third-
highest opener ever. 

0:23 7/23/12 11:07p Entertainment 

and... the l-a county sheriff's department was called out this 
afternoon to the calabasas home of katherine jackson. there were 
reports that there *may* have been some sort of "scuffle" among 
members of the jackson family... but nobody was arrested... 
detectives this past weekend... just closed a missing person case 
for katherine jackson. despite reported concerns for her safety... 
she was found with her daughter rebbie, in arizona. 

1:08 7/23/12 11:15p Entertainment 

motivational speaker tony robbins is defending his seminars 
tonight... after nearly two dozen people were burned last week... 
walking across hot coals at a seminar in san jose... here's nbc's ron 
allen. 

0:23 7/23/12 11:16p Entertainment 

olympics news! a private security firm will no longer be providing 
protection at the olympic stadium in newcastle, england... the city 
says its replacing the firm with local companies... to provide 500 
security personnel for olympic soccer matches 

0:22 7/23/12 11:17p Entertainment 

this is happening... as we are just 'four' days away from our 
coverage of the opening ceremony.... today the head of the 
international olympic committee paid a visit to the official athletes 
village in london...  they checked out the accommodations... and 
met with a number of athletes. then they observed a moment of 
silence to remember the eleven israeli athletes killed by palestinian 
gunmen at the 19-72 munich games. 

0:18 7/23/12 11:17p Entertainment 

and... if you want to keep up with all olympic developments... we 
have a newsletter to help you do just that. simply go to our 
website... nbcla-dot-com... click on the london 20-12 link... and sign 
up under "get olympic news." we'll send the newsletters... right to 
your e-mail inbox. 

0:17 7/24/12 11:10p Entertainment 

count-down to the games... in london today... olympic officials 
showed off the new medals for 2012!  the front shows the greek 
goddess of victory... nike. and the back features the 20-12 emblem. 
the winner's sport will be engraved on each medal. 

1:51 7/24/12 11:11p Entertainment 
tonight, final preparations are in full swing at the main olympic park. 
and... that's where our robert kovacik is stationed... on this.. his 
second day in london! 

3:13 7/25/12 11:09p Entertainment 

the opening ceremony is two days away... but olympic competition 
got underway today... as the u-s women's soccer team played a 
match in scotland...they have to start early to get all the game in. 
that's roughly 400 miles north of where nbc4's robert kovacik is 
tonight... he's live in london... robert! 

0:27 7/25/12 11:24p Entertainment 

this next story has twilight fans thinking.. "oh, no!" actress kristen 
stewart has admitted.... she cheated on her boyfriend and twilight 
co-star... robert pattinson!  stewart apologized today for what she 
called a quote "momentary indiscretion." "us weekly" published 
photos yesterday of her kissing and cuddling up to married 
director...rupert sanders...he directed her movie .."snow white and 
the huntsman" . 
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3:24 7/26/12 11:00p entertainment 

you can almost sense the excitement ....! we are just hours away 
from the start of the 2012 london olympic games!  and... the torch 
has almost reached its final destination! tonight... one of the biggest 
questions: who will light the caldron? we'll find out in less than 24 
hours!  right now... london is ready to shine on the world's biggest 
stage! the opening ceremony has become as popular as the 
competition - and tomorrow night we will all see what london has in 
store for all of us!  the sun is already up - and nbc4's robert kovacik 
is live in london...! robert! 

0:15 7/26/12 11:24p Entertainment 
the voice, is adding ahigh-powered rocker to the mix.  green day 
frontman billie joe armstrong is joining the show as a mentor to 
team christina. ``the voice'' returns to tv on sept. 10. 

0:17 7/26/12 11:33p entertainment here's the olympic countdown clock... 

0:11 7/26/12 11:33p entertainment 

if you want to keep up with all of the olympic developments... visit n-
b-c l-a dot-com and click on the london 2012 link. then sign up 
under "get olympic news." we'll send newsletters right to your e-mail 
inbox. 

1:00 7/27/12 6:00p Entertainment 

our coverage of the entire opening ceremony... now just 90-minutes 
away!  welcome to the nbc-four news at six. i'm chuck henry.  and 
i'm lucy noland... we've been counting down for weeks. and...now... 
our coverage of the "olympic opening ceremony"... is little more than 
an 'hour' away. 

1:19 7/27/12 6:01p Entertainment 
so many people... 'especially' athletes are taking to 'social media'... 
to express their excitement about the start of the olympics. "nbc 
four's" mekahlo medina... has the scoop. 

1:01 7/27/12 6:02p Entertainment 
all over the world, people are gathered around tv sets to watch the 
opening ceremony... including at l-a live!  fritz is live at the nbc-four 
olympic village at l-a live ... hey fritz! 

0:25 7/27/12 6:03p Entertainment 

you can watch the opening ceremony ... right here on nbc4. 
coverage begins at 7:30.  and -- for the next two weeks, you can 
watch more of the 2012 olympic games than ever before. 24-hours 
a day, across ten nbc platforms! go to our website, nbcla-dot-com 
for complete listings by time... and by sport. 

0:33 7/27/12 6:17p Entertainment 

the jackson family has reached an agreement on joint guardianship 
of michael jackson's three children. katherine jackson... and her 
grandson t-j... will file a request for joint guardianship early next 
week. under the agreement... t-j will take over most of the day-to-
day responsibilities of raising the children... but.... katherine will 
remain in control of the family's allowance of around 70-thousand 
dollars a month.  the judge will have an investigator interview the 
three children independently... to see how they are coping following 
a week of family turmoil. 

0:59 7/27/12 6:18p Entertainment Fritz on the street 

0:35 7/27/12 6:20p Entertainment Fritz on the Street 

0:19 7/27/12 6:27p Entertainment 

nbc4 is going to help *somebody* pay their mortgage or their rent... 
for an entire year! just "like" n-b-c l-a on facebook... and enter to 
win! we'll announce the lucky winner on the nbc4 news at 11 after 
the closing ceremony of the olympics. 

0:45 7/27/12 6:28p Entertainment 
and finally... the "u-s olympic swim team" is the latest to join the 
"call me maybe" trend. the video has gone viral... racking up more 
than '200' thousand views in '15' hours. take a look. 

0:30 7/30/12 6:03p Entertainment soccer player DQ 
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0:18 7/30/12 6:03p Entertainment 

tonight in prime-time it will be women's beach volleyball. two time 
gold medalists misty may-(train-er) and kerri walsh jennings square 
off with the czech republic. misty-may and kerri have never lost an 
olympic match.  nbc4's stephanie elam has been out with some very 
eager fans in hermosa beach . 

1:01 7/30/12 6:04p Entertainment fans react to olympic beach volleyball 

0:32 7/30/12 6:05p Entertainment #Go4Gold 

0:13 7/30/12 6:05p Entertainment local olympian 

1:23 7/30/12 6:19p Entertainment **fritz tosses to byron live at the nbc4 olympic village at l.a. live** 

0:24 7/30/12 6:23p Entertainment 

you won't find a surfing competition at the olympics... but all this 
week... you will find the best surfers in the world in huntington 
beach... for the u-s open of surfing!! the event got underway over 
the weekend and... depending on conditions... should go on until 
sunday. the whole thing can be seen on the event's web site.. which 
is what you see here! 

0:26 7/30/12 6:28p Entertainment 

in an olympic mishap... a brazilian who won bronze in judo... has 
accidentally broken his medal... he was carrying it everywhere he 
went... and decided to take it into the shower as a joke... 
unfortunatly he dropped it while trying to keep it from getting wet... 
the medal was dented... and the part that holds the string broke off. 
the brazilian olympic committee will request a new medal... even 
though they know the i-o-c doesn't have to replace it. 

2:15 7/31/12 6:01p Entertainment 

now to london and day four... of the 2012 olympic games. today... 
controversy lingers over a remarkable swimming result. the chinese 
swimmer .. "ye shi-wen" ... won two gold medals.. while posting 
unbelievable times.  nbc4's phil rogers is in london .. w with more on 
the comtroversy people are talking about .. phil!  roll-cue to vo: 400 
meter individual medley   

1:26 7/31/12 6:19p Entertainment 
l-a live is now the center of olympic action here in l-a.... and just the 
place to cheer on team u-s-a... nbc4's byron miranda is at the nbc4 
olympic village in l-a live... byron... 

0:17 7/31/12 6:23p Entertainment adlib over olympic cauldron (toss mario) 

0:27 7/31/12 6:27p Entertainment 

missy franklin won gold... in the 100-meter backstroke monday 
night. but out of the pool... she's a regular 17-year-old girl. and you 
know teen's and their crushes! pop star justin bieber found out 
during last night's coverage... franklin is a huge fan. so he tweeted... 
"now i'm a fan of hers too... congrats on winning gold!" franklin 
responded... "i just died! thank you!" 

0:20 7/31/12 6:28p Entertainment 

stay connected with the games through n-b-c l-a dot com, facebook, 
and twitter. just a heads up we are reporting the results *live* as 
they happen. you'll also find the n-b-c4 viewer guide that will give 
you the times and channels where can watch your favorite olympic 
events. it's 24 hours of coverage on ten-platforms. 

0:20 8/1/12 6:05p Entertainment 

the "international olympic committee" is applauding the decision of 
the "badminton world federation" to disqualify eight female 
badminton players for allegedly trying to lose matches on purpose. 
two teams from south korea.... one from china... and one from 
indonesia are accused of trying to "throw" matches... to get a better 
placement in the next round of the olympic competition. 
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0:28 8/1/12 6:06p Entertainment 

and... let the debate begin... who is the greatest olympian of all 
time? while many would say it's michael phelps... the chief of the 
london olympic organization committee, and former medalist 
sebastian coe says phelps is *not* the greatest. coe says he can 
throw out a whole series of names... who were just as impressive as 
phelps. coe added that guessing who the greatest olympian is... is 
nothing more than a global *bar game. 

0:20 8/1/12 6:10p Entertainment tonight... we're hanging out with an olympic legend... at l-a live! 

0:17 8/1/12 6:11p Entertainment 

we've been sending a sort of digital "usa" chant to london via nbc4's 
twitter campaign.... here...little taylor is seen here enjoying her very 
first olympics! we want to hear from you too! just include the 
hashtag #go 4 gold and the nbc-la account will re-tweet you! 

2:21 8/1/12 6:14p Entertainment 

it was 1948 when dr.sammy lee became the first asian american to 
get an olympic gold medal. he actually recieved two gold medals at 
those games... and four years later... he got the bronze!  dr. lee 
says when he was training back in the forties... he would have to 
practice his dives in a sand pit... because back then ... asian 
americans were only allowed in the pool one day a week. when lee 
competed sixty four years ago... the games were held in london... 
and he is heading back to london tomorrow to cheer for team usa.  
and right now... godron tokumatsu is at the "nbc olympic village" at 
l-a live. gordon clearly has one of the best assignments of the day! 
he gets to celebrate sammy lee's 92nd birthday with sammy and his 
family. gordon! 

1:08 8/1/12 6:20p Entertainment 
the nbc4 olympic village at l-a live is the place to be for all the 
action!  that's where we find our fritz coleman... 

0:31 8/1/12 6:23p Entertainment 

what does a u-s swimmer do to celebrate a gold-medal-winning 
relay?? well maybe... he heads to mcdonalds...  according to his 
twitter photo... this is what swimmer ricky berens ordered.... there 
are two quarter pounders with cheese on that tray... along with a big 
mac... one six-piece nuggets... two medium french fries... and a 
mcflurry... total calorie count... three thousand... three hundred... 
and thirty... but berens admits he couldn't finish it all.... and another 
teammate had to help. 

0:34 8/1/12 6:28p Entertainment 

london mayor boris johnson wanted to show some olympic spirt 
today... but his plan backfired... when he got stuck on a zip line! he 
tried to zip through victoria park. apparently he didn't have enough 
momentum... because he came to a stop near the end of the line. 
he hung their for several minutes... until people on the ground 
pulled him the rest of the way. 

2:13 8/2/12 6:02p Entertainment 

turning now to the london olympics... and more exciting action for 
team u-s-a!  but before we go any further... you guessed it! **spoiler 
alert**! we're about to give results... for an event that airs later 
tonight...  so here we go! american gabby douglas... captured the 
biggest prize in gymnastics today... winning gold in the women's all-
around competition.... only 16 years old!  people have been buzzing 
about this all day... let's go to london... and nbc4's phil rogers... phil! 

1:59 8/2/12 6:04p Entertainment 

here's another result..and it involves a local athlete... so... spoiler 
alert!! turn away if you don't want to know... here goes!  it was a big 
day for riverside's tyler clary. he won a gold and an olympic record... 
and he did it with an injury! as nbc4's craig fiegener reports!    you 
can catch all of tonight's olympic action... including the big 
showdown between michael phelps and ryan lochte... tonight at 
8:00... right here on nbc4! 

0:28 8/2/12 6:18p Entertainment **toss to fritz live at the nbc4 olympic village at l-a live** 
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0:47 8/3/12 6:06p Entertainment 

looking live here at london... it's early morning there as the city 
begins its second full week of olympic competition!  [ colleen/vo]] 
and... she had already competed... but german rower nadja drygalla 
left london earlier than she had planned to... after reports surfaced 
that she is connected to a neo-nazi group. german intelligence has 
confirmed her boyfriend is a leader of a group it describes as neo-
nazi and racist.  and russian track cyclest victoria baranova was 
expelled from the games after she failed a drug test. she had yet to 
compete in london... an olympic official said she tested positive for 
testosterone just before the olympics began. 

0:16 8/3/12 6:07p Entertainment 

and london transportation officials were expecting the worst traffic 
today because it was the busiest day of the olympics so far. nearly 
200-thousand people traveled to the olympic park this morning.. and 
there were delays but officials were happy to report that most fans 
got to their events on time. 

0:10 8/3/12 6:07p Entertainment 
tonight's prime-time olympic action...includes michael phelps final 
swim for an individual medal... our coverage starts at 8:00... right 
here on nbc4! 

2:57 8/3/12 6:14p Entertainment 

gabby douglas soars... at the olympics. a historic olympic 
acchievement winning the women's all-around - and a team team 
gold making her the first american woman to accomplish that feat in 
the same olympics. and, gabby still has two more indivdual events 
to compete in.  kellogg's corn flakes" announced today it's going to 
feature "gabby"... and her now famous smile!... on 'special-edition' 
of it's boxes. this one amazing young lady... has become an instant 
inspiration... for lots of local aspiring gymnasts...  michelle valles is 
live at the gynastics academy in signal hill. michelle! 

0:30 8/3/12 6:17p Entertainment 

twitter overflowed with emotion... after gabby's big win... oprah 
winfrey tweeted... "o-m-g i'm so thrilled for gabby. flowing happy 
tears!!"  gabby also got a shoutout from one of her favorite 
rappers... lil' wayne... who said... ""glad i lived to see what gabby 
douglas did in the olympics. icon." 

0:27 8/3/12 6:18p Entertainment **toss to fritz live at the nbc4 olympic village at l-a live** 

0:10 8/3/12 6:28p Entertainment 

the "lucy world games" kicked off in jamestown, new york today! the 
annual "lucy fest"... which celebrates the life of actress and 
comedian... lucille ball. today's games featured various "i love lucy" 
themed competitions... including costume contests.. grape-
stomping.. and chocolate wrapping. the festival... held in "lucy's" 
hometown... is now in it's 21st year. 

0:26 8/6/12 6:06p Entertainment 

another olympic story making headlines today: u-s judo fighter 
nicholas delpopolo was expelled from the games today. a 
spokesman for the international olympic committee says del-pop-
po-lo tested positive for marijuana. the i-o-c has announced other 
drug violations in london... but this is the first to come from in-game 
testing. the other violations were the result of tests taken before the 
olympics began. 

0:28 8/6/12 6:24p Entertainment 

this "golden cocktail" will cost you more than three-thousand 
dollars... unless you're an olympic gold medalist... then it's free! a 
bartender at london's "china-white" nightclub invented the drink. it's 
a blend of high-priced cognac.. and champagne... with 18-carat gold 
rings at the bottom of the glass. we're told with an offer like that.. 
"china-white" has become quite the hangout for some olympic 
athletes! 
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0:23 8/6/12 6:28p Entertainment 

just opened in poland, a new exhibit of marilyn monroe 
photographs. there are 60 photos ... some have been stored away 
for over a decade. the exhibit is open until the photos are sold at 
auction. yesterday marked the 50th anniversary of monroe's death. 
marilyn monroe died from an apparent drug overdose on august 
fifth, 1962. 

1:53 8/7/12 6:01p Entertainment 

looking live from london... where today's olympic action has a real 
so-cal feel to it!  but before we go any further... spoiler alert! we're 
about to give results... for an event that airs later tonight.  so here 
we go! the women's beach volleyball tournament... is now down to 
two teams... and they're both from southern california!  nbc4's phil 
rogers is live in london... phil!  to vo: usa matchup in beach 
volleyball   in their final olympics together, kerri walsh jennings and 
misty may-treanor defeated china today... advancing to tomorrow's 
final. it will be their third straight olympic gold medal game. they'll be 
playing another pair from southern california... april ross and jen 
kessy upset top-ranked brazil today to move on. so no matter what 
happens tomorrow... southern california will take gold and silver in 
women's beach volleyball. catch all of tonight's primetime olympic 
action at 8:00 p-m... right here on nbc4! 

0:30 8/7/12 6:24p Entertainment 

it's being called the worst dive of the 2012 summer olympics! 
germany's stephan feck... attempting a dive in the preliminary round 
of the men's three-meter springboard monday... when he landed the 
dive...you've not supposed to land a dive . on his back!! feck scored 
zeros on all the judges' cards... and finished dead last in the 
competition. the 22-year old completed another dive... but then 
withdrew from the event. 

0:28 8/7/12 6:28p Entertainment 

a day of disappointment... turned into one of the best days of this 
olympian's life! britain's holly bleasdale finshed sixth in pole 
vaulting. she tweeted she was "devastated"... and she apologized 
for letting people down.  but just hours later... she updated her 
fans... tweeting "6th in the olympics and bradshaw --- as in her 
boyfriend paul bradshaw --- proposes to me... epic day!!" 

2:36 8/8/12 6:15p Entertainment 

an historic moment in london.... when this athlete took the track. this 
is the first time saudi arabia has allowed women to represent their 
country - and compete.  earlier today sarah attar (ah-tar)ran a 
qualifying heat in the 800 meters. the crowd erupted in cheers when 
she was announced. the 19 year old has a southern california 
connection. she studies and trains - at pepperdine.  nbc4's angie 
crouch spoke with her very proud coach today ... and she joins us 
now from the nbc4 olympic village at l-a live. angie? 

1:56 8/9/12 6:03p Entertainment 

abby wambach... proudly holds the american flag... as team u-s-a 
takes gold in women's soccer!  today london's .. wembley stadium 
may have been the hottest ticket at the olympics. on the field... the 
gold medal women's soccer match between the u.s. and japan. 
nbc4's phil rogers has the story from london.    see more olympic 
action tonight... right here on nbc4... starting at 8:00 p-m! 

2:00 8/9/12 6:16p Entertainment 

looking live from london... a big day for team u-s-a... especially the 
women!  earlier at six... we tolld you about the women of team u-s-a 
and their gold medal performance on the soccer field. the ladies of 
team u-s-a also captured gold in water polo... and those two wins... 
have created a lot of buzz today...  john cadiz klemack is live at the 
nbc4 olympic village at l-a live... john! 
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0:24 8/9/12 6:23p Entertainment 

jamaican sprinter yohan blake is getting more attention for his 
wrist... than his feet! the olympian could be fined... for wearing a 
500-thousand dollar designer watch during a race. it's one of a 
kind... with the colors of the jamaican flag. but there are rules about 
what athletes can wear while competing... and this watch is against 
those rules. 

0:23 8/9/12 6:28p Entertainment 

25-thousand journalists are covering the olympic games in london. 
so, what do they need most to keep them awake ? coffee! the 
international broadcast center has its own starbucks. it produces 10 
to 12 *thousand* cups of coffee a day. no wonder...this starbucks is 
open 'round the clock and is completely free! 

1:48 8/10/12 6:00p Entertainment 

breaking news now...  it's official! dwight howard is moving to l-a!  
good evening. i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  we begin 
with breaking news tonight! just a short while ago... dwight howard 
was officially introduced just as an l-a laker.nuber 12 after eight 
seasons in orlando... he says he is excited to start fresh!  we've got 
team coverage on this story... n-b-c four's michelle valles is live in 
downtown with reaction from l-a laker fans! but first...let's go to 
mario solis in el segundo...at the lakers practice center...where the 
announcement was just made. mario?  monumental day for the 
lakers organization...they have done it again...first wilt, then 
kareem...a little later shaq..and now dwight howard...lakers always 
seem to get their big man. about a half hour ago this was the scene 
at lakers headquarters in el segundo...dwight howard getting his 
lakers jersey from gm mitch kupchak..as you can see, he will be 
wearing number 12 for the purple and gold...and while this trade 
process dragged on for a long time...howard is "really happy" that 
the trade is completed and he is officially a laker.  big day for the 
lakers and dwight howard...we'll have more on this coming up in 
sports. 

1:40 8/10/12 6:01p Entertainment 

all summer long there have been reports.. rumors and speculation 
on whether dwight howard wanted to come to l-a and play for the 
lakers.  nbc4's michelle valles talked to one fan who did his best to 
convince howard to play for the lakers... michelle. 

0:58 8/10/12 6:03p Entertainment 

now... from the lakers... to some other local athletes... making 
headlines thousands of miles away in london!  but before we go any 
further... spoiler alert! we're about to give results... for events that air 
later tonight.  the women of team u-s-a blazed through the four-by-
100 meter relay today... on their way to a gold medal. carmelita jet-
ter of gardena.. and usc's allyson felix.. posed for pictures with the 
team in front of the clock... showing their new world record!  on the 
men's side... team u-s-a took silver in the four-by-400 relay. one of 
the big storylines here we've been following... is u-s-c's bryshon 
nellum. he overcame being shot in the legs three times in 2009... he 
fought his way back... now he has a medal to show for all his hard 
work!  you can see both of those races during our primetime 
olympic coverage... it gets underway tonight at 8:00 p-m... right here 
on nbc4! 

0:17 8/10/12 6:04p Entertainment 
and some exciting news about tomorrow! you can see *live* 
coverage of the olympics on nbc4... starting at 7:00 a-m with the u-s 
women's basketball team going for gold! 

2:14 8/13/12 11:02p Entertainment 

and of course... sadly... the olympics are over. but there's still 
excitement... as our athletes come home... a lot of them with 
medals in tow!  nbc4's john cadiz klemack caught up with one gold 
medal winner tonight! he's live at lax! john... 
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0:18 8/13/12 11:04p Entertainment 

beach volleyball champ kerri walsh jennings now has a "one-of-a-
kind" gold medal from the london olympics. apparently she dropped 
it the day after she got it... and so now there are a couple scratches 
along the rim... no big deal... walsh jennings says... with two little 
kids she's used to thing getting dinged! 

1:43 8/14/12 11:06p Entertainment 

and... we found out a lot more today about the riverside man who 
won our nbc four "pay your mortgage for a year" contest on 
facebook. turns out... he and his wife... could really use the help!! 
nbc four's inland empire reporter jacob rascon has their story: 

1:51 8/14/12 11:10p Entertainment 

tonight the magic of michael jackson lives-on at staples center... in 
a show by cirque du soleil... it combines jackson's famous music... 
with those amazing acrobatics by "cirque"!  nbc4's kim baldonado is 
live in downtown l-a kim... 

2:17 8/15/12 11:00p Entertainment 

a hidden camera... discovered in the dressing room of a gap store. 
tonight... the search for the suspect... but first...  the return of a 
california gold medal champion! mckayala maroney just arrived 
home to the excitement of all her young fans.  the golden girl is 
back with her medals... and she's busy.... already heading back to 
the her gym...  and that's where nbc4's kim baldonado is tonight... in 
playa vista! kim. 

0:17 8/15/12 11:09p Entertainment 

former "blossum" star... actress mayim bialik suffered injuries to her 
hand... in a car crash in hollywood today. it happened right after she 
taped this segment for the e-network show : "the soup." later... with 
her husband typing for her... bialik tweeted, "in pain but will keep all 
my fingers." 

0:15 8/15/12 11:10p Entertainment 

actor michael j. fox may be coming back to series t-v! sources tell 
the associated press he'll star in a new show in development at 
sony. fox left his last regular t-v job more than a decade ago to 
battle parkinson's disease. 

0:18 8/15/12 11:16p Entertainment 

tomorrow marks the 35th anniversary of the death of elvis presley...  
tonight thousands of admirers gathered at graceland for a 
candlelight vigil. elvis's ex-wife priscilla presley and their daughter 
lisa marie thanked the crowd for their devotion. the rock and roll 
icon died of a heart attack in 1977 at age 42. 

0:26 8/16/12 6:22a entertainment 

watch this play as angel torii hunter hits home... and takes the 
umpire with him. you can see from this other angle as his foot 
comes up and smacks home plate ump... greg gibson. ouch! gibson 
caught a few spikes on that one... which drew blood. he's okay... but 
had to leave the game. by the way... the angels beat the indians, 8-
to-four. 

0:48 8/16/12 6:24a Entertainment 

olympic gold medalist ...swimmer "missy franklin" is back home in 
colorado this morning... after a whirlwind trip from the olympics to 
jay leno's studio.  the 17-year-old is the first american female ever 
to qualify and swim in seven olympic events. "missy" brought home 
five medals from london... four of them are gold! after the show... 
she caught a flight back to denver so she could get up bright and 
early for her first day of school. 

0:36 8/16/12 6:45a entertainment 

we have a challenge for you ... get through an entire meal out 
...without being connected. if you can pull it off... a hip l-a restaurant 
will give you a break on the check.  restaurant "eva" in west 
hollywood is encouraging customers to leave their cell phones at 
the door. if you do that... the restaurant will take five-percent off 
your bill. owners say the idea is to make "dining out" more of a 
"special experience"... a brief escape from the world where we're 
surrounded by people constantly on their cell phones. 
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0:50 8/16/12 6:46a entertainment 

gold medal gymnast mckayla maroney received a huge welcome 
when she returned home to her training gym in playa vista!  
maroney won gold in the women's team competition... and silver in 
the vault. she's now famous for her expression during the vault 
medal ceremony... now known as the "not impressed" face. in fact, 
it's gone viral ..inspiring a series of pictures with mckayla added 
...everything from the rover landing on mars to dwight howard 
heading to the lakers.  maroney is taking the "not impressed face" 
popularity all in stride... admitting that some of them are actually 
funny! 

0:29 8/16/12 6:55a entertainment 

actress mayim bialik suffered serious injures in a hollywood crash. 
the emmy-nominated star of "the big bang theory" was driving on la 
brea avenue yesterday, when she was hit by a car traveling in the 
other direction. it happened shortly after she taped this segment for 
the e-network show "the soup." the airbag in bialik's volvo severely 
cut her hand and thumb. with her husband typing for her, bialik later 
tweeted quote "in pain but will keep all my fingers." 

1:01 8/16/12 6:55a entertainment 

actor sylvester stallone is speaking publicly about the recent death 
of his son. stallone talked about the loss last night while promoting 
"the expendables two" on the tonight show with jay leno.  stallone's 
36-year-old son, sage, was found dead in his hollywood hills home 
in july. a cause of death has not been determined, pending 
toxicology results. 

0:42 8/16/12 11:18p Entertainment 

olympic swimming sensation... ryan lochte is in l-a tonight...  the 
olympic gold medalist attended a party at the beverly hills hotel... it 
was an event... aimed at preventing bullying in schools... and 
increasing awareness... and lochte had some words of 
encouragement for kids who are victims of bullying.  so what's 
lochte indulging in tonight before he starts training for the next 
olympics??? pizza and wings he told us! after our news tonight... 
he's with jay leno on the tonight show.. you can see that... right here 
on nbc-4 

0:11 8/16/12 11:33p Entertainment olympics wheaties boxes 

0:18 8/17/12 11:10p entertainment 

in just a few hours... a good portion of sunset boulevard will be shut 
down for tomorrow's sunset strip music festival...  starting at 3:00 a-
m... sunset will be closed between "doheny drive" and "san vicente 
boulevard". there will be two giant stages on the street. sunset will 
re-open *sunday* morning at 7:00 a-m. 

0:19 8/17/12 11:14p Entertainment 

they've been on the radio together for 25-years! but today was the 
last day for the mark and brian show... on k-l-o-s. mark thompson is 
retiring... and moving to north carolina... and brian phelps is starting 
a podcast. the duo says they'll miss their show... but they're looking 
forward to something new. 

1:49 8/17/12 11:14p Entertainment 
it hasn't even been a week since the closing ceremonies in london 
and some people are working to bring the olympics here... possibly 
in 20-24... but could it really happen? nbc4's patrick healy reports. 

0:23 8/17/12 11:16p Entertainment 

and a photo that has surfaced tonight... could possibly be a problem 
for michael phelps...  this picture... leaked on the internet... is from a 
recent photo shoot for louis vuitton. the photos were allegedly shot 
during that pre-london period when olympic athletes were banned 
from participating in marketing campaigns... athletes who break the 
rules could face a possible financial penalty or a loss of medals. 

0:24 8/17/12 11:33p Entertainment challenge 
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0:18 8/20/12 11:09p Entertainment 

the "good ol' boys" club is 'no' more in "georgia"... from here on 
out... women can become members of the venerable "augusta 
national golf club." the first two at the home of the "masters?" former 
secretary of state "condoleezza rice" and south carolina financier 
"darla moore." both women have accepted "augusta's" invitation to 
join. 

0:27 8/20/12 11:10p entertainment 

the autopsy report... on the death of "n-f-l" star "junior seau" 
shows... he had 'not' consumed alcohol... or taken illegal drugs... in 
the hours before he committed suicide.  seau did have traces of an 
insomnia medication... and an anti-inflamatory drug... in his system. 
the autopsy and toxicology reports... did 'not' reveal any evidence of 
a brain injury... from seau's football career. however... his family has 
authorized the "national institutes of health" to do additional testing 
on seau's brain. 

0:17 8/20/12 11:11p entertainment 

rosie o-donnell says... she had a heart attack... last week. on her 
blog today... she said she's just "happy to be alive." she says... she 
had the 'heart attack' after... quote... "helping an enormous woman 
get out of her car." she says doctors implanted a 'stent' in one of the 
arteries of her heart... and she's doing well. 

0:58 8/20/12 11:24p entertainment 

what this woman is doing... is called "slack-lining"... although after 
you see the whole stunt... you may call it "crazy."  that young tight 
rope walker is "faith dickey." she's from texas... but... she went to 
croatia... to do this stunt. she walks along a cable suspended 
between two moving trucks... each truck going 80 miles per hour!!  
dickey has done plenty of tightrope walking... but she blogged that 
she had never done anything like this! volvo staged the stunt on a 
closed highway.. to show how smooth the company's trucks run!! 
dickey makes it across... just as the trucks reach parallel tunnels!! 
wow!! this video is a sensation on you tube and you can see why!! 

0:24 8/21/12 11:10p Entertainment 

actor michael j. fox is returning to n-b-c in a new comedy...  n-b-c 
has ordered 22 episodes of the yet untitled series. in fact... it 
sparked a bidding war last week... when fox pitched it to the 
networks. the series is inspired by fox's own life... it follows a 
husband and father of three... who is battling "parkinson's disease." 

0:15 8/21/12 11:11p Entertainment 

the creators of nbc's "the office" announced the show's upcoming 
season will be its last. however.. a potential spinoff series for the 
'dwight' character...is already in the works. final season premiere of 
"the office" is september 20th. 

0:54 8/22/12 5:08a Entertainment Swimmer speaks about failed swim from Cuba to Florida 

0:14 8/22/12 5:19a Entertainment California team wins in little league world series. 

0:34 8/22/12 5:22a Entertainment drag queen barbie 

0:21 8/22/12 5:50a Entertainment michael J fox returns to nbc on new sitcom 

0:15 8/22/12 5:50a Entertainment The office is ending 

2:22 8/22/12 5:54a Entertainment America's Cup begins in San Francisco 

1:15 8/22/12 11:09p Entertainment LL Cool J catches burglar inside his home 
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1:53 8/23/12 11:00p entertainment 

he's always said he was innocent... but tonight... lance armstrong is 
no longer fighting the doping charges against him.  declaring quote 
"enough is enough" it's a stunning decision. now... armstrong will be 
stripped of his seven tour de france titles that turned him into an 
american hero.... although the international cycling union has not 
weighed in.  fred roggin in studio with the details. fred!  for more 
than 10 years.. lance armstrong manipulated his way thru a course 
of doping and cheating allegations.. but now the race is over.. 
armstrong will no longer fight the charges.. sort of like going to court 
and pleading no contest..  armstrong was the face of cycling.. he 
won the tour de france an unprecidented 7 straight times.. he also 
inspired millions with his story of cancer survival.. but there were 
ever present whispers.. that he doped.. that he was one of those 
responsible for doping on his tour winning teams..  armstrong said 
tonight.. "there comes a point in every man's life when he has to 
say, enough is enough.. the toll this has taken on my family, and my 
work for our foundation and on me leads me to where i am today - 
finished with this nonsense." with the decision.. armstrong forfeits 
his 7 tourn de france wins.. his bronze medal won at the 2000 
olympics and all other titles, awards and money he won from august 
1998 and on.. 

1:12 8/23/12 11:15p Entertainment 

a former navy seal who was part of the team that killed osama bin 
laden is putting out an unauthorized book about the mission. a lot of 
people want to read it... especially his former bosses at the 
pentagon.    the book is scheduled for release... on september 11th 
the 11th anniversary of the bin-lden attack on america. 

0:26 8/23/12 11:24p Entertainment 

now there's a new site called "dog shaming"... where humans can 
air their grievances.  for example... there's the dog who admits he 
stole a little girls ice cream... or the canine who nibbled on his 
owner's rare edition of shakespeare... while it's highly unlikely these 
pictures will help improve their behavior... humans seem to get a 
good laugh... 

1:15 8/24/12 11:07p entertainment Dodgers making deals 

1:07 8/24/12 11:08p entertainment lance armstrong legacy lost 

0:31 8/24/12 11:23p entertainment Kyla Ross returns home 

0:23 8/24/12 11:23p Entertainment man rides tiny bike 

0:29 8/24/12 11:32p Entertainment Paralympics cauldron lit 

0:46 8/27/12 11:23p entertainment 

a new "fan code of conduct" is coming to our local sporting events... 
the 'new' rules are designed to address... 'security' and 'safety'... 
and... 'also' urge fans... to 'refrain' from 'disruptive' and 'unruly' 
behavior.  under the new rules... if a fan throws an object onto the 
field... gets drunk... or uses profanity... they could be ejected from 
the game... even arrested. and... some repeat 'trouble makers' on 
probation... may not get to go to the game at all.  the code applies 
to 'every' major professional and college venue... in the area. a 
coalition of teams and law enforcement... annnounced the new 
rules today. 

0:20 8/28/12 11:23p entertainment 

tonight.... there's a new book topping amazon's best seller list... the 
best selling book..."fifty shades of grey" has been de-throned.  the 
novel which has sometimes been called "mommy porn" was beat 
out by "no easy day" the book about the assassination of osama bin 
laden. it was written by a former member of "seal team six"... . 
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0:38 8/28/12 11:33p entertainment 

it seems like lots of people are just *born* loving music and 
dancing.. and here's some proof! eleven month old twins in a viral 
video!  the twins suddenly ignore the peas on their tray... when 
daddy starts to play his guitar. they rock back and forth to the beat... 
and giggle along. and if one girl stops rocking... the other one gives 
her a "look"! and she just starts up again... 

1:35 8/29/12 11:16p entertainment 

publishers are moving up the release date of the first book on the 
death of osama bin laden. it's written by a navy seal under a 
pseudonym... and it conflicts with the obama administration's 
account.    the book will be released next tuesday. 

0:34 8/31/12 11:22p entertainment 

[chuck\cu] arnold schwarzenegger...is sometimes seen driving a 
hummer... well now he's apparantly got even bigger ride....  
[chuck\vo] schwarzenegger has purchased a 250-thousand dollar 
mercedes monster truck called... uni-mog... he was spotted driving 
his new custom ride in santa monica yesterday... the vehicle was 
customized by a german company called mertec... 

0:27 9/4/12 11:07p entertainment 

there is a new image of clint eastwood poping up... it's eastwood 
with an empty chair. his appearence at the republican convention 
talking to an invisable president obama - has apparently been 
elivated to an art form. like this life-sized cardboard cut-out of 
eastwood in the hills overlooking the glendale freeway with that 
signature empty chair. an artist put up the cut-out's of eastwood and 
other hollywood heroes months ago... now he's added an empty 
chair! 

0:23 9/4/12 11:23p entertainment 

no easy day... the unauthorized navy seal account of the osama bin 
laden raid... has shot to the top of the best seller list!  this was its 
first day of "general sales". it's already been selling on amazon. the 
pentagon says the book contains classified information... and it is 
considering legal action. the author says he will donate some 
proceeds from sales... to the families of fallen navy seals. 

2:20 9/5/12 11:13p entertainment 

that controversial article about tom cruise... and scientology... will 
be out tomorrow across the country but it's already available in l-a 
and ... it's got a lot of people talking!  nbc4's robert kovacik is live in 
hollywood... robert... 

0:23 9/6/12 11:11p entertainment 

veteran nbc newsman tom brokaw was taken to the hospital this 
morning in charlotte, where he was covering the convention... he 
said he felt light headed... so they called an ambulance... doctors 
said 72-year-old brokaw was doing *great*... and they let him go 
right back to work! brokaw later tweeted that by mistake... he took a 
half dose of ambien... a sleep medication. 

0:21 9/6/12 11:23p entertainment 

halloween is just around the corner... and universal studios 
hollywood is already getting ready for some halloween horror nights 
fun.. today they held an "extreme horror make-up" workshop and 
demonstration.. where plenty of gruesome looking faces took center 
stage. halloween horror nights at universal city kicks off on friday... 
september 21st. 

1:45 9/7/12 11:09p entertainment 

just in time... for ucla's big home-opener... a major renovation 
finishes-up at the famed rose bowl.  from hi-rise seats... to high-tech 
security. reporter john cádiz klemack got into one part of the 
stadium... that will be off limits tomorrow... 

0:29 9/7/12 11:23p entertainment 

nbc... along with other major networks and some cable channels... 
donated time tonight... to "stand up to cancer" entertainers from 
stage... screen... tv and music were on hand to help raise money for 
cancer research in a commercial-free telethon.  some of the stars 
who appeared tonight had friends or family who had cancer... or the 
stars had actually fought the disease themselves. 
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0:38 9/10/12 11:23p entertainment 

saturday night live has lost a couple big names in kristen wiig and 
andy samberg. but executive producer lorne michaels has 
announced three fresh faces this season.  aidy bryant, tim robinson, 
and cecily (sess-uh-lee) strong all followed the same path as dan 
aykroyd, gilda radner and tina fey. the newest members of snl are 
all alumni of the "second city improv" group. they'll make their debut 
this saturday on s-n-l's season premiere... which will be hosted by 
seth macfarlane... here on nbc-4 

0:33 9/10/12 11:33p entertainment 

they're one of the hottest dancing duos on the web... a young man 
teams up with his 60-year-old mother... to dance to gang-nam 
style...  it's a video that has been viewed on-line over four million 
times in less than a week. it's based on a popular korean-pop single 
by ... "psy" psy's orignal gang-nam style video... is an international 
hit... which... as you can see... has a lot of people dancing! 

0:21 9/12/12 11:10p entertainment 

new tonight... "octomom" is on the move!  nadya suleman says she 
and her 14 children are moving to palmdale!! suleman's manager 
told the o-c register that she's already leased a home there. her old 
home in la habra has been seized by the bank... it's in foreclosure. 

0:32 9/13/12 11:24p entertainment 

director steven spielberg's latest movie is creating a lot of buzz on 
the internet. the movie is a bio-pic called "lincoln"... and here's a 
look at the trailer.  actor daniel day lewis was cast to play our 16th 
president abraham lincoln... there's already early oscar buzz! it will 
be released nationally november 16th. 

0:19 9/16/12 11:31p entertainment 

when this guy flexes his muscles... it's a huge deal! you're looking at 
the guinness book record holder for the world's biggest biceps and 
triceps. moustafa ismail's arms are 31 inches around! he does curls 
with 80 pound dumbbells and benches 500 pounds! 

1:53 9/17/12 11:08p entertainment 

a head injury... and a black eye... for shaun white. but it's not from 
anything he did on a skateboard or snowboard. tonight... the two 
time olympic gold medalist... is facing serious charges after an 
arrest in tennessee.  reporter kim baldonado has new information 
on this story... kim? 

0:29 9/17/12 11:17p entertainment 

new tonight...  nbc confirms "the voice" is getting two new coaches.. 
music superstars usher and shakira will join the show when the 
voice returns for its spring edition... christina aguilera and ceelo 
green will be taking the show's next cycle off to fulfill other 
commitments... but n-b-c says they will return next year. the third 
cycle of "the voice" premiered last monday here on n-b-c4. 

0:41 9/18/12 11:24p entertainment 

shoppers in a grocery store got a special treat ... when a young 
woman tried out the karaoke machine. and sang a near perfect 
rendition of whitney houston's "i will always love you." listen:  that 
21-year-old woman is from the philippines... in the two days the 
video has racked up more than a half million views.. and she has 
been invited to los angeles to be a guest on the ellen show. 

0:30 9/18/12 11:33p entertainment 

is jennifer aniston pregnant?  she may look pregnant in this video... 
but it's really an internet commercial for a water company... 
pretending to be caught on surveillance video... aniston takes a 
drink of water for what she calls "her triplets"... later she chats with a 
grown son played by jimmy kimmel... who's little brother happens to 
be an alien... finally she reveals that her long silky locks were a 
wig... at least in this spoof. 
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1:23 9/19/12 11:16p entertainment 

another arrest for lindsay lohan tonight. this time... in new york city. 
this time... the actress was arrested for allegedly leaving the scene 
of an accident. roseanne colletti... has the latest.    roseanne colletti 
says police are waiting for medical records to determine the extent 
of the victim's injury... 

0:23 9/20/12 11:24p entertainment 

and video showing the alleged hit-and-run incident involving lindsay 
lohan was released today by the nypd. lohan was arrested 
yesterday for allegedly hitting a pedestrian and leaving the scene of 
the accident. in the video.. after flashing her headlights to get 
people to move, the car drives through with a man running after her 
yelling something.  police have some doubts about the alleged 
victim's account, and are awaiting his medical records to determine 
if he was actually hit. 

0:27 9/21/12 11:23p entertainment 

final preparations are underway for sunday's emmy ceremony... tv's 
big night...  for the fifth year... the show will be held at the nokia 
theatre at l-a live.. they have already put out a massive red carpet 
that covers the the entire plaza.... and are adding finishing touches 
all over the arrivals area... some of the top shows nominated 
include nbc's comedy 30 rock... and drama's like boardwalk 
empire... breaking bad and downton abbey. 

0:28 9/21/12 11:33p entertainment 

universal studios are already looking *frightful* as halloween 
approaches. universal tonight kicked off its annual "halloween 
horror nights"... a celebration of everything ghoulish. tonight 
featured the "eyegore awards" -- honoring people from the field of 
movie and t-v horror. the hollywood horror nights take place on 19 
select nights through halloween... universal is of course... part of 
nbc-universal. 

0:29 9/24/12 11:33p entertainment 
finally tonight... a five year old prodigy... take a look...  the 5-year 
old boy is from hong kong.. and in the last week, this video jumped 
to more than a million views. 

2:26 9/25/12 11:00p entertainment 

it's the call that caused a football uproar... and cost alot of money in 
las vegas! fans want answers! even the president...weighed in on 
the controversial call....  tonight... we are learning more about that 
ref who made the call in last night's game between the seahawks 
and the packers. as it turns out... he's been a referee at high school 
games along the central coast for some time.... and last night he 
was the only official on the field with no n-f-l experience  robert 
kovacik is in westwood... with more on the ref's california 
connection... +robert!  robert ad libs intro  a former studio city film 
school student stars in final the seconds of a football that has 
spurred a national uproar. nat: the sideline judge who signaled the 
touchdown is lance easely who graduated from south hills high in 
west covina and ucla where he pursued history and film. then off to 
jeremiah comey's film studio where his **linkedin page says he 
studied acting, editing and directing. in his role as referee had no 
professional experience…but the phone rang and he was called up 
to the big league. sot: it was pretty surprising the dream of a 
lifetime. no one expects a call like that. **easley has officiated high 
school football and junior college football games in the central coast 
for the past 15 years…when he is not working as a vice president of 
bank of america in santa maria. longtime friend says he spoke 
easely today. sot: drop in the bite here todd!! thanks ostini says 
easley's officials don't like to be noticed…but easely's notoriety is 
not going away. even though the nfl said he made the right call a 
facebook page thinks others-proclaiming lance easley ruined the nfl.  
robert ad libs tag 
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1:11 9/25/12 11:03p entertainment 

so when are the referees coming back? and what will it take to even 
get both sides talking again?  mario solis is here with more on that! 
mario!  well, it's a complicated situation.. as always, there's lots of 
money standing in the way...  but,, how is it that back-up officials 
have made an apparent mockery of the game, missing a call that 
has all of america "talking",, and all of football "complaining"...  so 
how will it get done?.. why have the regular referees been locked-
out since june?.. simply put,, they want their pensions.. they've had 
pensions since the 1970's,, always taken care-of in retirement.. the 
league wants to switch that to a less lucrative 401-k system.. and 
that's the main sticking point!.. it's a lot of money for the refs and 
right now the n-f-l is taking a big p.r. hit.. odds are,, until the two 
sides settle,, there will be many more missed calls..  there were 
negotiations between the two sides on sunday,, but little movement 
and nothing scheduled for this week.. so as ugly as it is, we'll have 
replacement referees back on the field this sunday... 

1:43 9/26/12 5:07p entertainment NFL referee lockout could be ending 

0:27 9/26/12 5:09p entertainment gamblers refunded for seahawks/packers game. 

0:36 9/26/12 5:42p entertainment JK Rowlings new novel comes out tomorrow 

1:10 9/26/12 6:07p entertainment 
bad call may be the thing that leads to resolving the situation 
between NFL and Refs 

1:22 9/26/12 11:00p entertainment 

breaking news! the chaos on the field is over! tonight the nfl 
reached an agreement that sends replacement ref's packing.  late 
tonight...the n-f-l and the referees union... agreed to an eight year a 
deal. and that ended the lockout... and one of the most controversial 
chapters in n-f-l history.  fred roggin is here... when are they back 
on the field?  upon further review... the ruling on the field has been 
reversed! the n-f-l's regular referees will be back on the field 
tomorrow night for the browns- ravens game.  the sides... reached a 
deal late tonight. it's kind of funny... this might be the first time in 
history fans have actually rooted for the refs. the backlash against 
the replacements reached a fever pitch following that mess in 
seattle the other night. the nfl and the refs union were at odds over 
salaries... pensions... the league's ability to make some officials full-
time employees... and the nfl's ability to fire underperforming refs. 
they've cleared all that up!  so... will the regular refs be ready? 
well... ed hocuili...the guy with the big arms... has been holding 
conference calls with nearly a hundred other refs... going over 
things like rule changes. hocuili has also been hitting his fellow refs 
with pop quizes. 

2:18 7/9/12 11:03p Environment 

bears on the loose in the san gabriel valley... and we report these 
incidents... all the time... but tonight...one of those bears... came 
face-to-face with our reporter on the scene...  nbc4's kim baldonado 
is live in bradbury... with her close encounter.... kim... 

0:48 7/9/12 11:14p Environment 

if we had the soundtrack from jaws.. now would be the time to play 
it!  the photo shows a kayaker being followed by a "fin" - the "fin" of 
an 18 foot great white shark! the picture was taken off the coast of 
cape cod. walter szulc says he heard people yelling "shark!"... and 
that's when he turned around saw he was being followed. what do 
you do then? paddle faster and don't tip over! eventually he made it 
back to shore and the shark back out to sea-- or so we hope!  
***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** experts believe the shark was anywhere 
between 12-and-15 feet long. 
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0:53 7/10/12 11:08p Environment a bear sighting has been reported near the rose bowl in pasadena... 
unusual. let's go overhead with alex calder in newschopper 4 -- 

0:16 7/10/12 11:09p Environment 

and in a neighborhood in duarte... this one-year old black bear... ran 
around the area for more than three-hours... before fish and game... 
hit it with a tranquilizer. they eventually tagged the bear and took 
him a bit deeper into the forest. 

0:18 7/11/12 11:07p Environment 

it was breaking news last night... a bear spotted near the rose 
bowl... in the linda vista - el mirador area! now... we have the video! 
the 300 lb bear was spotted on surveilance video...on linda glen... 
not far from the original sighting. spotted again today...he is always 
one step ahead of wildlife officials.. 

0:30 7/16/12 11:16p Environment 

it was quite the showdown on a local trail! a coyote... may have 
saved a hiker from a mountain lion!  this video... shot yesterday 
morning at whiting ranch park in orange county... shows the coyote 
barking frantically at the big cat. the mountain lion eventually took 
off. there have been several mountain lion sightings in that area, as 
of late. officials closed part of that trail today just as a precaution. 

0:33 7/23/12 11:33p Environment 

the latest viral video shows part of a glacier breaking free, or 
"caving" in greenland... the ice crashing into the water then kicks up 
a massive wave.  here's what it looks like... this video was shot from 
a boat carrying an australian tourist and her guides... the huge 
glacier wave comes zooming toward that boat. the captain tried to 
speed away but couldn't completely outrun it. the boat gets rocked 
back and forth. fortunately nobody was hurt. now, this all happened 
at a popular tourist destination.. 

1:38 7/24/12 11:05p Environment 

new tonight! just released video of a frightening incident for a trainer 
at sea world san diego in 2006... the video is part of an investigation 
into the treatment of killer whales in captivity and it was never 
released until now.      the video was obtained through the freedom 
of information act by a man writing a book about sea world... four 
years after that incident... another sea world trainer was killed in a 
similar attack. sea world no longer allows trainers in the water 
during performances. as for ken peters, he still works for them. 

0:31 7/26/12 11:32p Environment 

little bears... and big trash bins don't go together... that's what three 
bear cubs in new mexico found out... the hard way.  a couple of 
weeks ago the cubs climbed into the trash bin... and couldn't get 
out. the neighbors heard their cries throughout the night.... and 
came to rescue... one neighbor backed up a truck... while his wife 
put in a ladder to help the cubs escape. we're told... this is the *third 
time* the cubs have gotten stuck inside the bin... 

1:29 8/6/12 6:02p Environment 

it's hot and a couple of local bears think so too! they took a dip in a 
pasadena backyard pool... to the surprise of the homeowners.  nbc 
4's gordon tokumatsu live in pasadena's... hasting ranch area... with 
the latest. gordon! 

2:00 8/6/12 6:16p Environment 

a recently born baby mountain lion in the santa monica mountains 
may look cute... but there's something about this cat that has wildlife 
experts very concerned.  turns out the baby you just saw... and its 
sibling... are the product of inbreeding. experts say urban 
development may be to blame... and in the long term that could 
threaten the species. nbc4's angie crouch has more. 

1:55 8/14/12 11:04p environment 

right now... a mountain lion is roaming through griffith park.  it's 
been rumored for a while... but tonight wildlife experts say... it's 
true...and they have the evidence.  nbc four's beverly white is live in 
griffith park... bev! 
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0:17 8/15/12 11:06p environment 

shark warning signs are now up along beaches in the santa barbara 
area. the signs were put up last night after a sighting of what's 
believed to have been a **great white**. the six-foot- shark came 
within just a few feet of a surfer off leadbetter point. no beaches 
have been closed... but the warnings are up... 

0:17 8/16/12 6:10a environment 

shark warning signs are now up along beaches in the santa barbara 
area. the signs were put up this week after a sighting of what's 
believed to have been a great white shark. the six-foot- shark came 
within just a few feet of a surfer off leadbetter point. no beaches 
have been closed... but the warnings are up. 

0:29 8/16/12 11:16p environment 

in new york... a central park carriage horse suddenly went on a ride 
this afternoon through midtown manhattan. the horse got spooked 
and took off... with some tourists in tow... who just sat down for a 
gentile ride. after about four blocks.... that carriage flipped and 
broke apart. the driver... the passengers and the horse... are 
expected to be okay. but many animal advocates are against those 
horse drawn carriages. 

0:28 8/16/12 11:24p environment 

police in new york had an unexpected visitor tuesday... during 
firearms training at the police academy. an exotic bird planted itself 
right on top of the head of a gun toting cadet...  apparently the bird 
thought the bill of the cap was the perfect landing spot... the 
cockatiel... an apparent runaway from his home... was immediately 
taken into custody for safe keeping.... while officials issued a 
missing bird alert... searching for the owner.. 

0:21 8/17/12 11:23p environment 

you've heard the phrase "shooting fish in a barrel"... well, here it is. 
this youtube video shows a couple of fishermen.. taking close aim at 
asian silver carp jumping from the illinois river, near peoria. there 
are so many that the pair can't shooting fist with a bow and arrow - 
can't pull them in fast enough. 

0:23 8/29/12 11:18p environment 

and new tonight!  new tonight.... the bear known as meatball... has 
been captured!  the black bear was captured today... and taken to 
this animal sanctuary in san diego county. he was trapped after 
showing up yet again this morning... in a la canada flintridge 
neighborhood. experts were afraid he was getting too comfortable 
around people... they say he'll be safe at the sanctuary. 

0:24 8/29/12 11:24p environment 

these news anchors in canada yesterday... got a surprise visitor in 
the studio a bat flying around the set... c-t-v ottawa was in the 
middle of its noon newscast when the bat invited itself in... noon... 
not twilight  with the help of some newsroom employees... the bat 
was encouraged to leave through a side door..... 

1:34 8/30/12 11:16p environment 

new tonight! meatball the black bear is starting a new chapter in his 
life! he was captured yesterday following a dip in a backyard pool in 
la canada flintridge ... but now is he being evicted from the state??? 
nbc4's kim baldonado with more on meatball. 

0:22 9/3/12 11:05p environment 

a lot of people were shaken awake.... early today....on the westside. 
because of a small quake... that was centered in beverly hills...  
measured three-point-two and hit at 3:27 this morning. it may have 
been small...but in addition to the westside... people reported 
feeling it...from the south bay to the san fernando valley. the good 
news... no one hurt.... and no damage reported. 
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0:45 9/4/12 11:07p environment 

tonight... hundreds of trees have already been cut down... to make 
way for the space shuttle "endeavour" on its way to a new home at 
the california science center....  to move the shuttle down 
neighborhood streets from l-a-x to the scence center, four hundred 
trees from inglewood through leimert park will have to be cut down. 
the center has agreed to re-plant *twice* as many trees... but angry 
people say those trees will take years to reach the maturity of the 
ones that were cut down.  the move is scheduled for october 12th. 

0:25 9/5/12 11:23p environment 

and also making the rounds online... video of a mother duck... from 
back in may... trying to lead her eight ducklings across a toronto 
highway. the mother stops and waits for cars to pass by. twice cars 
come so close that some ducklings are blown over! but they jump 
up and keep going. finally... about a minute later... they all make it 
across to the other side... and to safety. 

0:26 9/6/12 11:17p environment 

when you go pier fishing in southern california - you don't expect to 
land a great white shark. that's exactly what one fisherman caught 
this week from the manhattan beach pier!!  here's a photo of that 
shark... about seven feet long. it's the second time this year 
someone has caught a great one off the pier.. and they had to throw 
it back.. because great whites are protected. 

0:16 9/7/12 11:09p environment 

seismologists now say... two quakes that struck early this morning... 
are probably not 'fore-shocks' of something bigger. a 'three-point-
four' quake hit "beverly hills"... earlier this week... a 'three-point-two' 
quake rattled the area. both happened at the 'intersection'... of two 
dangerous faults. 

2:17 9/10/12 11:02p environment 

did you smell it??? kind of like rotten eggs! a lot of rotten eggs. 
people even called 911... to find out about the stench that 
permeated so much of southern california today... tonight... we went 
straight to the experts!  people reported smelling it across most of 
the san fernando valley... and as far away as riverside and moreno 
valley. nbc4's lolita lopez is live in glendale... lolita... is it still out 
there and do we know what it was yet? 

0:33 9/10/12 11:15p environment 

that's what happens when you get too close to the locals in 
yellowstone national park. this video... recorded last month.. is a hit 
on the internet. but park rangers are not happy about people getting 
so close to these residents of the park... visitors are warned to keep 
at least 25 yards away... because as you saw... they are 
unpredictable. 

2:05 9/11/12 11:08p environment 

if you're like many of us... you worry about this when you're working 
around the yard.....rattlesnakes... tonight a woman is hospitalized in 
critical condition...she was bitten earlier today...  nbc4's beverly 
white is live in chino hills with more on what we should all know 
living in southern california beverly... 

0:17 9/11/12 11:11p environment 

and air quality experts have concluded that dead fish in the salton 
sea were the source of that "stinky" smell across much of the 
southland yesterday. air samples and a computer model confirmed 
it was most likely a combinatin of dead fish and weather conditions. 

2:10 9/13/12 11:06p environment 

new tonight...  a bear was spotted tonight roaming through the back 
yards of homes in granada hills ...  he even took a dip in the pool at 
one house. and ... the bear drew a pretty big crowd... while 
police...police set up a perimeter...  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in 
granada hills.... kim... 
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0:26 9/14/12 11:24p environment 

a city in mississippi is crawling with caterpillars following hurricane 
isaac. the creatures are just about everywhere in a neighborhood in 
bay saint louis. residents there say they've never had the problem 
before. a u-s department of agriculture expert who looked at a photo 
says he thinks the caterpillars are a type of fall armyworm. those 
are crop-destroying pests that develop into moths. 

0:25 9/19/12 11:23p environment 

charbroiled hamburgers are taking a bite out of the environment. 
that's what a uc riverside study is saying... the study focused on 
charbroiled burgers cooked in restaurants... it says those burgers 
cause more air pollution than diesel trucks. and... it says a diesel rig 
would have to drive 143 miles... to equal the pollution emitted by 
one charbroiled burger. 

0:22 9/21/12 11:10p environment 

a 'growing' concern... about an 'insect' that could 'threaten'... 
"california's" entire citrus industry. an 'eighth'... "asian citrus psyllid" 
has shown up this month... in "ventura county." this time... in an 
orange tree in "thousand oaks." the bugs can end up killing trees. 
agriculture officials plan to spray monday... in the neighborhood... 
where the latest bug was found. 

0:19 9/24/12 11:17p environment 

vivid colors are lighting up the skies in canada... these spectacular 
pictures were taken over the past few days in canada. these are of 
course... the famous northern lights. and they say, this is the perfect 
time of year... to see them! 

0:24 9/24/12 11:24p environment 

of all the things that can happen to your i-pad... what are the 
chances of this?  a bear was caught red-handed in this youtube 
video... the bear in a san bernardino he grabbed a backpack from 
the picnic table and took off. it might've been the granola bar inside 
that he was after.. *but* there was also an i-pad in there! the i-pad 
has a tracking system... but... the owner says it probably won't work 
in such a remote area. 

1:36 9/25/12 11:05p environment 
a pasadena man says his family is basically being held hostage by 
a bear... that's been hanging out in their backyard night after night!  
nbc4's kim baldonado is live in pasadena... kim... 

0:21 9/25/12 11:23p environment 

and... halloween has come early for one apartment house in 
florida... residents have found themselves in the middle of a bat 
infestation. some bats are crawling on the ground... others are 
hanging around windows... or crawling out of holes. the bats are 
protected by law... animal experts will relocate them. 

0:29 9/26/12 5:03p environment breaking news- 6.9 earthquake in aleutian islands off coast of 
Alaska 

0:24 9/26/12 5:36p environment California state parks to stay open for the next few years 

0:18 9/26/12 5:54p environment progress report on Washington Monument repairs after last year's 
earthquake 

0:23 9/26/12 11:18p environment 

there are "zombies" on the loose in the portland area... zombie 
bees.... that is...  the honey bees are called zombie bees... because 
they are leaving their hives and displaying unusual behavior.. they 
fly in circles... then smash into sidewalks or bushes... scientists 
believe the bees have been infected by a parasitic fly... which is 
native to the area. 

0:28 9/27/12 11:11p environment 

its all in the rocks - small smooth stones discovered on mars - could 
it mean the "rover curiosity" has located an ancient stream bed 
where martian water once flowed?  the pebbles in these pictures... 
look very similar to those you find on earth that have been 
smoothed by rushing water. it's the first discovery of it's kind.. 
scientists think the water in the stream bed was "ankle" to "hip" 
deep, 
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0:19 9/28/12 11:15p environment 

cookie the lioness... a mainstay at the l-a zoo...has died. the zoo 
says the 23 year old lion's quality of life was diminishing and they 
had to euthanize her. a post-mortem investigation showed she had 
cancer. she was the last lion at the zoo.  right now... the city of l-a is 
working on the zoo's privatization effort. yesterday... the greater l-a 
zoo association pulled its bid to take over management at the zoo. 
the idea was for l-a to hand over management to a private company 
to save money. but after months of negotiations... the city didn't 
cooperate. but tonight... city leaders say they're still trying to put a 
deal in place. 

0:28 9/28/12 11:17p environment 

one advantage of last year's carmageddon... turns out we were all 
breathing cleaner air..  u-c-l-a researchers found that the air was 83 
percent better that weekend... near the closed 10-mile portion of the 
freeway... than on a typical weekend. air quality was also improved 
by 75 percent... in parts of west los angeles and santa monica. 
why? because so many people stayed off the road in those areas! 

1:13 7/2/12 11:10p foreign news 
mexico has a new president-elect... and today he made his first 
major post-election address... and, just like the u-s... there was a lot 
of talk about the econony... here's nbc four's conan nolan... 

0:21 7/5/12 11:13p foreign news 

tonight... the "palestinian authority" has 'tentatively' agreed... to 
'exhume' the body of "yasser arafat." "arafat's" widow requested the 
exhumation... after higher than normal traces of radioactive 
"polonium" were found on some of his personal items. however... 
some believe the deadly polonium... could have been planted... 
'after' arafat's death... in 2004. 

0:14 7/9/12 11:08p foreign news 

the spanish government got a "life-line" a 36-billion dollar bailout for 
their troubled economy! just a few hours ago... europe's finance 
ministers agreed on terms of the bailout. the deal is expected to be 
finalized in a few weeks. 

0:25 7/18/12 11:08p foreign news 

now to a developing story overseas...  the civil war in syria has 
reached a critical stage. rebels detonated a bomb during a national 
security meeting today... killing three top officials... including the 
defense minister. it happened inside... during a closed meeting... so 
there's no video. but this is the area where it happened. the white 
house says it's a sign that syrian president bashar assad is losing 
control of his country. 

0:21 8/16/12 6:02a foreign news 

and more breaking news we are following ... the government of 
ecuador has granted wiki-leaks founder julian assange political 
asylum. the foriegn minister of ecuador says he does not believe 
assange can get a fair trial on sexual assault charges in sweden. 
britain is threatening to enter ecuador's embassy in london where 
assange has been holed up the past two months and arrest him. 

0:20 8/16/12 6:18a foreign news 

firefighters to the rescue in china. a young boy got his head stuck in 
the decorative hole of a stone balcony. firefighters had to use the 
jaws of life to free the youth. and although the boy was crying when 
he was freed, he was not hurt. but you just have to wonder how he 
got his head through that opening in the first place. 

0:19 8/16/12 6:34a foreign news 

and more breaking news we are following this morning.. the 
government of ecuador has granted wiki-leaks founder julian 
assange political asylum. the foriegn minister of ecuador says he 
does not believe assange can get a fair trial on sexual assault 
charges in sweden. britain is threatening to enter ecuador's 
embassy in london where assange has been holed up the past two 
months and arrest him. 
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0:31 8/16/12 11:07p foreign news 

u-s officials are still investigating the crash of a black hawk 
helicopter early today in afghanistan... that killed eleven people 
including seven americans.  the u-s casualties included two navy 
seals. four afghan's were also killed... it happened during during a 
firefight on the ground around the chopper. and the taliban claimed 
to have shot it down. 236 americans have been killed this year in 
afghanistan.. and since u-s involvement their began in 2001 more 
than two thousand americans have been killed. 

1:21 8/17/12 11:07p foreign news 

it began six months ago in a moscow church with three women in a 
punk band.. it ended today with the three of them... being sent to 
prison. it's a case that's raising questions about justice in vladimir 
putin's russia.    the three woman say they plan to appeal the 
sentence... while the demonstrations are likely to continue. 

0:30 8/17/12 11:23p foreign news 

a former translator for osama bin laden has a couple of demands 
while he serves time at guantanamo bay!  muhammed rahim 
reportedly sent a letter to a washington post blog. rahim wants two 
things! he wants a cat.... to keep him company at guantanamo.... 
and he wants lebron james to apologize to the city of cleveland! 
rahim is referring to james' highly criticized 2010 t-v special in which 
he decided to leave the cleveland cavaliers... for the miami heat. 

0:23 8/31/12 11:15p foreign news 

now the latest on that seven-point-six magnitude earthquake that 
struck off the east coast of the philippines today killing at least one 
person...  there were initial fears about a tsunami... but that warning 
was canceled. the quake knocked out power in several towns... 
knocked items off shelves... and sent coastal residents running for 
higher ground. at least one house collapsed... killing a 54-year-old 
woman and injuring her five year old grandson. 

1:33 9/11/12 11:03p foreign news 

we have another developing international story tonight...  violence 
has erupted in libya... an american diplomat in benghazi has been 
killed... and another american wounded. this happened at the u.s. 
consulate... but there was also trouble at the embassy in egypt... 
and it's all because of an internet video... that incited a lot of anger...  
nbc four's kim baldonado is live in the newsroom with the latest... 
kim! 

1:30 9/12/12 11:04p foreign news 
President's repsonse to violence and death of American 
ambassador in Libya. 

2:02 9/12/12 11:05p foreign news 

the movie that triggered the violence in egypt... was reportedly 
produced here in southern california. now, some of the cast 
members behind the controversial movie... are speaking out 
tonight... and they say they had no idea...this was the kind of film 
they made.  reporter beverly white is live with that part of the story.. 
bev... 

0:30 9/12/12 11:08p foreign news 
and this is a live picture froim cairo... where the uprising continues 
there -- we've seen tanks... blasts... and people running in the 
streets... stay with nbc-4 for the very latest... 

0:28 9/12/12 11:14p foreign news 

and this is a live picture froim cairo... where tis coming up on 8:15 
thursday morning and the anti-us uprising continues there -- we've 
seen armored vehicles ... and people running in the 
streets...everyone seems to be throwing something... stay with nbc-
4 for the very latest... 

1:21 9/16/12 11:01p foreign news 

four americans... u.s. troops...killed today in what appears to have 
been an insider attack. afghan security forces turned on..the 
american's training them to take over once u-s troops leave the 
country. 
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0:27 9/16/12 11:04p foreign news 

tonight... the head of libya's national congress says 50 people have 
been arrested in connecton with the attack that killed four 
americans at u.s. consulate in benghazi.  meanwhile.. the debate 
continues whether the attacks were part of a spontaneous protest... 
or a planned terrorist attack. u-s ambassador susan rice, on 
"meetthe press" said the murder of ambassador chris stevens and 
three others was the result of an out-of-control protest. 

0:52 9/20/12 11:10p foreign news 

was the u-s ambassador to lybia on al-qaeda's hit list ... before last 
week's assault on our consulate? colleagues of ambassador chris 
stevens say he talked about al-qaeda's increased presence in libya 
and told others that he believed he was on the terror group's hit list. 
stevens' parents... live in northern california in piedmont.  stevens 
and the three others who were killed at the counsulate... were 
remembered at a memorial today in tripoli. 

0:19 9/20/12 11:11p foreign news 

*french riot police are bracing for what could be another violent day 
of protests tomorrow... thisis because a french magazine has come 
under fire... for publishing cartoons that are unflattering to the 
prophet mohammad.  tomorrow, the french government is closing 
embassies and schools in 20 different countries... in anticipation of 
any possible backlash. 

0:23 9/24/12 11:09p foreign news 

iran's leader... ma-moud ah-ma-dinejad... is back in new york for a 
meeting of the united nations general assembly. he's known for 
statements that many people consider outrageous... at the u-n and 
elsewhere... today he said he doesn't think the middle east wants or 
needs another war. he also addressed the issue of iran and nuclear 
weapons. ... he still has a major speech to make on wednesday... 
before the u.n. 

0:19 9/25/12 11:10p foreign news 

and this video was sent to us by nbc4 viewer paulette geragos... it 
shows violent demonstrations today in madrid, spain. police fired 
rubber bullets and tear gas... as they battle hundreds of protestors 
outside parliament... the demonstrators are calling for new elections 
because of unpopular cost cutting measures and tax increases. 

0:30 9/26/12 5:06p foreign news President Ahmadinejad addresses UN 

0:18 7/4/12 11:11p Funerals and 
Memorials 

at "l-a-x"... a somber anniversary... people gathered this morning... 
to remember a 'grim' event from '10' years ago... today. an 
"egyptian" terrorist... opened 'fire' at the "el-al" counter... 'killing' two 
people and wounding four others. "israeli" security shot and killed 
him. that attack happened... only 10 months... after "nine-eleven." 

0:58 9/11/12 11:05p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

today marked the 11th anniversary of the 9-11 attacks on america... 
attacks which took the lives of nearly three thousand people... and 
forever changed the lives of so many more.  ... in new york 
tonight..... where most of those people lost their lives in the twin 
towers... there was a memorial in light. the two beams of light 
ascended into the night sky... near ground zero.. where the world 
trade center towers once stood. earlier... every victim's name was 
read... aloud.  this year... elected officials did not participate in the 
9-11 memorial at the world trade center site... ... just family 
members.  president obama and vice president biden attended 
memorials at the pentagon... also hit by the hyjackers... and in 
shanks-ville, pennsylvania... where united flight 93 crashed in a 
field... short of its intended target. 
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0:31 9/12/12 11:07p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

and tonight people gathered in front of the white house for a 
candlelight vigil. they held libyan and u.s. flags... to remember and 
honor those 4 u.s. citizens and diplomats who were killed at the 
consulate.  and locally an islamic-american civil rights group is 
condemning the attacks. they say this violence was initiated by 
extremists... and that ambassadors have immunity in islam 
according to islamic law... 

0:21 9/20/12 11:10p Funerals and 
Memorials 

one of those people who were killed... former navy seal tyrone 
woods... was laid to rest today... woods provided security for u-s 
personnel at the consulate. his funeral procession traveled though 
streets of san diego... led by several motorcycles carrying flags... 
woods leaves behind a wife and three sons... he was 41 years old. 

2:01 7/2/12 11:00p Government and 
Politics 

this santa ana city councilman was arrested today... on his way to a 
meeting!! tonight... he's in jail... accused of sex crimes!!  i'm chuck 
henry. and i'm colleen williams and tonight... city councilman and 
carlos bustamante is facing some very serious charges... and his 
once rising star... appears to have suffered a major blow..  nbc 
four's beverly white is live in santa ana... beverly! 

0:24 7/2/12 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

american families are changing... and in the future... the law may 
change... as well. california may soon recognize more than two 
legal parents for one child...  state lawmakers are considering a 
bill... that would allow judges to recognize multiple parents... when it 
serves the best interest of the child. an example might be when a 
lesbian couple conceives a child with a sperm donor who's also 
involved in the parenting. 

0:14 7/2/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

a new law here in california ... would help shield homeowners from 
foreclosure. the measure is a sweeping bill... aimed at stopping 
abusive practices by mortgage lenders... the bill now goes to 
governor brown for approval. 

0:26 7/2/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

one of califonria's premier ski resorts the community mammoth 
lakes... has filed for bankruptcy protection!!  city leaders say they 
can't pay their bills any-more... after losing a 43-million dollar 
breach-of-contract judgment with a developer over expansion of the 
airport. that judgment is nearly three times the city's overall 
budget.... mammoth is home to about 75-hundred year-round 
residents. 

0:18 7/2/12 11:23p Government and 
Politics 

there are reports tonight that mayor villaraigosa and his long-time 
girlfriend... ktla reporter lu parker... have ended their relationship. 
the l-a times quotes parker's publicist as confirming the split... but 
no reason was given for it... they were together for three years. 

1:39 7/3/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

in "orange county" tonight... the "district attorney" is calling "santa 
ana" city councilman "carlos bustamante"... a quote... "sexual bully." 
the d-a outlined his case... today.  nbc four's beverly white is live in 
"santa ana"... with the latest. beverly. 

0:21 7/3/12 11:24p Government and 
Politics 

parking ticket fines are going up again in l-a!  the city council has 
approved... an increase a 'five' dollars on 'all' parking violations. the 
additional money is expected to bring in 8.4 million dollars. this is 
the *sixth time in *seven years the city has increased those parking 
tickets!!.  the city council also voted to raise the admission price at 
the l-a zoo... by a dollar! 

1:50 7/5/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics 

tonight... "california" is one 'giant' step closer... to something it's 
been 'arguing' and/or 'dreaming' about... for a very long time... a 
bullet train from "los angeles" to "san francisco."  nbc 4's gordon 
tokumatsu is live at "union station." fill us in... gordon. 
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0:21 7/5/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

this could go become... the 'most' unusual ballot measure... yet. 
voters in "november"... will probably decide if 'porn' actors should 
'have' to wear 'condoms'... during filming.  a ballot measure has 
rounded-up 'enough' signatures... to 'qualify' for the "november 
election." this initiative is apparently... in its wording... one of the 
most 'explicit' ever seen... on a ballot. 

0:17 7/5/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

in "indio"... the city council member who 'suggested'... a "ticket tax" 
for "coachella" fans... is backing off his plan. the talk has been... the 
popular festival could 'leave' indio... 'if' the city 'imposed'... an extra 
fee for fans. however... now... it appears... that's 'not' going to 
happen. 

1:08 7/6/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

tonight... it's 'full' speed ahead... for california's "bullet train." the 
project needed a "yes" vote in the senate... and... today... that's 
what it got. conan nolan tells us who's happy... and who's not. 

0:26 7/9/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

mayor villaraigosa wants to make a deal... he just signed an 
ordinance giving new car dealerships a big tax break in the city of 
l.a..  the new law exempts auto dealers from the city's business tax. 
mayor villaraigosa says the tax drove away dealerships... and jobs. 
numbers show l-a lost 95-dealerships in the past 25-years to 
neighboring cities such as burbank... and pasadena. those cities 
have lower business taxes... or none at all. 

0:36 7/9/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

president obama today called on congress to extend bush era tax 
breaks... but only for americans who make less than a quarter 
million dollars a year.  the president says the quarter million dollar 
cutoff would protect small businesses. he says the debate over tax 
breaks for wealthier americans will be decided by the election. mitt 
romney called the idea... the worst thing he could imagine for job 
creation. 

0:17 7/9/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

in the money contest, mitt romney and the republican national 
committee... raised 106 million dollars in campaign contributions 
last month. that's 35 million more than the obama campaign. it's the 
second straight month the g-o-p has significantly outpaced the 
president in fund-raising. 

2:12 7/10/12 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

we've got a developing story in san bernadino tonight...  the city 
council faced with a 45 million dollar budget deficit tonight voted to 
take the city into bankruptcy. making it the second largest city in the 
state to seek protection from creditors.....  nbc4's lolita lopez is live 
in san bernardino... lolita... 

0:21 7/10/12 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

santa monica city counicl has postponed a controversial test 
program to shift some of the noise from its busy airport... to 
neighboring cities.!! the city was considering a plan to pay flight 
schools to do some of their training... or touch and goes.. at other 
airports. tonight... the council voted four-to-nothing to shelve the 
plan.. .because of widespread criticism. 

1:52 7/10/12 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

it started as an affair bewteen city council members... tonight it 
turned into a resignation... recall threats... and residents who 
demand a change.  it's happening in san fernando... and nbc four's 
kim baldonado is live with the story. kim. 

2:12 7/11/12 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

should you be told you can't smoke... in the confines of your own 
home? tonight...one local city council... voted to ban smoking... for 
new residents moving to town.  that city: santa monica! and there 
are different rules for people *already living there.  nbc4's lolita 
lopez... live in santa monica to explain, lolita? 
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0:45 7/11/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

new tonight... the san bernardino city attorney says falsified 
financial documents may have contributed to the city's bankruptcy 
situation.  city attorney james penman would not go into detail... 
because of the pending bankruptcy... and the potential for related 
investigations. he said the extensive audits ...needed... because of 
the bankruptcy should eventually disclose any wrongdoing. penman 
said the city barely has enough money to make its next payroll... 
and the bankruptcy filing is necessary to maintain a workforce. 

0:22 7/11/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

governor jerry brown today signed the homeowner bill of rights into 
law. it's the first law of its kind... and a lot of people facing 
foreclosure are excited about it. among other things... it prevents 
banks from seeking foreclosure while simultaneously negotiating a 
"re-fi"... so-called dual tracking. but critics say it will slow the 
housing recovery... and discourage banks from making loans. 

0:25 7/11/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

the mystery surrounding the health.. and whereabouts... of 
congressman jesse jackson junior became only slightly clearer 
tonight.  jackson's office released a statement today saying he is 
being treated for.. a quote... "mood disorder". a family friend called 
the problem... clinical depression. sources told nbc news that 
jackson is being treated for alcoholism. jackson has been out of 
action for a month... and has missed 80 votes. 

0:28 7/13/12 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

new tonight...  there's more fallout from the affair that rocked the 
san fernando city council.  l-a county prosecutors have charged 
councilwoman maribel de la torre with battery. it has to with a 
confrontation with her former lover... councilman mario hernandez. 
prosecutors say de la torre destroyed a computer and other items in 
a fight with hernandez last month. hernandez resigned from the san 
fernando city council on tuesday... 

0:33 7/16/12 11:24p Government and 
Politics 

you know those "kiss cameras" you see sometimes at sporting 
events? take a look who was caught on camera tonight at the 
exhibition basketball game between team u-s-a and brazil!  the 
president and first lady... were at the game... and you got it... caught 
on the "kiss cam". their daughter malia actually pointed it out to her 
parents that they were on the camera. the game took place in 
washington d.c. 

1:45 7/17/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

is ..u-s.. bank really a slumlord... foreclosing on homes and the 
letting them rot? the l-a city attorney says yes... it is... and he's 
suing....  nbc4's bevelry white is live in north hollywood... beverly... 

0:15 7/17/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

city employees in san bernardino are worried about their next pay 
check. thats because tomorrow that city will plot the quickest path to 
bankruptcy... and a financial makeover that will allow them to keep 
paying their bills!! 

0:19 7/17/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

federal reserve chairman ben bernanke is putting the pressure on 
congress. he says the economic recovery has slowed down... in 
part because lawmakers can't agree on how to fix it. if this keeps 
on... he says... interest rates could rise... and the economy could 
slip back into a recession. 

1:08 7/17/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

and there was more finger pointing on the campaign trail today. mitt 
romney accused president obama of insulting business leaders. 
nbc's peter alexander has the story. 
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0:24 7/17/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

rush limbaugh took some heat today... for suggesting the super-
villain "bane" in the new batman movie... could be a democratic 
knock on mitt romney.  bain capital is the name of the investment 
fund mitt romney left in 1999. fans of the comic book character of 
the same name... hit up twitter today... to tell limbaugh they thought 
his suggestion of a democratic "dig"... was a bit of a stretch. 

0:22 7/18/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

after talking about it tonight it was time for action... as the san 
bernardino city council did what it had to do.. declaring a "fiscal 
emergency"... and that clears the way for a quick bankruptcy filing. 
the vote was five-to-two. it could take 30 days complete the 
paperwork ut city finances should be "o-k" until then.  

0:14 7/18/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

the next city to file for bankruptcy... could be... *compton*. the city 
treasurer says they have three million in the bank... and five million 
dollars in bills. compton's revenue problem comes from falling 
property taxes. 

0:40 7/18/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

governor jerry brown signed the eight-billion dollar construction bill 
today...to begin work on the high-speed rail project...despite the fact 
the state is in trouble financially. the governor says he's not worried 
about growing skepticism over the plan.  ***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** 
governor brown says the project will create tens-of-thousands of 
jobs. critics say the state can *not afford the 68-billion dollar 
project... and many agriculture groups are also fighting it. the first 
wave of construction will start in the central valley... as early as next 
year. it's expected to take decades to complete. 

1:49 7/19/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

one week after an 'angry' confrontation with police... "occupy 
protesters" have been calm tonight... at a "city hall" park's re-
opening... the first time... since "january."  nbc four's janet kwak is 
live... downtown. so far... so good tonight... janet. 

0:25 7/19/12 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

this weekend... it will be a first for the u-s military! this weekend... 
gay and lesbian service members...from any branch of the military... 
will be allowed to march in uniform.. in san diego's gay pride 
parade.  they were allowed to march last year... but not in uniform. 
the pentagon says it's making an exception for saturday's parade... 
even though policy generally bars troops from marching in uniform 
in *any* parade 

0:15 7/23/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

the city of el monte says it *may* declare a fiscal emergency... and 
begin taxing sodas... and other sugary drinks! that is... if council 
members approve the measure for a special election... that would 
take place in november. council members vote on *that* tomorrow. 

0:20 7/23/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

opponents of a plan to ban most medical marijuana dispensaries in 
l-a held a rally today. tomorrow... the city council is scheduled to 
vote on the ban. patients say closing the dispensaries would drive 
them to buy marijuana on the black market. the ban would provide 
immunity for about 100 dispensaries. 

0:28 7/23/12 11:24p Government and 
Politics 

former arizona congresswoman... gabby giffords.... is still 
recovering from that shooting rampage in tucson...a year and a half 
ago her recovery has been so remarkable that today she visited the 
french alps with her husband.  this is her first trip outside the u-s 
since she was almost killed in 2011. its a spectacular view from 
here you can see the mountains of france... italy... and switzerland.. 
in one grand sweep. 

2:05 7/24/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

a major blow to medical marijuana advocates... the l.a. city council 
has voted to ban store-front pot dispensaries...but what does that 
mean to patients who use medicinal pot?  nbc4's kim baldonado is 
live downtown with more on this complicated issue! kim... 
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0:19 7/24/12 11:25p Government and 
Politics 

soda could be the solution to the city of el monte's money problems. 
the city council there voted unanimously tonight to declare a fiscal 
emergency. the move paves the way for a proposed tax on soda 
and other sweetened drinks.. to be placed on the november ballot. 

1:30 7/26/12 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

gop presidential candidate mitt romney is on what's susposed to be 
an upbeat three nation oversea's trip. but the mood changed as 
quickly as the british weather... when brian williams asked romney if 
london looked ready for the games...    later romney said any errors 
are more than made up in the courage, character and determination 
of the athlets. for full olympic coverage... check out nbc-la-dot com. 

0:21 7/26/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

the c-e-o of orange county agreed today... to step down!  tom mauk 
came under critisim... for the way he handled allegations of sexual 
abuse... involving santa ana city councilman carlos bustamante. he 
is the third executive to step down or.. go on medical leave... since 
the scandal broke. bustamante is accused of sexually assaulting at 
least seven female employees... 

0:25 8/1/12 6:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

breaking news out of san bernardino... city officials say they have 
filed an emergency petition for chapter nine bankruptcy. the official 
action comes in response to the nearly 46 million dollar budget 
shortfall. for residents who live there...san bernardino officials say 
there will be no change or reduction in service to the people who 
live there. it's the third california city to declare bankruptcy. 

0:34 8/1/12 6:10p Government and 
Politics 

harbor area councilman joe buscaino told the council... replacing 
the more than 600 meters would cost more than simply removing 
them. he says the meters hurt local businesses... because they 
discourage shoppers... and he says the money that would be used 
to replace the meters... could be better spent on community 
improvement projects. for the meters that remain... rates will be 
cheaper... when demand is low. 

1:07 8/2/12 6:01p 
Government and 

Politics 

anaheim residents got a chance to sound off today on a series of 
police shootings. new at six... their concern they about safety at 
future demonstrations.  the anaheim city council listened to about 
an hour's worth of comments and concerns. inclulding fear a 
planned special meeting next week might result in more violence. 
residents say they ar2e worried anaheim high school could become 
a target. and... given advance notice of the meeting it would allow 
protestors a chance to organize. 

0:31 8/3/12 6:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

the san bernardino city attorney says the city was pushed into 
bankruptcy... two weeks earlier than planned.  san bernardino 
officially filed for bankruptcy on wednesday. city attorney james 
penman says that decision came early... because the city was 
under pressure to pay settlements over police shootings. the city 
had promised to pay more than one-million dollars... to settle three 
lawsuits over excessive force. but penman says the city could not 
have made its next payroll... if the judge forced it to pay the 
settlement now. 

2:14 8/6/12 6:03p Government and 
Politics 

the f-a-a will hold a meeting in less than a half hour... to listen to 
complaints about helicopter noise in the san fernando valley. and 
what they talk about there could impact the air space above your 
home.  nbc4's patrick healy is live in sherman oaks... where that 
meeting will be held... patrick? 

1:51 8/7/12 6:03p Government and 
Politics 

it's a small city... where people have big hopes! tonight... activists 
have gathered in cudahy... they are hoping to move beyond some 
troubling times.  nbc four's patrick healy is live in cudahy... patrick! 
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0:53 8/7/12 6:05p Government and 
Politics 

skateboarders may like to "bomb down hills" as they say... but... 
very soon... in los angeles... it could be against the law!  l-a city 
council members voted unanimously today to pass a new 
ordinance... outlawing "reckless" skateboarding. the mayor is 
expected to sign it... and it could take effect by fall. the new law was 
pushed through after two teenagers were killed in skateboard 
accidents.  the councilman says the law isn't intended to discourage 
exercise... sports... or even getting around the city on a skateboard. 
but skateboarders will be expected to operate in a safe manner. 

0:33 8/7/12 6:06p Government and 
Politics 

the carson city council tonight will attempt to settle the city's coyote 
problem.  residents of two mobile home parks say they have been 
terrorized by the coyotes. but...the owner of the area has refused to 
allow trapping in a marsh on his property because he says it puts 
children and pets in danger. tonight... carson city council will decide 
a few things... whether to renew its contract with a "trapping" 
company... implement an education program... and... consider the 
possibilty of providing residents with coyote traps. 

2:12 8/7/12 6:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

[colleen/2sht]] the fullerton city council is exploring the possibility of 
disbanding the city's police department. they may replace it with the 
orange county sheriff's department... and that move is controversial.  
nbc4 orange county reporter vikki vargas is outside fullerton city hall 
.. where the council may be facing another heated meeting! vikki 

1:55 8/8/12 6:05p Government and 
Politics 

and right now... the anaheim city council is hearing from residents 
about that cities number on issue... those two recent, fatal police 
shootings...  it's a public forum and nbc4's orange county reporter 
vikki vargas... has been there since it started two hours ago. vikki. 

1:56 8/13/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

the fight over extending the 710 freeway through pasadena was 
ratcheted tonight... with more than 600 people packing the 
pasadena city council meeting... waiting to sound off!  nbc4's 
beverly white... live in pasadena. beverly. 

0:25 8/14/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

in six to eight years the pentagon will be retiring a symbol of the 
united states... air force one. this month the air force got 
authorization to begin the search for a state of the art replacement 
for the presidential aircraft. there are two 747's that can fly the 
president... which ever one he's on at the time is designated air 
force one. in 2020 the planes will be thirty years old. 

0:26 8/15/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

in the biggest change to u-s immigration policy in years... hundreds 
of thousands of young undocumented immigrants today were 
applying to stay in the u-s at least another tow years.  president 
obama's order gives children of illegal immigrants the chance to 
remain here for several years whithout the fear of being deported. 
provided they came to the u-s before their 16th birthday - are no 
older than 30 - and are either in the active military... or students. 

0:30 8/16/12 6:03a Government and 
Politics 

a new measure up for debate in sacramento today could jeopardize 
an effort by l-a unified.. to evaluate teachers based on student test 
scores.  the bill would require that the teacher evaluation system be 
part of the bargaining process between unions and school districts. 
supporters say the change is part of an effort to develop a statewide 
method to hold teachers accountable for student performance. but 
critics say it's a bold attempt to kill l-a unified's new "voluntary 
evaluation system".. that uses standardized test scores to evaluate 
teachers. 
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0:46 8/16/12 6:14a 
Government and 

Politics 

turning now to decision 2012!  both sides in the presidential 
campaign have agreed to an advertising cease-fire on the 
anniversary of september 11th. the race has grown increasingly 
bitter this week. on tuesday, vice-president joe biden warned a 
predominately african-american crowd that romney quote "wants to 
put you back in chains." but, despite widespread criticism... the vice-
president is not backing down.  despite the attention romney's v-p 
pick has received ...two new polls this week show it has had almost 
no impact on the presidential race. 

0:29 8/16/12 6:32a 
Government and 

Politics 

marijuana shops in l-a have less than a month to close their doors 
...or face steep fines.  a new ordinance goes into effect on 
september 6th. the city attorney's office says any dispensary that 
stays open after that deadline.. will be fined $25-hundred dollars a 
day. officials have mailed warning letters to more than a thousand 
"pot shops" and to landlords. last month... the city council voted to 
ban the dispensaries. but patients and caregivers are still allowed to 
grow and share marijuana privately in their homes. 

0:20 8/16/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

the u-s forest service has reversed an earlier decision.. and next 
year they will allow aircraft to fight fires at *night*. the move comes 
after the critical comments from city and county officials after the 
forest service refused to allow night air drops during the 2009 
station fire in the angeles national forest. 

0:24 8/17/12 11:16p Government and 
Politics 

in uganda today... there wasn't just one bill clinton... there were 
two!!  in 1998 when president bill clinton visited uganda... he held a 
baby boy in his arms... and so... the parents named their son.. bill 
clinton. fast forward to today where the now 14-year old bill clinton... 
met his famous namesake yet again... the teenager says he has no 
interest in politics... he wants to become a doctor... 

1:40 8/20/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

and... things don't seem to be getting much better for the 'six term' 
republican congressman. "c-n-n's" piers morgan... called "akin" a 
quote... "gutless little twerp"... after the congressman cancelled an 
interview tonight. 

0:21 8/20/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

kansas congressman "kevin yoder"... is now 'apologizing' for taking 
a "skinny dip"... on a trip to "israel"... last year... the incident just 
came to light... over the weekend. "yoder" apologized during a radio 
interview today... for his 'naked' leap into the "sea of galilee"... while 
on a trip with lawmakers and staffers last year. he wasn't the only to 
jump in... but he was the only one 'without' clothes. 

1:20 8/21/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

missouri congressman todd akin has been told not to attend the g-
o-p convention in tampa next week and get out of his race for 
another term in the house... but that's not stopping him.    because 
the congresssman did not step aside tonight as the senate 
nominee... a key deadline to end his candidacy came and went. 

0:18 8/21/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

west hollywood now joins the growing list of cities... to ban plastic 
shopping bags.  the new ordinance prohibits grocery and retail 
stores in the city from using plastic bags. larger retailers must stop 
using the bags... within six months. smaller stores have a year to 
comply. 

0:23 8/22/12 5:12a 
Government and 

Politics LA city council looking to raise retirement age and pension plans 

0:25 8/22/12 5:12a Government and 
Politics 

Possible pet store ban in LA 

2:09 8/22/12 5:34a Government and 
Politics City of LA adding cell phones and emails to disaster alert list 

2:36 8/22/12 5:44a 
Government and 

Politics decision 2012 
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0:20 8/22/12 5:46a Government and 
Politics 

Obama extends federal pay freeze 

0:18 8/22/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics birth control bill approved by state senate 

0:20 8/23/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

u-s capitol police and the f-b-i confirmed tonight that they are 
investigating multiple threats made against repubican congressman 
todd akin...his staff... and his family. the threats began just days 
after the missouri congressman made those controversial 
comments about abortion and rape. 

1:43 8/27/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

other than some rain... tropical storm isaac spared tampa.. and the 
republican national convention...but it has managed to capture the 
headlines there. republicans 'shortened' their convention... as a 
precaution... but... the "g-o-p" is still hoping to make the 'most'... of 
its week in the 'spot-light.'  nbc four's conan nolan reports from 
"tampa"... on what was 'supposed' to be... the first big 'night.' 

2:40 8/28/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics 

ann romney took center stage tonight... and judging by the reaction 
from deligates at the repuboican national convention in tampa, they 
loved her. ann romney's message seemed to be directed at women 
and moms... and governor chris christie's rousing keynote speech... 
had everyone in the crowd on their feet...  nbc four's conan nolan is 
with the gop in tampa! conan! 

2:39 8/29/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

now, to decision 2012... and the republican national convention in 
tampa... tonight... it was all about the economy! our conan nolan... 
has been in tampa all week... he was there tonight when vice 
presidential nominee... paul ryan spoke...  and he's live once again 
tonight in tampa. conan...he seemed to be exactly what the 
delegates wanted. 

1:29 8/29/12 11:14p Government and 
Politics 

people who work for the city of san bernardino... may loose their 
jobs because of the bankruptcy there it's being spelled out for them 
at meeting... that has been going on all night. inland empire 
reporter... jacob rascon was there! 

3:10 8/30/12 11:00p Government and 
Politics 

it's a wrap! the g-o-p convention started with a hurricane... and 
ended tonight with the candidates, mitt romeny and paul ryan... 
before a cheering crowd.  mitt romney officially launched his bid for 
the white house tonight... with a speech that highlighted his 
"personal" side... he told stories about his parents... his family...and 
his religion...but... to no one's surprise... his main message... was 
jobs. overall...did he accomplish his goal of showing a more 
personal mitt romney?  n-b-c-4's conan nolan has been on the 
convention floor for us all week... and he's live now in tampa. conan! 

2:06 9/3/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012!! it's the final push for organizers as they get ready 
for tomorrow's kick-off of the democratic national convention. this is 
a live picture from inside the "time warner cable arena" in charlotte, 
north carolina.  and even though the convention is clear on the 
other side of the country... nbc4's conan nolan says... it will have a 
definite "california feel." conan's in charlotte... with a lot of local 
faces... here's tonight's report!    be sure and follow conan on 
facebook and on twitter.. he will be at the democratic convention all 
week long... to provide live updates from charlotte, north carolina. 
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0:46 9/3/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

g-o-p presidential candidate mitt romney took the holiday off... 
boating in the lake near his vacation home in new hampshire. he 
issued a statement today saying labor day is quote... "a chance to 
celebrate the strong american work ethic." romney's running mate 
paul ryan was working today... holding a rally in north carolina.  ryan 
campaigned today on the campus of east carolina university. he told 
supporters that the one claim democrats cannot make ... is that the 
country is better off now, than it was four years ago. 

2:16 9/4/12 11:00p Government and 
Politics 

new at eleven... he was the highly paid top cop for the city of bell... 
but tonight... the city wants him to give back... his entire salary !  it's 
eleven o'clock! i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  at 457-
thousand dollars a year former bell police chief randy adams, was 
one of the highest paid chiefs in the nation! but tonight... the city is 
suing him... they want their money back!  nbc four's beverly white is 
live in bell... beverly! 

2:25 9/4/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics 

you're looking live... at time warner cable arena in charlotte, north 
carolina... where day one of the democratic national convention has 
wrapped... for the night!  now... to decision 2012... it was a big night 
for the democrats! first lady michelle obama took center stage... and 
spoke to the delegates about her husband...about his humble 
roots...his character... and she said the need to keep him in office... 
another 4 years. n-b-c 4's conan nolan is back on convention duty... 
with the democrats in charlotte...! 

0:37 9/4/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

while the democrats were gathering in charlotte... republican vice 
presidental candidate paul ryan was also campaigning in crucial 
swing states...including north carolina.  ryan told a thousand 
supporters at this rally ecconomic conditions today are worse than 
they were when candidate ronald reagan ask if americans were 
better off now, than they were four ago. 

2:19 9/5/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics 

decision 2012... former president bill clinton fired up the deleagtes 
at the democratic national convention tonight - saying no president 
in just four years.. could get the country out of the current 
ecconomic mess. and there were several speakers from california... 
including l.a. mayor villaraigosa... who had to navigate throught a 
delicate situation... with the audience!  as you know... nbc4's conan 
nolan is our man in charlotte, north carolina! conan! 

0:33 9/5/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

republican candidate mitt romney made a few brief campaign 
appearances today... visiting small businesses in new hampshire. 
but he left it to his vice presidential candidate... paul ryan... to take a 
shot at tonight's featured speaker at the d-n-c!!  ryan told iowa 
voters that president clinton's policies were way different from those 
of president obama. 

2:52 9/6/12 11:02p Government and 
Politics 

president obama... accepts the democratic party nomination... in a 
convention night filled with emotion... and even some hollywood 
glamour... and nbc4 was there!  so now the *democratic* 
convention is over... the heavy campaigning begins...as we head 
towards november. and with the electon about eight weeks away... 
the president promised *again* tonight... to keep working on the 
problems facing americans...  nbc four's conan nolan was there for 
the final night of the convention... conan! 

0:22 9/6/12 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

g-o-p vice presidential candidate paul ryan was right here in 
southern california tonight... attending a *private* fundraiser at this 
beverly hills hotel!! ryan arrived this afternoon at l-a-x following a 
campaign stop in colorado. he's expected to head for nevada 
tomorrow... mitt romney kept a low profile... getting ready for the 
next phase of the campaign... which will include.. debates! 
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0:14 9/7/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

president obama hit the ground running today... after his big speech 
at the "democratic national convention"... last night. the president 
told supporters in "new hampshire"... he's 'pleased' businesses 
'added' jobs... for the 30th month in a row. but... he says... he 
knows... that's 'not' good enough. 

0:19 9/7/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

meanwhile... "g-o-p" vice-presidential nominee "paul ryan" 
continues his "western" fundraising swing... after stops in "beverly 
hills" yesterday... "ryan" was in "nevada" today... where he told 
supporters... the jobs report 'proves' that america is 'no-where' close 
to a recovery. "ryan" heads to the "san francisco" area tomorrow... 
then to "fresno." 

0:17 9/7/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

and... "clint eastwood's" speaking out... about his "chair bit"... at the 
"republican national convention." "eastwood" created a buzz... by 
talking to an 'empty' chair... and an invisible "president obama." the 
"hollywood icon" says... the 'bit' came to him at the last minute... 
and... he says... he made his point... that "president obama" has 
broken promises. 

0:17 9/7/12 11:14p Government and 
Politics 

hopefully... you'll never get pulled over... but if you do... you'll no 
longer have to rummage through your glove compartment... looking 
for insurance papers.  you'll just whip out your 'smartphone' and 
show the police you 'proof of insurance.' a bill signed into law 
today... by "governor brown"... gives drivers the option of using an 
"insurance app" on their phones. 

0:15 9/7/12 11:14p Government and 
Politics 

and... it's official... "california" now has a law... to help people report 
'fan violence'... at pro sports stadiums and arenas. today... 
"governor brown" announced he's signed a bill... that 'requires' the 
posting of security numbers... for fans to call... about violence. 

0:17 9/13/12 11:16p Government and 
Politics 

new york city has banned the super size soda!! from now on... 
restaurants, movie theaters, food trucks and ballparks will only be 
able to sell sodas up to 16 ounces. grocery stores can still sell what 
they like. the move is designed to cut calories.. and obesity. 

0:18 9/16/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

they're back!... occupy demonstrators will be holding marches and 
rallies tomorrow.. in dozens of cities around the country.  it's the 
one-year anniversary of the start of the occupy movement. even 
before the anniversary a dozen people were arrested at a 
demonstration this weekend in new york the city where it all began.. 

0:22 9/16/12 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012... the presidential candidates are gearing up for a 
busy week... including a visit to southern california by mitt romney.  
governor romney will be speaking to the u-s hispanic chamber of 
commerce at l-a live. his advisors say the governor will focus on 
small business development.. and make his case that he is better 
equipped to help small businesses... and get the economy moving 
again. 

0:17 9/16/12 11:17p Government and 
Politics 

president obama, will travel to ohio tomorrow. and later in the week 
he'll be in other key battleground states... including florida, virginia 
and wisconsin. it will be the president's first wisconsin visit since 
romney named paul ryan, who represents wisconsin in congress, to 
the ticket. 

0:27 9/16/12 11:17p Government and 
Politics 

this coming thursday marks the one-year anniversary of the repeal 
of the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy.  the repeal allowed gay 
and lesbian personnel to serve openly in the armed forces. the 
pentagon says there have been no adverse effects on morale... 
readiness or recruitment. the military is now studying the possibility 
of extending marital benefits to same-sex couples. president obama 
cites the repeal as a signature achievement of his first term. 
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3:30 9/17/12 11:01p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight... a secretly recorded video of mitt romney is the talk of the 
campaign trail... the video was provided to the liberal magazine 
"mother jones"... in it you hear romney talking to donors... about his 
campaign strategy...    mitt romney was quick to do damage control 
tonight... he was in orange county for a fundraiser... and he held a 
news conference... just hours after the video was released.  nbc 
four's beverly white is live in costa mesa with reaction... beverly! 

0:25 9/18/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

la city officials proposed a pension reform plan for new workers 
today. under the plan... the retirement age would rise from 55 to 
65... benefits would be slashed and the city wants more 
contributions from workers. the proposal is now headed to the city 
council... if approved... it could save the city 30-(m) million dollars in 
its first five years. 

0:24 9/18/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012: we learned today that this man... president jimmy 
carter's grandson... was directly involved in getting that secret video 
of mitt romney...out to the media and the public !! james carter the 
fourth found the video on youtube and persuaded ...a liberal 
publication..."mother jones" magazine to report on it. he says part of 
the reason... was retribution for what romney said about his 
grandfather's presidency. 

0:59 9/18/12 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

new tonight at 11... those el monte lifeguards fired for making a 
spoof of the popular dance video... went before the city council 
tonight to ask for their jobs back... and the place was packed!  city 
officials fired the 14 lifeguards earlier this month when their video 
called "lifeguard style" was posted on you-tube... they were fired for 
using city property in their spoof of the korean video: "gangnam 
style" since then... the lifeguards have received a lot of support... 
from people in el monte. even the guy who started the dance.... 
psy... asked for them to be rehired.  the city council meeting has just 
wrapped up... no word on if and when a decsion will be made. 

0:39 9/21/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

decision 20-12 now... and a "scare in the air"... for "ann romney." 
she was on her way to "southern california"... today... when her 
plane had to make an 'emergency' landing.  these pictures show 
'firefighters' in "denver"... rushing to her plane. according to a 
spokeswoman... "romney" had left "omaha" and was heading to 
"santa monica"... when the plane filled with smoke. "secret service" 
agents on board... made the call... to make the "emergency 
landing"... in "denver." according to the l-a times... a flight attendant 
used a fire extinguisher to control the smoke. "ann romney" says... it 
smelled like 'burning rubber.' but everyone's safe... nobody's hurt. 
they think the problem was an electrical fire. 

0:29 9/21/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

following 'weeks' of 'criticism' by "democrats"... "mitt romney" has 
released his 20-11 "income tax returns." it shows... he paid a rate... 
of about '14' percent... last year. the "republican" presidential 
nominee... and his wife... paid more than 'one-point-nine' million 
dollars... in taxes... on an income of '13-point-7' million dollars. the 
romneys actually paid 'more' than they legally had to. his campaign 
also threw in a bonus... along with that return... tax details dating 
back more than 'two' decades. 

0:13 9/21/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

president obama's planning another "california" swing... looking for 
money. the president is heading back to the "golden state"... for 
several fundraisers. he'll be in "los angele" on october 7th. the next 
day... the president travels to "san francisco." 
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0:35 9/21/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

a big sigh of relief tonight for long-time congresswoman maxine 
waters... she is *not* being charged with ethics violations.  the 
house ethics committee today concluded the evidence did not 
support allegations that waters was in violation of ethics rules. 
waters... who represents the 35th congression district in l-a... was 
accused of trying to steer a financial bailout to a bank in which her 
husband is an investor.  the committee did find that her chief of staff 
violated standards of conduct. 

0:47 9/24/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

when a-e-g was put up for sale.... a lot of prople wondered about 
the plan to bring an nfl team to l.a. today... that plan moved one 
step closer to reality ....  a city council committee today approved 
construction of a one-point-one billion dollar stadium downtown... 
the future of the stadium... came into question last week when it 
was learned that a-e-g was up for sale... but the president of a-e-g 
says... no matter who owns the company... he and his management 
team will stay on.  the full city council is expected to approve the 
plan on friday. plus... later in sports, fred roggin has new details on 
the local partnership that is getting ready to bid on a-e-g. 

0:40 9/24/12 11:16p Government and 
Politics 

arnold schwarzenegger launched his new career as a professor 
today... hosting a political policy forum at u-s-c!!  he hosted the first-
ever forum at the new schwarzenegger institute for public policy at 
u-s-c. schwarzenegger... senator john mccain... and others offered 
ideas on how to make the world better.  schwarzenegger did not 
answer reporter's questions... or comment on his personal life. 

0:26 9/25/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

your electric bills are about to go up! the l-a city council today 
approved a rate hike for d-w-p customers... and it's an increase you 
will see before the end of the year.  you could see your power bills 
go up nearly five percent in the next couple of months... and about 
six percent next year. that's roughly an another three dollars and 65 
cents per month. backers of the increase say the additional money 
will help improve l-a's power reliability. 

0:27 9/25/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

the cars of the future... could be closer than we think!  governor 
brown today signed a bill that requires the d-m-v to set up 
regulations by 2015 for *driverless cars*, like the google car where 
a computer does all the thinking.  supporters say driverless cars will 
reduce accidents... because speeds and spacing are set. 

0:39 9/25/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama addressed the united nations general assembly 
this morning... his final international address before the november 
election.  the president addressed several foreign policy issues 
including israel and iran... but his speech started and ended with an 
emphasis on the killing of u-s ambassador chris stevens and the 
three other americans in libya. 

0:54 9/26/12 5:26p Government and 
Politics decision 2012- candidates campaigning in Ohio 

2:40 9/26/12 5:33p 
Government and 

Politics 
Governor Brown stepping up campaign for tax increase ballot 
measure; comcast sends call center jobs elsewhere 

0:41 9/26/12 6:06p Government and 
Politics 

Edward James Olmos trying to gather support for prop 38 

0:43 9/26/12 6:12p Government and 
Politics 

couple's engagement photo used in campaign advertisement 
against gay marriage 
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0:20 9/27/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

governor brown has vetoed a bill that would have made it illegal to 
smoke in nursing homes!  the governor said the goal of the smoking 
ban was "admirable"... but he said smoking policies should be 
determined by individual health facilities... not the state. the sponsor 
of the bill said it was designed to protect employees from second 
hand smoke... and to reduce fire hazards. 

0:16 9/27/12 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

the governor did sign a bill today... that requires state universities to 
give more advance notice when raising tuition. the new law requires 
the universities to hold public hearings... and then... if a hike is 
approved... hold off another 90 days before putting it into effect. 

1:54 9/28/12 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

the l-a city council... is apparently... ready for some football! today... 
it gave the o-k... for a-e-g to build that one point two billion dollar n-
f-l stadium...  nbc4's beverly white... is live in downtown l-a... 
beverly. 

0:28 9/28/12 11:23p Government and 
Politics 

governor brown announced today that he has signed a bill... which 
will allow people driving the next generation of clean-energy cars... 
to use california carpool lanes... for free... if they are converted to 
toll lanes.  l-a is one of the cities experimenting with high-occupancy 
*toll lanes*... or hot lanes as they are called... to help reduce 
congestion. currently there are just a hand-ful of hot lanes in 
california... it's hoped the new bill the governor signed... will 
encourage people to buy fuel efficient cars. 

0:37 7/11/12 11:16p 
Health and 

Medical 

warm weather is here, and that means a lot of perspiration. but 
some people sweat no matter what the temperature... now there's a 
new way to treat the problem.  the fda recently approved a 
procedure doesn't need surgery... there's no cutting at all... instead 
it uses microwave energy to address the problem.  the energy 
penetrates to the sweat glands... which are heated and then killed. 
since sweat glands don't grow back... the results are lasting. 

0:15 7/16/12 11:09p Health and 
Medical 

the food and drug administration has approved the first drug 
intended to prevent h-i-v.  tru-vada is now approved for those at 
high risk of becoming infected with the virus that leads to aids. 
studies have shown the drug can cut the risk of infection by 44-
percent. 

0:44 7/23/12 11:23p 
Health and 

Medical 

the united states is donating an extra 150 million dollars to help in 
the fight against aids.  the obama administration announced the 
move today as the 19th annual international aids conference kicked 
off in washington. entertainer elton john was this year's keynote 
speaker. he told the crowd that compassion is needed as much as 
money.  elton john's "aids foundation"... gives away about 18 million 
dollars a year... for aids related causes. 

0:15 7/25/12 11:07p 
Health and 

Medical 

and... colorado hospitals are pitching in to help shooting victims with 
their bills. at least three hospitals say they will cover the expenses 
any uninsured victims. they're also waving the co-pays for victims 
with insurance. 

0:41 7/30/12 6:02p Health and 
Medical olympic drug testing 

0:53 8/2/12 6:00p Health and 
Medical 

doctor lance wyatt was arrested today following a joint investigation 
between the l-a-p-d and a division of the state medical board.  you 
saw this story first on four... we've been working on getting new 
information. and we've got it... nbc4's patrick healy... live at cedars-
sinai medical center... 
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0:45 8/14/12 11:16p Health and 
Medical 

there's a new medical study out tonight that says eating egg yolks... 
after 40... can be nearly as bad for you as smoking cigarettes!!  the 
canadian and british study... published in the journal "athero-
sclerosis"... studied the health of more than 12-hundred patients 
with vascular problems. they concluded that for people over 40... 
egg yolks and cigarettes had similar effects on arteries!!  the 
national heart, blood and lung institute recommends no more than 
four *whole* eggs a week... but... doctors say... you can eat all the 
egg *whites* you want... and they're cheap and packed with protein! 

0:24 8/14/12 11:17p 
Health and 

Medical 

this next thing is pretty wild... it's part air-bag... part bicycle helmet! 
and you can't see it... until it deployed !  it's called the invisible 
helmet! here's how it works: if you're hit for behind... or your neck 
whips back in any way... the helmet inflates like an air-bag... and 
covers your head as you fall. the invisible helmet is available on 
line. 

1:39 8/16/12 6:23a 
Health and 

Medical 

time now for the trend! trending this morning: whose the daddy? 
finding out... goes mobile.  mekahlo medina is at "visionplus" with 
details!  listen, i love the food truck trend that started here in los 
angeles... and the evolution of it, but this is just a little bizarre. a 
mobile truck that tests to see if "you are the father!" yes, a maury 
povich show brought to your sidewalk. here is a look at it's facebook 
page... it's actually called the healthstreet mobile d-n-a testing 
truck.... it has the slogan, "who's your daddy?" and currently it's only 
working the streets of new york city. the truck is selling d-n-a tests, 
mostly to fathers who suspect their children may not actually be 
theirs. here are some photos from twitter... the owner told the new 
york post that he does not appreciate being compared to the maury 
povich show because he says he is not in this for the drama. health 
street is a larger company that does legal d-n-a, drug, and 
background checks. depending on the specific service you want, a 
d-n-a check from the who's your daddy truck can run anwhere 
between three hundred and six hundred dollars. results come in two 
days.    thanks, mac! 

0:25 8/16/12 11:15p 
Health and 

Medical 

aerial spraying is now underway in dallas, texas... to eradicate a 
deadly outbreak of west nile virus... the spraying started about three 
hours ago...  a state of emergency has been declared in dallas 
county. so far this outbreak has killed 10 people.. and has made 
more than 200 sick.. and that's just in the dallas area. the mayor of 
dallas has ensured the city that the spraying is safe... it's not unlike 
the spraying that's done in parts of california. 

0:29 8/20/12 11:09p Health and 
Medical 

in los angeles tonight... health officials are investigating an apparent 
syphilis outbreak in the porn industry.  the adult industry trade 
group...free speech coalition... said one performer tested positive 
for the disease and the performer's partners have been notified. the 
group is also calling for a nationwide moratorium on filming while 
the outbreak is investigated. the la county public health department 
confirms it's investigating at least five possible cases of the disease. 

2:00 8/22/12 11:07p Health and 
Medical west nile outbreak-1100 infected in US 
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0:34 8/23/12 11:14p 
Health and 

Medical 

it's a body art outbreak...  tonight... health officials have identified 
what's behind the surge of tattoo infections in recent months.  
according to the c-d-c....the outbreak of skin infections across the 
country is caused in part by contaminated ink. the ink has since 
been recalled...but there's still a risk. infections can also occur when 
ink is mixed mith non-sterile water...like tap and distilled water. 
people infected reported having red puffy rashes that took months 
to clear. 

0:28 8/23/12 11:15p Health and 
Medical 

and... the national institutes of health in bethesda, 
maryland...revealed that its hospital experienced an outbreak of a 
superbug that could not be treated by any medicne. it happened last 
year... officials say the superbug jumped from one patient , infected 
at least 17 others... six of them died. the resistant germ was finally 
traced to a contaminated respirator and specialists were finally able 
to get the superbug under control. 

0:35 8/27/12 11:15p Health and 
Medical 

tonight, it appears another death has been linked to a rash of 
hantavirus infections at yosemite national park.  four people are 
now believed to have contracted the illness while visiting the park... 
two have died. they all visited yosemite in june, and stayed in the 
curry village cabins. park managers are trying to get word out that 
anyone who visited the park recently, and gets sick with symptoms 
like the virus...should see a doctor immediately. for more 
information on hantavirus... the symptoms...and how to prevent it ... 
just go to our website nbc-la.com and search hantavirus. 

0:19 8/28/12 11:07p Health and 
Medical 

and... new tonight...  nearly 80 cases of salmonella have popped up 
in california and washington state.... most linked to tainted 
mangoes... some of those mangoes came from mexico.. "daniella" 
brand mangoes have been recalled... in what the distributor is 
calling a quote: "abundance of caution." no deaths have been 
reported. 

1:10 8/30/12 11:14p 
Health and 

Medical 

more cases of the hanta-virus have been linked to the tent cabins at 
yosemite national park's curry village... and now... there's word park 
officials had been warned years ago about mice that could hide in 
the insulation.    the park's decision to close nearly one hundred 
cabins at camp curry village comes at a bad time... just before all 
those visitors during the labor day weekend... but it might also save 
their lives. 

1:40 8/31/12 11:00p Health and 
Medical 

tonight... a developing story as the labor day weekend gets 
underway... concerns are growing over the hanta-virus outbreak in 
yosemite! earlier... we talked with a mission viejo woman... who got 
a letter from the national park... saying she could be at risk!  in 
fact... yosemite officials have sent notifications letters to thousands 
of visitors who may have been exposed to hantavirus... the woman 
we talked to -- sent a message to our facebook page... telling us 
that she had received that scary notice...  reporter dan rubin has the 
latest from yosemite... 

1:41 8/31/12 11:05p Health and 
Medical 

we told you about the hanta virus danger in yosemite national park - 
well there is also another health concern closer to home... the 
growing west nile virus outbreak in southern california!  n-b-c-4's 
kim baldonado is in glendale... with advice on how to protect 
yourself... kim! 
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1:21 9/3/12 11:15p Health and 
Medical 

a lot of people have taken to buying organic foods these days... 
believing they are, by nature, "healthier". but chew on this: a new 
medical report from stanford university says... it may be a case of 
tomato - tomahh-to.    while the study found little evidence that 
organic food has any increased health benefits... experts say more 
long-term study is still needed. 

0:40 9/5/12 11:09p Health and 
Medical 

they started spraying in beaumont tonight... to stop the spread of 
west nile virus...  they're spraying pestcides because a number of 
mosquitoes have been found in the area... carrying the virus... but 
no human cases have been found in beaumont... and they'd like to 
keep it that way....  sixty nine cases of human west nile have been 
reported statewide in the last few months.... five of those people 
have died. 

0:32 9/5/12 11:16p Health and 
Medical 

an international research team today released the most 
comprehensive study *ever* on human d-n-a.  the project is called 
the *encyclopedia of d-n-a elements*.... or "encode." but some 
people are calling it "the book of life."  scientists hope this 
information will be used... to help prevent disease... or find cures. 

1:25 9/6/12 11:05p 
Health and 

Medical 

it's getting worse - tonight a thrid death linked to the hantavirus and 
a vacation in yosemite national park.  the hanta virus outbreak is 
widening...as the park service tries to notify up to 20-thousand 
people who spent a night in the park's "signature" curry village.    
the three deaths have been visitors from califonria, pennsylvana 
and west virginia ...but the number of confirmed cases has now 
humped to eight. 

0:27 9/11/12 11:24p Health and 
Medical 

this may be difficult to swallow... you know those big fish oil pills.. 
they may not be doing anything for your health.  researchers in 
greece say the pills don't do any harm... but they didn't help either.. 
and while diets rich in omega 3 fatty acids found in some fish have 
been shown to be beneficial.. the study concluded that fish oil 
supplements were *no more* effective in fighting heart problems 
than placebos. 

0:28 9/13/12 11:10p 
Health and 

Medical 

the national park service now reports another visitor to yosemite.... 
was infected with the potentially fatal hantavirus. that would make 
this case... number 9.  no word on *when* that person was 
infected...but he or she has since recovered. eight other visitors 
conrtracted the rodent-borne illness in yosemite... three of them 
have died. the park service today sent notices to an additional 230-
thousand people who stayed at the park since early july... 

0:19 9/24/12 11:16p Health and 
Medical 

for those who can't afford health care... it's the chance to see a 
doctor for free. today, thousands lined up at the l-a sports arena to 
get a coveted wristband. the health care provider "care harbor los 
angeles" is hosting the free clinic... it lasts thursday through sunday. 

0:21 9/26/12 5:54p Health and 
Medical 

health experts predict worst ever year for west nile virus 

0:21 7/26/12 11:12p housing 

and... new numbers tonight... show foreclosures are on the rise... 
nationwide. a report by "realty-trac" says 59-percent of u-s metro 
areas reported an increase in foreclosures... over the past six 
months. seven of the country's top ten metro areas... with the 
highest foreclosure rates... are here in california. 

1:56 7/26/12 11:16p housing 
he was accused of taunting his fellow tenants... in his fight against 
send hand smoke at his apartment house! now he's being evicted....  
nbc4's kim baldonado is live in woodland hills with details... kim... 
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2:11 8/20/12 11:15p housing 

a studio city woman has tested positive for the west nile virus... 
and... she says... she thinks a 'filthy' swimming pool... at a 
foreclosed house next door... could be to blame.  n-b-c 4's kim 
baldonado is live in studio city... and... kim... she was actually 
'worried' something like this might happen... 

0:30 9/25/12 11:32p housing 

they're called micro-apartments... and... a group of developers want 
to build them... in san francisco...  this is video of a 300-square foot 
condo. but a micro apartment is even smaller than that... only 220-
square feet. the city was supposed to take a vote to allow the tiny 
apartments today.. but it put that vote off until november. we'll see 
what happens... 

0:19 7/2/12 11:05p Lifestyle 

one of those popular ziplines... like the one here... could be coming 
to venice beach. some people, however, are worried about the 
noise.. from people screaming... as they zip down the line. a public 
hearing was held today on whether a permit should be issued. the 
plan is for the zipline to help pay for beach clean-up. 

0:16 7/2/12 11:12p Lifestyle 

a strong show of support for a post office that may be headed for 
closure!! pasadena's mack robinson processing and distribution 
center is slated for consolidation with a facility in the city of industry. 
protesters say that will mean a loss of jobs... and slower postal 
delivery. 

0:41 7/2/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

guns and gambling don't go together - execpt in vegas..... yes...you 
might be able to visit a shooting range... and a casino... all under 
one roof!! for those who like guns with their gambling.. it's 
something new.  the palazzo hotel is hoping to become the first 
casino on the strip with its own shooting range. this would be the 
first time players could do some gambling... then take out their 
frustration on a shooting range. sponsors say... if regulators 
approve.. the guns and ammunition would be carefully controlled. 

2:00 7/3/12 11:06p Lifestyle 

on the eve... of one of the biggest "beach days" of the year... a 'big' 
catch off the coast of "marina del rey." how about an '800' pound 
shark.  nbc 4's gordon tokumatsu... live in "marina del rey." 
gordon... now... that's a fish tale. 

4:00 7/3/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

now another of "life connected"...  how a local non-profit hoping to 
offer forgiveness and second chances to prisoners. it's called "jail 
guitar doors." rock stars... you know... playing music... for some of 
california's most notorious criminals.  nbc4's john cadiz klemack is 
here tonight with this story... john...  jail guitar doors was a song 
written by the clash in the 70s. it was dedicated to their friend and 
musician who happened to get himself into a whole lotta trouble that 
ended with a four-year prison sentence. now, more than 30 years 
later, that ex-con is using that song as the basis for his charity to 
connect with those now living the life he left.    this can be a touchy 
subject, considering - as guns 'n' roses guitarist gilby clarke 
mentioned there, there *are* victims affected but what those men 
did to get them behind bars. but the charity says *its* goal is to help 
inmates remember there *is* life on the outside that cares about 
what happens on the inside. 

0:36 7/4/12 11:00p Lifestyle 

another "fourth of july" has just about made it... into the history 
books. and... here in "southern california"... spectacular fireworks 
were everywhere. like this 86th annual traditional display... at the 
"rose bowl" in pasadena. it drew about '30' thousand people.  the 
rose bowl got plenty of competition though... like this display in 
huntington beach! here's is a show that lasted 25 minutes and 
topped-off an independence day celebration that included the city's 
traditional parade! 
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2:01 7/4/12 11:03p Lifestyle 

and now to the celebrations throughout the southland! one of them 
brought hundreds of veterans to the u-s-s iowa... but... there was 
something else that happened on the famous battleship that also 
grabbed headlines today...  n-b-c-4's gordon tokumatsu is live 
tonight in san pedro. gordon! 

1:52 7/4/12 11:05p Lifestyle 

to the "crenshaw district"... now... and... what's billed as the first 
*ever* fireworks spectacular... in that neighborhood.  let's go to 
beverly white... live in the "crenshaw district." and... bev... the show 
just wrapped up. 

0:14 7/4/12 11:07p Lifestyle 

we sent our newschopper four up tonight to capture fireworks all 
over southern california! this one you're looking at here was in 
sunland... but the chopper flew over one... after another... after 
another... 

0:26 7/4/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

a major fireworks mishap....  look at this video from san diego's 
glorietta bay! here's what happened: some technical problem... 
resulted in all their fireworks going off at once! so instead of a nice, 
long fireworks display... the whole thing was over in 15 seconds! the 
port of san diego sent out a tweet... apologizing... to all the people 
who came for the show! 

0:24 7/4/12 11:16p Lifestyle 

the baby oil was flowing... at "venice beach"... where the "fourth of 
july" festivities... always include... the "mr. and ms. muscle beach 
body" building... figure... and bikini contests. the traditional holiday 
event... drew competitors from all over the world. they posed and 
flexed.. for the huge crowds... that gathered to take it all in. 

0:54 7/4/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

looking now at some other celebrations across the country today! 
you're looking here at pittsburgh. thousands of people turned out for 
this fireworks display that used the city... and its three rivers as a 
backdrop.  we don't have time to show you *every show*... just a 
sample... okay now... let's take a look at the windy city!  in chicago... 
"navy pier"... the place to be. today... the city had to deal with 
'record' tying heat. it was a 102-degrees. but... that didn't stop 
thousands of people... from showing up for this fireworks display... 
over "lake michigan."  moving to texas... this was houston... where 
people turned out for the" freedom over texas" spectacular. music... 
food... and then... the night ended with... of course...fireworks! 
happy birthday america! 

1:25 7/5/12 11:00p Lifestyle 

happening right now... an 'unexpected' visitor in a "glendale" 
neighborhood. a bear sighting... in the dark...  it's 11 o'clock. i'm lucy 
noland... in for colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry....  nbc4's john 
cadiz klemack... live in glendale! john? 

0:39 7/5/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

people are still talking about last night's fireworks fiasco... in "san 
diego." instead of a '17' minute display... the show lasted just '15' 
seconds... when all the fireworks... went off 'at once.'  the shows 
producer says... an investigation is underway. and... the fireworks 
company says... it will provide next year's fireworks free of charge. 
and... of course... hopefully... next "july fourth" they'll go off... one at 
a time. 

0:23 7/5/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

it may not be a record... but a family in north carolina is up to their 
ears in little ones.... their great dane gave birth... to 17 puppies...  
mother dog bella has her work cut out for her as she tries to keep 
track of all these guys! the large litter came as a surprise to bella's 
owner. now the new challenge... to find good homes for all those 
puppies. 
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1:12 7/6/12 11:16p Lifestyle 

it's a move that would make "michael jackson" proud... a 'high-
speed' moonwalk. video of a santa monica street performer has 
become the latest hit on youtube. so who is this guy? tonight we 
found out! 

0:57 7/6/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

imagine being able to talk to a younger version of yourself! thanks 
to some 'creative' editing... one filmmaker... now 32 years old... is 
interviewed by 'himself'... at age 12.  it's gone viral... and... it's not a 
hoax... the film-maker really 'did' make the first video '20' years ago. 
he says... he thought it would be cool... to talk to himself at age 32. 

3:03 7/10/12 11:14p lifestyle 

success doesn't happen without help from others... and for people 
who are successful... perhaps the greatest contribution is giving 
back. and as we're about to see, in the art world that leads to lives 
connected....  nbc4's patrick healy has this week's... story.    if you 
have a "life connected" story you'd like to share... head to our 
website... "nbc l-a dot com"... and search "life connected." 

0:25 7/10/12 11:33p lifestyle 

here's what you can possibly find in an atic - the holy grail of 
baseball cards! there calling it the most valuable stashes of baseball 
cards... ever!! the greats... like ty cobb... are represented and the 
cards are in excellent condition... probably worth 3-4 million!! kark 
kissner says his grandfather stashed the cards in the attic and 
probably didn't think much of them. 

0:35 7/11/12 11:23p lifestyle 

new video tonight on that fireworks mishap in san diego! 20 minutes 
worth of fireworks going up all at once!  with this new video tonight, 
can see just how bright that was. in fact, some of the people waiting 
for show - thought this was the show.. and you can see them 
dancing around in the lower part of the screen. it was the new 
jersey, garden state fireworks company that miss-fired. they blame 
it on a corrupted computer file. 

0:50 7/13/12 11:23p lifestyle 

a dying man's last wish was to make someone else's day. so... his 
family fulfilled that wish.... by leaving a $500 dollar tip for a waitress!  
aaron collins passed away last week... he was only 30... his brother 
says aaron wanted to leave an awesome tip at a restaurant... but 
since the kentucky man didn't have much money... seth put up a 
website where people could donate. one day later.... with 500 
dollars raised... seth and his family went out to eat...  seth says says 
the pay-it-forward gesture will continue as long as they get 
donations. so far... it's over $17,000 dollars. that's 34 waiters and 
waitresses who will get a big surprise. 

0:43 7/13/12 11:33p lifestyle 

it's that time of year... when the smell of funnel cake fills the air. 
that's right... it's opening night at the orange county fair!  this year's 
theme is "home sweet home." the usual crowd pleasers are there... 
rides... pig races... and of course the food. every year... they're 
deep-frying something new... this year it's deep fried cereal. the o-c 
fair runs through august 12th.   

0:32 7/16/12 11:23p lifestyle 

first a marriage proposal in washington d-c and now a search... to 
find two people who didn't know their romantic moment... had been 
captured on camera!  earlier this month an amateur photographer 
spotted the couple! he was proposing! and the photographer 
snapped pictures! now the photographer has posted the images on-
line... hoping the couple will contact her... she wants to give them a 
gift... a memory of that moment! 
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0:28 7/16/12 11:33p lifestyle 

dogs and cats have always been at odds... but in one battle it turns 
out that size really doesn't matter.  take a look at this viral video... a 
feisty little kitten... playing with a very big doberman.... the dog 
bares teeth... teeth big enough to devour the kitten in one gulp... if 
he wanted.... but fortunately it appears the dobie is more amused 
than annoyed... and the two animals are really buddies! 

3:15 7/17/12 11:15p lifestyle 

and now... life connected... olympics style! he's a runner from south 
africa... but he has plenty of fans here in southern california! and 
they'll all be rooting him on... during the london games!  nbc4's 
robert kovacik has the story of "prince mumba"...    robert is getting 
ready to head to london to cover the olympics. he's going to meet 
up with prince mumba after he races. so we'll keep you posted! 

0:26 7/17/12 11:24p lifestyle 

last night we first showed you these pictures... snapped by an 
amateur photographer during what we thought was the middle of a 
marriage proposal. the couple has now come forward... but they 
don't want to be identified... or bothered. turns out the proposal 
actually happened two weeks earlier... and the couple was 
practicing for their wedding... 

0:27 7/18/12 11:23p lifestyle 

just nine days and counting till the opening ceremony of the london 
olympics and for those still without a place to stay a clever cabbie 
has got just the palce.  he is turning his taxi into a very small hotel. 
he's already put in a bed... curtains go up next... and a solar-
powered fridge. he says he got the idea when he saw the exorbitant 
rates at *real* hotels. 

0:21 7/18/12 11:33p lifestyle 

some other cities may be struggling.. but tonight in el monte... 
residents proudly looked 50 years into the future!!  as part of a 
centennial celebration... city officials planted a time capsule in the 
ground tonight... and sealed it up tightly. the capsule contains 
newspapers... photos... a watch... some coins... and some 
ambitious plans for the city's future. residents are invited to open it 
up in 2062!! 

0:31 7/20/12 11:18p lifestyle 

here's a story that might make you feel a little bit better about 
people... video from a "dash cam" shows... a man stopping... then 
getting out of his car... to 'help' someone cross the street.  the video 
posted this week shows... a woman... with a cane... 'struggling' to 
cross a busy road. most drivers... just buzz right by her... except 
that one man. his gets out of his car... in the middle of the street... 
runs to the crosswalk... picks up her bag... then helps her... safely 
get to the other side. 

3:00 7/24/12 11:17p lifestyle 

brenda and the u-s women's water polo team begin their quest for 
gold next monday when they take on hungary. you can watch it live 
on nbc4 when our coverage begins at ten in the morning. and if you 
have a "life connected" story you'd like to share... head to our 
website... "nbc l-a dot com"... and search "life connected." 

0:37 8/2/12 6:23p lifestyle 

a great day to be at the beach... and no one enjoyed it more than 
this group of kids who are legally blind. in manhattan beach... and 
learned to surf at world famous "el porto"!! "free spirit surf" provided 
the instruction and the kids caught on faster than you might think!!  
when they weren't surfing... the kids were having a great time. and 
that's something everyone can enjoy. 

0:41 8/6/12 6:12p lifestyle 

a high school la-crosse player... tried cutting in line while boarding a 
southwest airlines flight. mac breedlove was caught trying to cheat 
the system... that's when his coach made him apologize to all the 
passengers.... on the airplane intercom.  breedlove's apology was 
met with laughter. the teen says his coaches taught him a valuable 
life lesson..... in a very creative way. 
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0:38 8/8/12 6:23p lifestyle 

the people have spoken... and the title of "most unfortunate" town 
name in the u-s goes to....  toad suck, arkansas! the genealogy 
website "find my past dot-com" conducted the poll. "toad suck" gets 
its name from an old drinking tale. local would say how boaters 
would "suck on the bottle 'til they swell up like toads."  as for the 
other unfortunate town names... climax, georgia is second on the 
list... followed by boring, oregon. 

0:23 8/8/12 6:28p lifestyle 

and they're off! some of the animals at the london zoo held an 
olympics of their own today. from owls... to armadillos... the animals 
entertained the crowd with a variety of "events". including the 100-
centimeter sprint... which went to "bob the owl." 

0:20 8/13/12 11:33p lifestyle 

the english language changes with the times!! and so merriam 
webster has once again added some "new words" to the dictionary!  
the new-fangled words "f-bomb" and "sexting" made the cut this 
year. there's also "underwater" as it applies to the mortgage mess. 
and are you a "flexitarian"?? that's a vegetarian who occasionally 
might eat meat... 

2:58 8/14/12 11:17p lifestyle 

it's people... "helping andrew"... and lifes... connecting!    the 
burkharts are back in phoenix now. kellie says they have seen 
improvements in andrews strength since the treatments. and we 
tried to interview the woman who gave up her house ... but she 
wanted no glory for her contributions. 

1:49 8/15/12 11:14p lifestyle 
get this... a new restuarant that is willing to pay you to eat! so what's 
the catch?  nbc4's beverly white is live in the fairfax district to 
explain, beverly? 

0:30 8/16/12 6:15a lifestyle 

there is a scandal this morning in the world of scrabble.  that's right. 
a top young scrabble player has been yanked from the national 
scrabble championship in orlando for hiding two blank tiles. the 14-
year-old spells nothin' but trouble... you see... he was reportedly 
spotted hiding the tiles by a nearby player. his opponent demanded 
a tile recount... and the cheater fessed up. and, it's not all just fun 
and games... the winner of the scrabble championship gets 10-
thousand dollars! 

3:23 8/16/12 6:49a lifestyle 

good luck and a little persistence definitely paid off for the riverside 
man you're about to meet. he's the winner of our nbc-4 'pay your 
mortgage for a year' on facebook. joining us this morning is neil von 
koehe (coy) and his wife robin. 

0:25 8/21/12 11:10p Lifestyle 

it was her fourth try at swimming from cuba to key west! but 
tonight... diana nyad has been forced to end her attempt... for her 
own safety.  storms and jellyfish stings forced her out of the water 
early this morning... but true to the spirit of the swin... she got back 
in the water the make the final few strokes to shore and a waiting 
crowd in key west. 

2:39 8/21/12 11:15p Lifestyle 
tonight... we see... how their lives connected!    if you have a "life 
connected" story you'd like to share... head to our website... "nbc l-a 
dot com"... and search "life connected."   

2:11 8/22/12 11:17p lifestyle mango and milkshake- shelter dog and kitten up for adoption are 
stars of a viral video. 

0:30 8/22/12 11:24p lifestyle China facekini craze. 

0:25 8/27/12 11:32p lifestyle 

finally tonight… here's a gathering where plenty of people are 
making their mark. it's the international tattoo convention in austria. 
for those who think tattoo artists aren't artists... then check out some 
of this work. more than a hundred exhibitors were on hand... 
showing their various designs. among the most popular are tattoos 
depicting celebrities. 
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3:18 8/28/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

now: the story of a a young local man who lost three limbs... and 
almost lost his life... but now... he's using what he's been through... 
to "connect" his life... with others... including soldiers... in the surf!  
nbc4's stephanie elam has his inspirational story!    operation surf, 
which also holds events in santa cruz, hopes to bring its program to 
the los angeles and san diego areas. but it needs volunteers and 
donations to make that happen. the next event will take place 
september 25th through october 2nd in and around avila beach. if 
you wish to connect with van and cameron and help work with these 
solders, head to our website - nbcla.com - and search: operation 
surf. 

0:30 8/31/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

happi moore started going to the l-a fair in 1922... that's ninety years 
ago... and she's gone every year since. she worked at the fair for 
fifty of those years.. selling everything there was to sell. this year 
she will be a guest of honor at the fair... and she'll ride in the fair's 
anniversary parade 

0:28 9/3/12 11:17p Lifestyle 

brides in romania are being abducted with increasing frequency... 
but not to worry... they're not in any danger... it's jut a trend that's 
really catching on!  the idea is for kidnappers"... a.k.a. "friends"... to 
snatch the bride away... right in the middle of the wedding 
reception... and run through the streets with her... the usual ransom 
is for the groom to deliver a few bottles of whisky... and a public 
declaration of love for his abducted wife! it's romania but... it could 
spread here! 

0:31 9/3/12 11:23p lifestyle 

are we doing better... financially speaking? well, apparently... the 
tooth fairy is!  the tooth fairy is apparently doing so well... that she's 
giving kids a raise! according to a survey coming out tomorrow... 
kids are getting an average of three dollars per tooth, under their 
pillows. that's up 15-percent from last year! some kids got as much 
as 20 bucks a pop... apparently making it a good time to be losing 
baby teeth. 

2:54 9/4/12 11:16p Lifestyle 

when a member of the u-s military is killed in action... a special unit 
works get the remains home... quickly... now those marines are 
connecting with our coroner... preparing for the battlefield... based 
on what is found on the streets of l-a.  nbc4's john cadiz klemack 
reports from the basement crypt of the l-a county coroner. 

0:50 9/5/12 11:22p Lifestyle 

people at a utah deli were shocked yesterday... when a mom... in 
the dining area... pulled out a "training potty" for her twin toddlers!  
this is the picture another diner... on a buisness lunch... snapped 
and posted on facebook. at first she says... she thought the toddler 
girls were sitting on booster seats... but then she realized they were 
actually using a potty-trainer right there at the table!  managers say 
they didn't realize what was going on until the family was gone... but 
they say... if they'd known... they would have told them to please.... 
take it to the restroom! 

0:24 9/6/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

and can't you just imagine cruising between venice and santa 
monica on this?? cutting-edge bicycle engineering meets... the 
flintstones. this bike does away with the pedals. instead, you run to 
build speed ... and then just lift up your legs. and rather than sitting 
on a saddle, you hang from a harness. 
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0:48 9/7/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

a flea market find... turns out to be a real treasure... when a woman 
'stumbled' upon... an original "renoir" painting... in "virginia."  experts 
believe the painting is one of "renoir's" river scenes... along "the 
seine." the painting could be worth... as much as '100' thousand 
dollars. by the way... the woman paid less than 50 dollars for the 
lot... that included the painting. a renoir plaque on the frame... 
prompted the woman to have it analyzed. it's believed the painting 
was originally bought from a paris gallery... in 1926. 

2:43 9/11/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

budget cuts are threatening a local program that helps foster kids. 
but that hasn't keep volunteers from reaching out... to a foster child 
in need.  nbc4's john cadiz klemack shows us how their lives... are 
connecting!    [toss to fritz] please send us your life-connected story 
ideas... by going to nbcla-dot-com. 

0:26 9/12/12 11:16p Lifestyle 

someone who bought a mega millions lotto ticket at this seven-
eleven near u-c riverside is now... a multi-millionaire... and they 
might not even know it!! the owners of the store are smiling because 
they get 600 thousand dollars!! the winner gets 120 million paid out 
over time... or a lump sum of 69 million dollars!! 

0:48 9/12/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

this is obie who weighs in at 77 pounds. that's double the size of a 
normal dachshund. his original owners said... they just couldn't say 
no to those big brown eyes. but his new owner has put him on a 
diet... obie is too big to actually exercise yet... but his new owner 
plans to eventually.... put him on a treadmill  toss to fred 

0:31 9/12/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

a french dating service is giving customers a chance to see 
potential dates up close... real close!  some say this turns men... 
into "objects"... but the adopt-a-guy service says it's all in fun. the 
men are posing in store windows. they company plans to move the 
operation to other cities as well... in hopes of spreading romance... 
and picking up a little publicity. 

0:21 9/13/12 11:16p Lifestyle 

and then there's the northern virginia woman who's lost 85 pounds 
on what she calls... the starbucks diet. don't worry.. it's not just 
coffee. christine hall eats oatmeal... sandwiches... and the 
occasional snack. she's eaten all of her meals at starbucks for two 
years... and so far... she says she feels pretty good. 

0:22 9/13/12 11:23p lifestyle 

congrats to our own beverly white! she was honored for her 
community service tonight by the pasadena branch of the naacp. 
she was honored along with 14 others who serve in various fields 
including education... and business. 

0:28 9/14/12 11:18p Lifestyle 

a six-year ritual of buying mega lotto tickets each week... and 
playing his "lucky" numbers has paid off for a rialto man. ronald 
willis is the state's newest millionaire. he won tuesday's mega 
millions lottery jackpot... worth 120 million dollars after taxes he'll 
take home about 70 million dollars. and... he says he'll still keep on 
playing the mega-lotto.  california has a new multi-millionaire.... a 
rialto has won $120 million dollars in tuesday's mega millions 
lottery... inland empire reporter craig fiegener has the story.. 

2:39 9/18/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

he was famous for *scaring* people on the silver screen... but there 
was a whole other side... to vincent price... he was quite an artist 
and now his daughter is helping new generations connect with his 
*artistic* legacy...  nbc4's john cádiz klemack shows us... how these 
lives are connecting... 

2:37 9/25/12 11:15p lifestyle 

life in l-a's little tokyo has changed...over the years.. many young 
people have been moving away... but now two men are working 
together to bring people back... with a little help... from basketball!  
nbc4's gordon tokumatsu... shows us how their lives are 
connecting... 
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2:42 9/26/12 5:36p Lifestyle life connected 

0:26 9/26/12 11:25p lifestyle 

power napping during the day can be a good thing.... but if you're at 
work... laying your head down on your hard desk can be 
uncomfortable.  that's why a u-k design firm made this cushion 
contraption that makes taking a nap easy. it's called an "ostrich 
pillow". it has an opening for your mouth... and nose... and holes on 
each side to rest your hand. the designer says it's perfect for a cat 
nap! 

0:43 9/27/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

this i want to see. a michigan company thinks it's solved the "heel" 
problem many women face. they're called "convertible heels"... 
made by the "day to night" company. the idea is to change your 
heel... not the whole shoe. one pair of shoes comes with five 
different heel heights. flats... for working at the office. then... just 
press a button and change to a higher heel for evening events. the 
"convertible heel" shoe retails for 300-dollars. 

0:21 9/5/12 11:09p poverty 

startling report out tonight... shows a spike in the use of food 
stamps.  according to the u-s department of agriculture... the 
number of americans who repeatedly ran short on food shot up by 
800-thousand last year. that could mean that nearly 17 million 
people had to skip meals or not eat for a day because they didn't 
have enough money to buy food. 

0:21 8/27/12 11:08p religion 

police arrested the "bishop" of "oakland"... over the weekend... on 
suspicion of drunk driving. the "reverend salvatore cordileone" has 
apologized for the incident. it happened on saturday... in his home-
town of "san diego." the pope is slated to install "cordileone"... as 
"archbishop" of "san francisco"... in "october." it's unclear... if this 
run-in with the law... will effect that promotion. 

0:32 9/10/12 11:09p religion 

tonight a british newspaper is reporting that the church of 
scientology is threatening to sue vanity fair over a recent article 
claiming that the church helped search for a suitable wife for tom 
cruise. we asked the church of scientology if this was true... they 
sent us a copy of a letter saying the vanity fair article was quote 
"hogwash"... and they went on for several paragraphs... offering 
evidence to back up that claim. they also sent us a copy of a letter 
to vanity fair... saying "i hope we won't have to meet in court." 

1:13 9/13/12 11:00p religion 

this story continues to develop! looking live here at cairo, egypt... 
we've been watching the live feed... since the sun came up... it's 
friday morning... 8am... and protesters have once again gathered 
close to the u-s embassy. also we've learned four people have been 
arrested... in that attack on the u-s consulate in libya... that killed the 
u-s ambassador and three people on his staff.  it's morning in cairo, 
egypt... where rock-throwing protesters have once again gathered 
near the u-s embassy... and security is very tight.  tonight... we 
know that two of those murdered u.s. citizens from the embassy... 
were former navy seals... both men, glen doherty and tyrone woods 
were living in the san diego area ... as katy tur reports glen doherty 
was a hero from the second gulf war. 

2:01 9/13/12 11:01p religion 

there's speculation that the man who wrote... directed and produced 
the controversial movie... touching off protests across the arab 
world...lives in cerritos. he described himself as an israeli jew... but 
others say that's not the case...and the name he uses is not real.  
nbc4's janet kwak live in the neighborhood... with what we do know 
janet!  janet addlibs intro 
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1:40 9/13/12 11:03p religion 

the director of the film is in hiding... and his consultant on the project 
told nbc4 he's trying to do the same. nbc'4 michelle valles is the 
only reporter... to catch up with him... before he left.    michelle told 
us klein, runs an insurance agency in hemet... 

0:22 9/13/12 11:05p religion 

and here's live in cairo... it's friday morning and we've been 
watching this and we've seen the crowd steadily growing outside 
the u-s embassy... we'll continue to follow this developing story... 
and we'll have the very latest... tomorrow morning... on today in l-a. 

2:24 9/14/12 11:09p religion 

you are looking at live anti-us protests taking place in cairo, egypt... 
protests are spreading to cities around the world... sparked in part... 
by an anti-islam movie that was produced right here in southern 
california.  anti-us protests are spreading to cities around the 
world... sparked in part by an anti-islam movie that was produced 
here in southern california.  it was a somber day today at andrews 
air force base... when the remains of the four americans killed at the 
u-s consulate in libya this week... were brought home.  and with the 
violence escalating in the sudan... 50-combat marines have been 
sent to reinforce security at the u-s embassy there.  there have 
been anti-us protests at embassies in nearly twenty countries this 
week... the map we're showing you here... demonstrates how the 
anger has spread... today... for example... demonstrators gathered 
outside the u-s embassy in london... burning u-s and israeli flags.   

2:01 9/14/12 11:12p religion 

sheriff's deputies continue to stand guard outside the cerritos home 
of the movie maker... behind the anti-muslim movie... that helped 
spark that anti-u-s violence.  beverly white is there live with that part 
of the story! beverly! 

2:25 9/16/12 11:02p religion 

new tonight... we're uncovering new information about the man 
behind the anti-muslim movie.... and "his" ties to an orange county 
cleric... who may have inspired him. meantime....the violence... 
against americans... sparked by that film... continues to 
spread...across the middle east.  nbc4's janet kwak is live in the 
newsroom with the new details. janet! 

0:58 9/16/12 11:05p religion 

there's still no sign tonight of the cerritos man behind the ... film... 
mocking islam ... that has triggered violence throughout the middle 
east... directed at americans..  his name is nakoula basseley 
nakoula... he did not show up at a coptic christian church in 
bellflower today... even though he reportedly has attended services 
there... in the past.  nakoula hasn't been seen since he left his home 
early yesterday morning. sheriff's deputies took him to an interview 
with federal probation officers. nakoula then chose not to return 
home... where he'd been holed up... and instead had deputies drop 
him at an undisclosed location. he was convicted of bank fraud back 
in 2009. as part of his probation, nakoula is not supposed to use 
computers, the internet, or aliases. authorities are trying to 
determine if he's violated those conditions. 

0:16 9/16/12 11:06p religion 

religious leaders from the muslim and copic christian faiths plan to 
hold a joint news conference tomorrow at l-a city hall. these leaders 
who were both born in egypt... plan to condemn the violence that 
has consumed the middle east. nbc4 will be there and we'll have it 
for you tomorrow. 
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0:30 9/16/12 11:06p religion 

right now... security is tight all over the middle east... people are 
celebrating the first day of the jewish new year.  rosh hashanah... 
began at sundown tonight. the ten days between the start of rosh 
hashanah... and yom kippur are referred to as ... a period of soul 
searching. it's considered the holiest time of the year in the jewish 
calendar. this year... the israeli military isn't closing borders with the 
west bank... and gaza over the new year holiday. but security is 
visibly tight. 

0:32 9/26/12 5:32p religion filmmaker behind Innocence of Muslims selling his Cerritos home. 

0:22 9/26/12 6:16p religion yom kippur service in beverly hills temple of the arts 

0:17 7/2/12 11:07p safety 

and a popular stretch of san diego beach will reopen tomorrow 
morning. la jolla shores beach was closed to the public today after a 
lifeguard spotted what looked like... a great white! the lifeguard said 
the shark was about 14-feet long... but searches turned up... 
nothing. 

0:21 7/17/12 11:04p safety 

following an nbc-4 investigation into firefighter response time... the l-
a fire department unveiled a new task force. its goal will be to 
analyze the response times and develop additional response 
policies... the l-a-f-d has been critized after an audit by the city 
controller confirmed... major problems... with the department's data. 

0:20 7/10/12 11:14p severe weather 

a hard landing caught on camera in scottsdale... arizona. earlier 
today... when wind gusts up to 30-miles per hour forced the pilot of 
a hot air balloon to make an emergency landing. on impact... the 
balloon bounced three times... and was dragged by the wind about 
a quarter of a mile. five tourists were aboard the balloon. no one 
was hurt. 

1:30 7/12/12 11:16p severe weather 
lightning... rain.... and heat!  nbc four's beverly white is live tonight... 
in upland! beverly! 

0:18 7/26/12 11:12p severe weather 

it's happening right now!  the east coast is a mess tonight.... 
thunderstorms, hail.... and a tornado hit the town of elmira,new york. 
there are no reports of injuries. more than 200-thousand customers 
in new york, pennsylvania and ohio are without power tonight. let's 
bring in fritz... what's with the weather back there? 

0:15 8/6/12 6:01p severe weather 

the weather became a big story with today's extreme heat...and it's 
expected to get even hotter...  triple digit heat in most places... in 
riverside county this afternoon... these kids splashed around in the 
fountain to cool down. fritz is tracking the temperatures... fritz! 

1:56 8/7/12 6:00p severe weather 

now back to the outdoors... football practices are underway at local 
high schools... and for coaches that means keeping watch on their 
players... and protecting them from the dangerous effects of the 
heat.  nbc4's john cadiz klemack live in burbank with that part of the 
story. john!  john ad libs intro 

1:29 8/7/12 6:15p severe weather 

it's still very hot out there! maybe you tried to beat the heat today... 
or maybe you just made the best of it!  nbc4's jacob rascon is one of 
those making the most of it! he's live in "sizzling" hot, ontario... 
jacob? 

1:39 8/8/12 6:00p severe weather **fritz toss to craig fiegener live in riverside** 

1:51 8/8/12 6:02p severe weather this heat wave can be dangerous... if you don't take the right 
precautions.  nbc4's ted chen is live in northridge to explain! ted! 
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1:06 8/9/12 6:00p severe weather 

extreme heat.... it's not only making us... break a sweat...it also has 
state energy officials sweating as well. and now the heat... is 
dictating when and how much energy we can use.  good evening. 
i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  the heat wave is pushing 
the state's power grid toward its limit!  starting tomorrow... cal-iso 
will implement a flex alert... an urgent call for for everyone to 
immediately conserve electricity.  we have live team coverage.... 
fritz is tracking the temperatures..and nbc4's conan nolan is live in 
pasadena with more on the flex alert. conan! 

0:24 8/9/12 6:01p severe weather 

on top of the extreme heat... fritz has been telling us about the risk 
of thunderstorms.  and this video... shows us the danger! viewer 
bryan tucker of riverside county... sent us this video. he says a 
lightning strike caused this fire... about a mile from his home in anza 
this afternoon. fortunately... fire crews made quick work of it... and 
kept the flames away from homes. let's go to fritz now... for an 
update on our forecast! fritz! 

1:43 8/9/12 6:02p severe weather 
the antelope valley... seeing triple-digit temperatures. nbc4's 
michelle valles is live in lancaster... michelle?  to vo: beat the heat 

0:12 8/9/12 6:03p severe weather 
when you're away from your t-v... get the latest weather information 
online... at n-b-c l-a dot-com! there you'll find the forecast... 
interactive maps... severe weather alerts... and a whole lot more! 

1:50 8/10/12 6:04p severe weather 

in southern california... the heat is really on...that and thunderstorms 
combine to create a very humid day for many.  especially for 
firefighters... who dealt with near triple digit temperatures... while 
battling this brush fire in camarillo. they were able to hold the fire to 
just 27 acres...  nbc 4 inland empire reporter jacob rascon is live in 
redlands with more on how peole are coping with the extreme 
heat... jacob! 

0:18 8/13/12 11:04p severe weather 
triple digit tempertures wasn't the only thing unusal about the 
today's weather. a tornado touched down in the inland empire... a 
rare sight caught on camera by some novice storm chasers. 

0:11 8/13/12 11:05p severe weather 

we've had alot of extreams in the southland... from rain and hail... to 
soaring temperatures...  and the heat wave isnt over yet... there's 
already a flex alert issued for tomorrow! let's go to fritz with the 
warnings. fritz! 

0:20 8/14/12 11:04p severe weather 

fire crews were called out to help some teenagers visiting from the 
east coast... they were hiking to the hollywood sign... when the heat 
got the best of them... no serious injuries... just a cautionary note.... 
be careful in the heat! 

1:02 8/15/12 11:16p severe weather 
our heat wave... it seems to go on and on.. the national weather 
service says...it might not be an usual as it seems... nbc four's john 
cadiz klemack tells us why. 

0:21 8/16/12 6:09a severe weather 

suffice it to say... "they're all wet" in the "big apple"... even heading 
underground didn't protect commuters from a deluge. torrential 
downpours flooded parts of the subway system last night. cell 
phone video captured the rain coming in through the roof and walls. 
the storms caused delays all over the new york city "metro" area. 
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0:54 8/16/12 6:39a severe weather 

this summer may feel hotter than usual-- not just here in southern 
california, but all over the country.  this morning, the national 
weather service is trying to find out if this is the beginning of 
something even worse! meteorologists are keeping an eye on a 
certain high pressure system that may be contributing to the triple-
digit heat this month. scientists are also worried about what comes 
after the heat wave. an oceanographer at j-p-l says this could be a 
precursor to strong, potentially dangerous, santa ana winds. but 
experts say they can't know for sure.  the heat wave across the 
country also has experts forecasting higher prices on produce.. as 
farmers struggle to keep crops from burning up in the heat or 
starving from the lack of rain. 

0:11 8/16/12 11:06p severe weather 

now... taking a look at our weather.. and the heat wave continues... 
extreme temperatures touched off downpours and thunder and 
lightening... in the mountains...  there were even flash flood 
warnings earlier in the day... let's go to fritz with whats happening 
right now on the radar. 

2:27 8/17/12 11:00p severe weather 

video from the inland empire tonight! where warnings about flash 
floods.. soon became the real thing! streets turned into rivers... 
stranding some people who couldn't get out-of-the way!  we have 
team coverage at 11 o'clock of this developing story! fritz has the 
big picture and what to expect next..... and beverly white is live in 
the inland empire... with more dramatic images! beverly. 

1:21 8/22/12 5:00a severe weather Pasadena red flag warning. 

0:16 8/22/12 5:01a severe weather nasa photos show smoke from western wildfires. 

0:23 8/22/12 5:01a severe weather Ponderosa fire now 40% contained 

1:22 8/22/12 5:32a severe weather Red flag warning in effect 

2:09 8/27/12 11:03p severe weather 

we are tracking tropical storm isaac tonight. its on a direct path to hit 
the city of new orleans...possibly early wednesday ...the same day 7 
years ago...when hurricane katrina forever changed they lives of 
people there .  isaac is a massive storm.... parked over the gulf of 
mexico tonight. it's still expected to grow... into a hurricane...  a 
"hurricane warning" is in effect... for coastal areas of "mississippi" 
and "louisiana"... including "new orleans"... as you can imagine... a 
lot of people... are getting ready... right now. the mayor of "new 
orleans" has warned residents who plan to leave the area... to 'do 
it'... in the next few hours.  those levees are 'higher'... 'stronger'... 
and extend 'farther' along the coast... than they did 'seven years' 
ago this week... when "hurricane katrina"... devastated the city.  of 
course... "fritz" is tracking "isaac" closely... let's go to him right now 
for the latest... fritz! 

1:56 8/27/12 11:13p severe weather 

in "brawley" tonight... 'another' quake rattled nerves. the four-point-
three aftershock hit around seven p-m...the latest in the swarm of 
quakes in that area.  the "quake swarm" has been centered around 
the town of "brawley"... in "imperial county." the area has been 
pounded by dozens of small to moderate earthquakes over the past 
few days... each dot on the screen represents a quake... or seismic 
activity... nbc4's patrick healy has been in brawley since it started... 
and he felt it shaking there again tonight.. 

1:05 8/28/12 11:03p severe weather 
fritz coleman has been tracking hurricane isaac ... from the 
beginning! fritz is isaac still a category one?? 
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2:38 8/29/12 11:04p severe weather 

isaac is one of the largest and slowest moving storms in a long 
time... and unlike hurricane katrina seven years ago.. this time 
damage in the city of new orleans was minimal. that's not the case... 
just south of new orleans... the levies there... are not strong enough 
to hold back the water...  n-b-c-4's angie crouch has been in new 
orleans since *before* isaac's arrival... she's there tonight... with the 
story of an area to the south... angie! 

1:05 8/29/12 11:06p severe weather so where's isaac headed now? fritz continues to track the storm... 
fritz! 

2:07 8/30/12 11:03p severe weather 

and... there is a good change you were in this-- several hours of 
wild weather this afternoon... ... torrential rain hit some areas in the 
inland empire and high desert... and left people with a a lot of mud 
and a big mess!!  nbc four's beverly white is live in one of the hard 
hit areas! moreno valley... bev! 

2:32 8/30/12 11:07p severe weather 

new information from new orleans where we've just confirmed a 
married couple drowned in their home. what's now described as 
tropical depression isaac..is blamed for four deaths.. earlier today 
our crew in louisiana saw other people being rescued from floods....  
nbc4's angie crouch is live in the new orleans french quarter! angie.. 

1:50 8/31/12 11:07p severe weather 

and... if you're planning to hit the beach this holiday weekend... you 
should know that right now... a high surf advisory in effect... and 
that's not the only warning about the water tonight!  n-b-c 4's janet 
kwak is live in newport beach! janet... 

1:13 9/11/12 11:06p severe weather 

another day of wild weather across the southwest...from southern 
california to the las vegas strip - thunderstorms, lightning and 
humidity.  the thunderstorms were not unexpected...fritz told us 
what was coming last night... but the near record amount of rain 
was. 

2:03 9/14/12 11:06p severe weather 
tonight... it's balmy... even at the beaches! today... people flocked to 
the beach for relief... but all they found was more heat!  nbc4's janet 
kwak is live in santa monica... janet! is it finally cooling off?? 

0:47 9/16/12 11:08p severe weather 

blame it on the weather. the retired space shuttle endeavour will be 
grounded another day... in florida before it's flown "piggy back" on a 
747 to southern california and it's final home.  it's a weather delay. 
the trip out west will take two days - then thursday before landing at 
lax, the shuttle riding on the back of a modified passenger jet.. it will 
fly around the los angeles basin making slow and low passes so 
you should be able to see it from the ground. and in a few months it 
will go on display at the california science center in launch 
configuration. 

0:25 9/17/12 11:07p severe weather 

weather is delaying space shuttle endeavour's trip to the california 
science center here in l-a. the 7-4-7 carrying the shuttle is now 
schedulded to take off wednesday from florida... and that means it 
should arrive here on friday... meantime...the "science center" 
agreed today to plant four times as many trees... to replace the 2-
hundred or so trees ... being removed... to make way for the 
shuttle's "road" trip to exposition park. 

1:01 9/24/12 11:05p severe weather 
did you know we have a well formed hurricane in the pacific off 
baja. and although it's far off the baja coast -- it is strengthening. 
let's go to fritz... tracking it from the weather center. 

1:51 7/2/12 11:07p technology 
news from an european lab tonight... has physicists all over the 
world buzzing about whats called a "god particle"  nbc4's gordon 
tokumatsu is live in pasadena to explain... gordon... 
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0:24 7/6/12 11:15p technology 

the pentagon tonight is looking for help in developing a hypersonic 
glider... designed to reach any place on earth in an hour or less!  
previous tests of experimental versions haven't go so well. so, the 
pentagon's research arm is now seeking proposals from the private 
sector.. to make the project a reality. as designed the hypersonic x-
plane would fly at up to 20 times the speed of sound. 

2:02 8/6/12 6:07p technology 
the mars rover "curiosity" is wasting no time getting to work, sending 
back pictures and "wow-ing" scientists. nbc4's conan nolan is live at 
j-p-l ... conan! 

0:47 8/13/12 11:23p technology 

tomorrow a new hypersonic aircraft is going to be tested off of the 
southern california coast...  a hyper-sonic flight is considered.... 
much faster than going super-sonic... tomorrow the unmanned 
hyper-sonic plane could break a new speed record...  the x-51-a 
wave-rider, looks like a missle but its more than that...- tomorrow at 
edwards air force base... its will be mouonded under wing of a b-
52... when launched it's expected to accelerate to more than 3-
thousand miles an hour... for a few minute.. no aircraft has even 
gone that fast for that long. the goal is to use the technology in 
commercial aircraft that could fly from l-a to new york to under 45 
minutes! 

0:25 8/15/12 11:16p technology 

it only took 15 seconds for the test flight of a hyper-sonic aircraft to 
turn into a failure. this is animation of how the flight was supposed 
to go.. but when the "x-51-a" waverider was launched from the 
under the wing of a b-52 bomber yesterday... there was a problem 
with one of the control fins... and down it went into the pacific. 
officials haven't said if they will try the test again... 

0:22 8/16/12 6:15a technology 

the test flight of a hyper-sonic aircraft has ended in failure.  this is 
animation of how the flight was supposed to go. but when the "x-51-
a" waverider was launched from the under the wing of a b-52 
bomber... there was a problem with one of the control fins. the 
aircraft then went down into the pacific ocean just 15 seconds after 
launch. officials haven't said if they will try the test again. 

1:08 8/16/12 11:17p technology 

it's being called the "toilet of tomorrow." researchers at caltech just 
won 100-thousand dollars for a toilet that's more than just a "flush".    
this was part of a world-wide competition from the bill and melinda 
gates foundation. looking for a soultion to a global problem... the 
lack of sanitation... and the diseases it can spread. 

0:41 8/21/12 11:23p technology 

when you see it - you'll want it! imagine a scooter that "hovers" just 
off the ground.. a manahattan beach company did...  aerofex 
released this video of its test hovercraft... and it's a you tube 
sensation. the idea has been around for half-a-century... but 
"aerofex" thinks they've gotten the bugs out. no word when or if you 
can buy one. 

0:23 8/22/12 5:14a technology Hovercraft test a youtube sensation 

2:00 8/22/12 5:23a technology the trend-facebook if i die app 

0:31 8/22/12 5:36a technology Curiosity test drive 

0:21 8/24/12 11:16p technology rocket boosters road trip to edwards afb 

0:32 8/28/12 11:13p technology 

celine dion has the coliseum. yanni performed at the acropolis. 
today, it was will-i-am live from mars! this was the first inter-
planetary music broadcast that earth has ever been apart of! will-i-
am's new song "reach for the stars" was beamed from nasa's 
"curiosity" rover on the red planet, back to j-p-l here in southern 
california. any nearby martians were out of luck, however... curiosity 
does not have speakers. 
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0:26 9/6/12 11:23p technology 

usain bolt may be the fastest man alive. but apparently he's no 
match for a cheetah -- real, or robotic.  scientists wanted to create 
the fastest robot on earth.. modeled after a cheetah. they got it up to 
28-point-3 miles an hour. that's just slightly faster than bolt's best 
time. a real cheetah is much faster - they've been clocked at better 
than 60-plus miles an hour. 

2:01 9/10/12 11:05p technology 

the huge web hosting company... "go daddy dot com" crashed 
today... causing a lot of websites to fail! so... was it hackers? or 
something else?  nbc4's kim baldonado is in our newsroom with 
some answers. kim. 

1:31 9/12/12 11:15p technology 

this was the day apple fans have been waiting for... as apple took 
another bite out of the smart phone business with the totaly re-
worked iphone 5.. nbc4's mekahlo medina was in san francico for 
the unveiling.    the new i-phone goes on sale friday... 

1:16 9/18/12 11:07p technology 

after 25 missions in space....the shuttle endeavour is set to take off 
tomorrow on a three day... cross country journey.... its final trip 
before it's retired to the california science center here.  the shuttle 
will stop first in houston... then new mexico... and edwards air force 
base... finally on friday the shuttle is going to fly over several parts 
of the l-a area... before landing at l-a x. so, where can you see it!?? 
nbc4's patrick healy has details! 

2:31 9/19/12 11:04p technology 

tomorrow that modified 747 carrying the space shuttle endeavour 
"piggy back" will touch down at edwards air force base... then friday 
it takes off again for the "california grand tour."  nbc4's robert 
kovacik is live at edwards... with word of a possible last minute 
detour? 

0:33 9/19/12 11:33p technology 

and here's somthing to smile about! today... the sideways smiley 
face turned 30-years old.  the emoticon... was born at 11:44 a-m... 
on this day... in 19-82. carnegie mellon computer scientist... scott 
fahlman... first posted the computer symbol on an online bulletin 
board. fahlman say he came up with the idea as a way to mark a 
comment.. as something that shouldn't be taken too seriously. 

2:44 9/20/12 11:00p technology 

the space shuttle endeavour... and a perfect landing today.... and 
tonight waiting for the dawn and it's last flight ever... one that's sure 
to give a lot of people... a thrill!  while everything about this final trip 
has been planned to the last detail... there is always the 
unexpected. weather conditions in the bay area... are part of the 
unexpected right now.... and changes could be possible right up to 
the very last minute..  nbc four's robert kovacik is live again tonight 
at edwards air force base... robert! 

1:26 9/20/12 11:03p technology 

as we'll hear from fritz in a moment the weather here should provide 
great conditions to see the shuttle as it's flown "piggy back" around 
los angeles and parts of orange county. almost any high ground will 
do..but there is only one place to see it land.    at the hangar it will 
be taken off the 747 jumbo jet and prepared for its 12-mile road trip 
to the california science center on october 12th. 

2:15 9/20/12 11:04p technology 

if you're like most of us...you have to be wondering *where* you can 
see the shuttle... where's the best place... are there any new venues 
added to the list.......  nbc4's beverly white... live at griffith park with 
a list of where you can best see the endeavor tomorrow morning. 
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2:35 9/21/12 11:00p technology 

the "shuttle endeavour"... sitting outside an "l-a-x" hangar tonight... 
still 'piggyback' on its 747. her 'resting place'... after that 'amazing' 
whirlwind final flight... from "southern california" to "northern"... "the 
bay area"... and back. maybe you saw "endeavour"... as she soared 
past one landmark after another... thrilling crowds everywhere... 
before a perfect landing at "l-a-x."  did you see? 'hundreds of 
thousands' of people got a 'thrilling' look. the shuttle will be tucked 
away in a hanger at l-a-x until next month... then it's off to the 
science center!  n-b-c-4's beverly white is live at lax with the latest 
on what's next for the shuttle... beverly! 

2:00 9/21/12 11:03p technology bev ad libs toss to kim...  roll cue "off work" 

1:41 9/21/12 11:05p technology 

today much of our state shared that common goal: to catch a 
glimpse of history. the decision to delay takeoff for one hour in the 
hopes the fog would clear in the bay area proved to be the right one 
for nasa. here at home a picture perfect day...as the shuttle 
provided the ultimate photo op. 

0:26 9/24/12 11:17p technology 

we have some new photos to show you of the space shuttle 
endeavour... they show endeavour tucked inside a hangar at l-a-x...  
crews are working to get endeavour "road ready." once on the road 
they estimate it will take 10-hours to drive the shuttle from l-a-x... to 
the california science center where it will go on permanent display. 
endeavour will start its final journey, from airport hangar to the 
science center, october 12th. 

0:32 9/26/12 5:41p technology tablet wars- barnes and noble reveals nook hd and hd+ 

0:32 9/26/12 5:46p technology new images from Mars 

0:18 9/26/12 11:19p technology 

google maps is exploring what's under the sea.... the idea is to let 
you navigate your way around the world's coral reefs... using the 
google maps street view service. google has offered underwater 
views of the sea floor before... but this is the first time actual 
underwater photographs have been used 

1:18 9/28/12 11:15p technology 

new technology has spawned a device... to help you keep track of 
your pets! it's an app... that tells you where your pet is... and where 
it's wandering off to!    gps maker garmin has a similar system that 
uses the at&amp;t wireless network. 

1:21 7/2/12 11:03p transportation 
passengers heading to lax...were stranded for 16 hours in texas... 
when a passenger had an inflight emergency - once they landed 
their flight was canceled! nbc4's patrick healy has the story... 

0:28 7/5/12 11:13p transportation 

'faulty' equipment... and 'poorly' trained pilots.. 'blamed' tonight... in 
the 'final' report on a 2009 crash... that killed 228 people on an "air 
france" jetliner.  that airbus jet... went down shortly... after 'taking off' 
on an 'overnight' flight from "rio de janeiro" to "paris." today's report 
concluded... the jet's 'auto pilot' stopped... because of 'icing' on 
speed sensors. the jet's "black box" recorders showed... the pilots 
were 'unaware' the plane ended up in a stall. 

2:05 7/13/12 11:06p transportation 

this seems to be happening with some frequency... and maybe it 
has happened to you! you get through airport security... you're in 
the boarding area... and suddenly tsa wants to check... the drink in 
your hand! but why? we wanted to find out!  nbc4's janet kwak is 
live at l-a-x.... janet... 

0:21 7/13/12 11:10p transportation 

up late on weekends?... starting in two weeks... you can go metro!  
in two weeks... all metro rail lines will run until 2:00 a-m... on friday 
and saturday nights. and... orange line buses will run until 2:40. a 
metro spokesman say the extended hours are designed to keep up 
with the city's "vibrant" night life. 
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0:20 7/16/12 11:10p transportation 

the f-b-i is now working with delta airlines to figure out how sewing 
needles got into turkey sandwiches served on four u-s bound flights 
from amsterdam. one person was hurt... but didn't need medical 
attention. the meals were served to business class passengers. 

0:22 7/17/12 11:15p transportation 

developing news... sources are telling us tonight... pilots for united 
airlines could go on strike... after... they say... negotiations failed on 
a new contract. the air line pilots association says that of the pilots 
who voted... 99 percent authorized a strike... a united 
spokeswoman says a strike vote is quote "not uncommon at this 
point in the negotiations" . 

0:30 7/19/12 11:10p transportation 

carmageddon *two*... are you ready...??? it's now set for the last 
weekend in september...  mark your calendars... put it in your e-
device... or tie a string ...around your finger. ten miles of the 405 
freeway... between the "ten" and the 101... will shut down in both 
directions on september 29th and 30th.  that weekend... workers will 
tear down the remaining section of the mulholland drive bridge... 
you can see the old and the new... side by side here. that old 
section... is the part...coming down! 

0:23 7/24/12 11:10p transportation 

a section of the 405 freeway is closed for tonight... as construction 
crews tear down the south half of the skirball bridge. right now... 
only the south-bound lanes are closed... from the 101 to getty 
center drive... but the entire freeway will be shut down... in both 
directions... in the next hour. it'll be reopened tomorrow morning at 
five a-m. 

1:06 7/30/12 6:01p transportation 

turning our attention to the 2012 london olympics! a big concern in 
london today... and something we're used to talking about here in 
los angeles --- the traffic!  nbc4's phil rogers is live tonight in london, 
phil? 

0:44 7/30/12 6:05p transportation 
starting at 10-tonight... traffic may become a real headache for 
drivers. the problem area is the tranistion between the southbound 
lanes of the 605 as it connects with the southbound 405.   

0:57 7/30/12 6:06p transportation 

the transition ramp will closed for two weeks while caltrans works on 
a car-pool lane.  here's a map... showing the current traffic 
conditions in that area... now let's to nbc4's ted chen... live in los 
alamitos. ted! 

1:59 7/31/12 6:14p transportation 

slow going tonight in the long beach seal beach area.... it's the first 
évening commute since cal trans closed a portion of the 605 / 405 
connector.  that's from the southbound 605 to the southbound 405 it 
was shut down last night at 10pm. to add a car-pool lane.  john 
cadiz klemack has been reporting live as he tackles the commute. 
john??? 

2:09 8/2/12 6:06p transportation 

it's hard to believe it's been a year since carmageddon.... well get 
ready... because here comes carmageddon two.  cal trans crews 
will be at it again ....begining september 28th through october first. 
that ten mile stretch of the 405 will be shut down for the 405 
improvement project.  nbc4's angie crouch live along the sepulveda 
pass with the story. angie! 

0:38 8/15/12 11:13p transportation traffic alert... full closure of the 60 freeway happening right now... 
lets go to alex calder in newschopper 4 

1:18 8/16/12 11:00p transportation 
breaking news out on the sepulveda pass!  hours after a truck jack-
knifed on the 405 north...its just starting to clear. let's go to alex 
calder in newschopper 4 with the problem. 
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0:24 8/17/12 11:06p transportation 

the eastbound 210-freeway in tujunga is open again after an 
accident that caused a huge back-up for miles.. a air ambulance 
landed on the freeway to take the driver of a pick-up to a hospital 
after a collission with a big rig...he's expected to pull through. the 
driver of the big rig is also okay. the c-h-p is looking into how this 
happened. 

0:53 8/20/12 11:14p transportation 

started around 10:50pm wb-134 @ san rafael avenue pasadena 6 
cars hit some kind of debris in the roadway 5 vehicles in the right 
shoulder... 1 vehicle in the center divider all lanes shut down until 
they can remove it. no word of any injuries. 11:09 pm chopper 
heading there 

0:32 8/21/12 11:09p transportation 

right now... cal-trans crews have shut down part of the 405 on the 
westside.  this is a live picture from newschopper four of the scene. 
the northbound 405 is about to close between montana avenue and 
moraga drive. this part of the 405 will not re-open until tomorrow at 
six a-m it's all part of the freeway widening project culminating with 
"carmageddon two" beginning on september 29th. 

0:28 8/22/12 5:36a transportation 405 freeway closure 

0:25 8/28/12 11:13p transportation 

thousands of passengers couldn't get on their flights today... after 
technical problems shut down computers at united airlines...  united, 
the world's largest airlines, was unable to process passengers for 
two hours ... and that ment delaying hundreds of flights. they say 
they're not sure what caused the problem... but they are trying to 
figure it out. tonight, all of their systems are back online. 

0:23 8/30/12 11:24p transportation 

the labor day weekend is just about here... and in southern 
california... gas prices will probably just keep going up between now 
and tuesday...  in los angeles the price for a gallon of regular 
unleaded gasoline is $4.16 cents... up five cents from a week ago... 
in orange county... the price for regular unleaded rose to $4.13 a 
gallon.... up four cents... compared with a year ago... drivers are 
paying 32 cents more. 

0:28 8/30/12 11:24p transportation 

and gas prices aside... if you plan on driving out of town for the 
holiday you're not alone...  according to triple -a-.... close to two 
million southern calfornians will be traveling during labor day 
weekend. that's up more than three percent from last year.... the top 
destinations... as usual... san diego...las vegas and san francisco. 

1:33 9/4/12 11:08p transportation 

going through t-s-a screening at the airport is expected.. but 
something you might not expect is having the drink you pruchase 
after screening, in the secure boarding area, checked for 
explosives! nbc4's robert kovacik reports.. 

0:17 9/6/12 11:09p transportation 

tonight... there's new information on carmageddon!!  the 405 
widening project is running four to five months behind schedule!! at 
a public meeting the public was told the 405 shutdown... 
"carmageddon two"... is on schedule for the last weekend of this 
month!! 
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0:44 9/7/12 11:04p transportation 

a live look right now... at "the 405" freeway... on l-a's west side... 
where transportation officials are getting ready... for a 'dry-run'... for 
what will eventually be... "carmageddon part two." if you can... you 
might just want to avoid this area... 'tomorrow' night and sunday 
morning.  right now... this video's... just in... from "the 405" through 
the "sepulveda pass." officials are getting ready... for a 'dry-run' for 
"carmageddon part two." if you can... you might just want to avoid 
that area tomorrow night.  the "big event's" still three weeks away... 
but... we're getting a 'small' taste this weekend... with some 
preliminary work.  tomorrow night... "the northbound" and 
"southbound 101" connector ramps... to "the 405 south"... will 'shut 
down.' and... the "southbound 405" will close... all the way to "getty 
center drive." that starts tomorrow night at 11 p-m. it ends... sunday 
morning at nine a-m.  it's all part of the preparation... for later this 
month... the full freeway is closing the weekend... of "september 29-
th." it's the 'second' phase of the "mulholland bridge" demolition and 
reconstruction. 

0:24 9/10/12 11:05p transportation 

the 90 marina freeway was closed in both directions for more than 
seven hours today when a utility cable fell across the freeway!! at 
first it was thought to be a power line... but tonight... police say it's a 
communications line. it caused a traffic nightmare on the 
westside....and we've just received word the marina freeway is mow 
back open in all directions!! 

0:48 9/14/12 11:08p transportation 

the 405 freeway live from newschopper four... is... as you can see... 
moving right along! but it won't be that way this time tomorrow...  
this is a look at the 405 freeway just a few minutes ago from 
newschopper four... as you can see... the traffic was moving pretty 
good... but it won't be that way this time tomorrow...  because 
tomorrow night....construction work will force a "mini-shutdown" of 
the 405 in the pass. it's preparations for the major construction and 
major shutdown coming at the end of the month... the shutdown 
nick-named carmageddon-two...  beginning tomorrow night at 11... 
the north-bound lanes of the 405 freeway will be closed from getty 
center drive to ventura boulevard. the lanes are scheduled to 
reopen at nine a-m on sunday.  carmageddon two is set for 
september 29th and 30th... that's when ten miles of the freeway will 
be closed in both directions... from the santa monica freeway to the 
ventura freeway. 

0:46 9/19/12 11:07p transportation 

after l-a-x... the shuttle will set out on its final journey along surface 
streets to the california science center. that trip will require 
meticulous planning... and when endeavour gets close to its final 
destination... a toyota tundra will bring it on home!! can a truck really 
tow something the size of the space shuttle? the company says... 
absolutely.... and with "no" modifications... 

0:22 9/20/12 11:32p transportation 

more 405 freeway closures to tell you about... and it's not 
carmageddon two. this weekend... crews will be demolishing the 
west half of the seal beach boulevard bridge. that means.... from ten 
friday night... until seven saturday morning the bridge will be 
closed... crews are also closing the southbound 405 between the 
605... and 22... that happens friday night at 11... until seven 
saturday morning.  from one traffic jam... to another... this time... it's 
not cars lined-up... but people in simi valley... i-phone fanatics 
waiting in line for the i-phone 5 when it goes on sale tomorrow 
morning at eight. but...for many customers who pre-ordered the 
phone...on line....apple says shipping is being delayed at least two 
weeks because of the high demand. 
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0:23 9/21/12 11:23p transportation 

to "orange county"... where 'right now'... that promised construction 
on "the 405"... is underway.  construction crews started work at 
about '10' tonight. this weekend... they're demolishing the 'west' 
half... of the "seal beach boulevard bridge." the bridge is closed... 
until "seven" tomorrow morning. crews have also closed the 
"southbound 405"... between "the 605"... and 22. that section... of 
the road... also reopens at seven. 

0:23 9/25/12 11:08p transportation 

and we're in the countdown to carmageddon two! it's now just days 
away... a 10 mile stretch of the 405 will shut down for the weekend. 
and...transportaiton officials are sending out a couple warnings... 
one: anybody who trespasses onto the 405 this time around... *will* 
be arrested. and, number two: of course... they're asking us to avoid 
the area completely if possible... until it's all over! 

0:48 9/26/12 5:16p transportation carmageddon 2- fines for contractors if they don't get it done. 

2:52 9/26/12 6:16p transportation carmageddon 2- events in the west side over the weekend 

1:22 9/26/12 11:10p transportation 

about 48 hours... until the sepulveda pass is shut down for 
"carmageddon two"... 10 miles of the 4-0-5 ... shut down to all 
traffic...all weekend... but some people... still need to get to the 
other side of town...and that means planning now. nbc4's angie 
crouch reports... 

1:09 9/26/12 11:14p transportation back to the breaking news... a fight on the 405... let's go to alex 
calder in newschopper 4 

0:22 9/27/12 11:23p transportation 

less than 24 hours away from carmageddon two.  in about 24 
hours...crews will begin to shut down a ten mile stretch of the 405...  
officials once again are warning drivers to stay home during the 
weekend closure and... this time around drivers are also being told 
not to use alternate routes like the canyon roads to get around the 
closure.. 

2:50 9/28/12 11:00p transportation 

the ramps are closed... the lanes are closing... we're live at the 
sepulveda pass.. in an hour... the total shutdown will be complete! 
welcome to carmageddon two!  looking live right now near the 405 
interchange with the ten freeway... the southern-most point of the 
closure. how smoothly will this all go? we'll know for sure in 54 
hours!  lots of people taking it one day at a time... making travel 
plans for tomorrow... surface streets and other freeways could 
suffer... if enough people take the same alternate routes!  here's a 
map of the closure... maybe you've already committed it to memory! 
the 405 will be closed northbound from the ten to the 101... and 
southbound from the 101 to getty center drive.  the full closure of all 
lanes is set to take effect at midnight. crews began shutting down 
certain lanes at 10.... ramp closures began at seven this evening.  
nbc4's kim baldonado is on the westside... but let's start tonight with 
angie crouch in the sepulveda pass! angie! 

0:18 9/28/12 11:03p transportation 

and... n-b-c-4 is your source for navigating carmageddon two. we've 
got you covered this weekend... from newschopper four... to our 
team of reporters. and... log onto... n-b-c l-a dot-com... we put 
together a carmageddon "survival guide"... it has maps... live video 
feeds... and everything you need to get around the closure. 

1:10 9/28/12 11:03p transportation if you can't stay close to home... if you need to go out... there are 
alternate routes you can take. sean murphy has details. 

1:44 9/28/12 11:05p transportation 
we've talked a lot about the possible impact on businesses as well... 
so tonight... we checked on that!  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in 
brentwood! kim... 
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1:03 9/28/12 11:06p transportation alex calder live in newschopper four above the southern end of 
closure.. alex how's it looking down in west la? 

0:29 9/28/12 11:24p transportation 

and... here's a car that might go zipping through those toll lanes. 
mercedes benz... just announced it's starting production on its most 
expensive car yet. the benz s-l-s a-m-g... will set you back more 
than 530-thousand dollars. the car is electric... and comes with a 
740-horse power engine. it's all wheel drive... the s-l-s a-m-g will be 
able to make it about 155 miles on a charge. 
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD , Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, repeated 
the next morning 11:30-12:00N effective 
12/28/98 is an entertainment news-
magazine which discusses the current 
news and issues in the entertainment 
business.  The program also profiles 
current stars as well as behind-the-
camera personalities.   

NBC4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

CHRIS MATTHEWS SHOW, Recorded, 
Public Affairs/Other, 6:30PM-7:00PM 
Saturday, the weekly program brings 
viewers up close and behind-the-scenes 
with the nation’s most powerful and 
influential newsmakers. 

DATELINE NBC , Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA! , Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday effective 9/5/94 
and for an hour various times on the 
weekend effective 9/11/94 is a news 
magazine program about the current 
happenings in and around Los Angeles.  

Hisapnics Business Today , Recorded, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  This weekly program 
examines business issues, challenges 
and concerns facing Hispanic business 
owners and entrepreneurs.  The focus will 
be on giving those entrepreneurs and 
businessmen/businesswomen, the tools 
they need to compete successfully in the 
business and corporate worlds and show 
them how to increase business 
opportunities, access capital and market 
share. 

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS , Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 
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NONSTOP NEWS LOS ANGELES , 
Local News, 7:00pm-7:30pm, Monday 
through Friday, includes concise reports 
from authorities on a variety of subjects 
as well as comprehensive coverage of 
fast breaking stories in Southern 
California, the nation, the world. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:30-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND , Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
10:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 

WALL STREET JOURNAL REPORT,  
Recorded, Public Affairs/Other, various 
times on the weekend.  This weekly 
program hosted by Maria Bartiromo who 
has been covering financial news for over 
15-years.  The program gets inside the 
best minds in business with high-profile 
newsmakers, high-powered debates and 
high-priority issues.  There is a what’s 
new segment featuring top newsmaker 
interviews on the upcoming week’s most 
pressing financial news stories.  Also, 
there is a “personal journal” segment 
where viewers will learn and be able to 
take away important information on 401K 
news, taxes, retirement, investing and 
career as well as views of top money 
managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW , Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

 

 

 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting qua rter follows.
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start 
time

Mon 6/25/12 Tue 6/26/12 Wed 6/27/12 Thu 6/28/12 Fri 6/2 9/12 Sat 6/30/12 Sun 7/1/12
start 
time

5:00a
Hispanic Business Today 

[HBT 105R] 5:00a

5:30a
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1041] 5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a Today Show
NBC News Special Report 
Supreme Court Healthcare 

Decision (7:07a)
7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a The Zula Patrol 8:00a

8:30a Shelldon 8:30a

9:00a NBC News Special Report 
Presidential Statement (9:13a) Jane and The Dragon

Channel 4 News 
Conference [#201227] 9:00a

9:30a Today Show Babar
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1553] 9:30a

10:00a Willa's Wild Life
Supersmile (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1406] 10:00a

10:30a
My Pillow (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1348] 10:30a

11:00a
Hispanic Business Today 

[HBT 105R] 11:00a

11:30a 11:30a

12:00p NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p
12:30p Extra [#18252] Extra [#18253] Extra [#18254] Extra [#18255] Extra [#18256] 12:30p
1:00p Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives 1:00p

2:00p We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-026AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-027AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-028AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-029AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-030AR] 2:00p

2:30p We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-026BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-027BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-028BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-029BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-030BR] 2:30p

3:00p
Nutribullet (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1405] 3:00p

3:30p
My Pillow (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1348] 3:30p

4:00p Pearlie org sch 6/30 4:00p

4:30p 4:30p

5:00p
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1553] 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#18253] Extra [#18254] Extra [#18255] Extra [#18256] Extr a [#18257]
Sensa V11 (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1408] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#4121] Access Hollywood [#4122] Acc ess Hollywood [#4123] Access Hollywood [#4124] Access  Hollywood [#4125] Open House [#5172] 7:30p

8:00p 8:00p

8:30p 8:30p

9:00p 9:00p

9:30p 9:30p

10:00p 10:00p

10:30p 10:30p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p (11:02p) NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p (11:06p) 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p 11:35p

12:00a 12:00a

12:30a 12:30a

1:00a LXTV: First Look [#3177] 1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a) Open House [#5172] 1:30a

2:00a Open House [#6145] 2:00a

2:30a
Ninja Kit (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1404] 2:30a

3:00a 1st Look 3:00a

3:30a Open House NYC 3:30a

4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look (4:01a) Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Open House jip 
[#5171] (4:31a)

Black Enterprise 
Business Report [#99]

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend 
[#18258] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

U.S. Olympic Team 
Trials Gymnastics 

Women's Final 

Channel 4 News 
Conference [#201227] 

(11:40p)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend jip [W825] (12:11a)

Saturday Night Live 
(Emma Stone & 

Coldplay) 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
America's Cup 

NBC Sports Special 
Tour de France 

Extra Weekend 
[#18258]

NBC4 News

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Track & Field Finals 

Today - All Night 
(2:06a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer (3:01a)

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
USA Soccer Friendly: 
USAWNT vs. Canada 

NBC Sports Special 
Olympic Trials: 

Gymnastics 

U.S. Olympic Team 
Trials Gymnastics 

Women's Qualifying 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:36p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:38a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: Maroon 5) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL470]

Nate Berkus [2015R]

Ellen [9043R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today Show (7:26a)

Nate Berkus [2090R]

Ellen [9017R]

NBC4 News at 5p

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

Saving Hope

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Nate Berkus [2065R]

Ellen [9090R]

NBC4 News at 5p

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

America's Got Talent

Love in the Wild

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Nate Berkus [2105R]

Ellen [9102R]

NBC4 News at 5p

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

Ellen [9095R]

NBC4 News at 5p

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

America's Got Talent

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Track & Field Finals 

The Firm

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

Extra Weekend jip 
[#18258] (3:01p)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W825]

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL469]

Today Show

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Nate Berkus [2094R]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL466]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL467]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL468]

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today ShowToday Show
Today Show (7:23a)
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 7/2/12 Tue 7/3/12 Wed 7/4/12 Thu 7/5/12 Fri 7/6/12 S at 7/7/12 Sun 7/8/12
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201228] 9:00a

Justin Time
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1554] 9:30a

Lazytown
Noodle and Doodle org sch 

7/7 10:00a

The Wiggles 10:30a

Pajanimals org sch 7/7 11:00a

Golf Live from the U.S.Open Golf Live from the U.S.Open 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p
Extra [#18258] Extra [#18259] Extra [#18260] Extra [#18261] Extra [#18262] 12:30p

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives 1:00p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-031AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-032AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-033AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-034AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-035AR] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-031BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-032BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-033BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-034BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-035BR] 2:30p

Cd Wen Hair (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1326] 3:00p

My Pillow (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348] 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1042]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1554] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18259] Extra [#18260] Extra [#18261] Extra [#18262] Extr a [#18263] Open House [#5173] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4126] Access Hollywood [#4127] Acc ess Hollywood [#4128] Access Hollywood [#4129] Access  Hollywood [#4130] LXTV: First Look [#3171] 7:30p

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers The Office Whitney 8:00p

Up All Night Parks & Recreation Community 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201228] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3171] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5173] 1:30a

Open House [6143R] 2:00a

Open House NYC 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a

Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W826] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18264] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Dateline NBC

Dateline NBC (Living a 
Transgender Childhood) 

America's Got Talent

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Golf U.S. Women's 
Open Championship 

Extra Weekend 
[#18264]

NBC4 News

Saturday Night Live 
(Sophia Vergara & One 

Direction ) 

Sunday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Tour de France 

Extra Weekend 
[#18264]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W826]

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

The Firm

NBC Sports Special 
Tour de France 

Golf U.S. Women's 
Open Championship 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

Nate Berkus [2066R]

Ellen [9109R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (The Last 
Dive) 

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Nate Berkus [2062R]

Ellen [9164R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Saving Hope

Macy's 4th of July Fireworks 
Spectacular encore 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Nate Berkus [2096R]

Ellen [9028R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Macy's 4th of July 
Fireworks Spectacular

America's Got Talent

Love in the Wild

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Nate Berkus [2111R]

Ellen [9130R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Nate Berkus [2107R]

Ellen [9129R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today Show (concert 
series: Flo Rida) 

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL472R]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL473R]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL474R]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL475R]

NBC Sports Special 
AMA Motorcross 

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL471R]

Today Show Today Show Today ShowToday Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show Today Show
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 7/9/12 Tue 7/10/12 Wed 7/11/12 Thu 7/12/12 Fri 7/13 /12 Sat 7/14/12 Sun 7/15/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1043] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201229] 9:00a

Justin Time Lazytown org sch 7/14 9:30a

The Wiggles org sch 7/14 10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p
Extra [#18264] Extra [#18265] Extra [#18266] Extra [#18267] Extra [#18268] 12:30p

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives 1:00p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-036AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred jip [#1-037AR] (2:02p)
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-038AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-039AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-040AR] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-036BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-037BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-038BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-039BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-040BR] 2:30p

Medicus 2012 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1392] 3:00p

My Pillow (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348] 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1043]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1555] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18265] Extra [#18266] Extra [#18267] Extra [#18268] Extr a [#18269] Open House [#5174] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4131] Access Hollywood [#4132] Acc ess Hollywood [#4133] Access Hollywood [#4134] Access  Hollywood [#4135] LXTV: First Look [#3178] 7:30p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers The Office Whitney 8:00p

Up All Night Parks & Recreation Community 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201229] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3178] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5174] 1:30a

Open House [#6146] 2:00a

Meaningful Beauty (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1351] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a

Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Women Light Lives 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1375] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[95R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend 
[#18270] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Dateline NBC (Finding 
Booker's Place) 

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W827] 

(12:06a)

The Firm

Saturday Night Live 
(Melissa Mccarthy & 

Lady Antebellum) 

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Ironman World 
Championship 

Golf U.S. Senior Open Golf U.S. Senior Open 

Extra Weekend 
[#18270]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W827]

NBC4 News

An American Girl 
Movie: McKenna 

Shoots for the Stars

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Special 
Red Bull #8: Wake 

Open 

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Nate Berkus [2055R]

Ellen [9023R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Deadly 
Connection) 

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Nate Berkus [2082R]

Ellen [9141R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Saving Hope

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

America's Got Talent

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL478]

Nate Berkus [2106R]

Ellen [9107R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Love in the Wild

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Nate Berkus [2081R]

Ellen [9070R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Nate Berkus [2097R]

Ellen [9054R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Fear Factor

American Ninja Warrior

Grimm

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Extra Weekend 
[#18270]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL480]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL479]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL477]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL476]

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show
Today Show (concert 

series: Zac brown 
Band) 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 10/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 7/16/12 Tue 7/17/12 Wed 7/18/12 Thu 7/19/12 Fri 7/2 0/12 Sat 7/21/12 Sun 7/22/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 101R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1044] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201230] 9:00a

Justin Time Justin Time org sch 7/28 9:30a

Lazytown 10:00a

The Wiggles 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p
Extra [#18270] Extra [#18271] Extra [#18272] Extra [#18273] 12:30p

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives 1:00p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-041AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-042AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-043AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-044AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-045AR] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-041BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-042BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-043BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-044BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-045BR] 2:30p

24 Light Relief (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1411] (3:04p) 3:00p

Nutribullet (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1412] (3:35p) 3:30p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
7/28 

Wall Street Journal Report jip 
[#1556] (4:05p) 4:00p

Pajanimals org sch 7/28 Lazytown org sch 7/28 4:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 7/28 The Wiggles org sch 7/28 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18271] Extra [#18272] Extra [#18273] Extra [#18274] Extr a [#18275] Open House [#5175] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4136] Access Hollywood [#4137] Acc ess Hollywood [#4138] Access Hollywood [#4139] Access  Hollywood [#4140] LXTV: First Look [#3179] 7:30p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers The Office Whitney 8:00p

Up All Night Parks & Recreation Community 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201230] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3179] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5175] 1:30a

Today - All Night (2:05a) Open House [6144R] 2:00a

Today - All Night (2:24a)
Meaningful Beauty (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1410] 2:30a

Mad Money with Jim Cramer 1st Look 3:00a

Mad Money with Jim Cramer 
(3:41a) Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Meaningful Beauty 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1351] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[96R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Golf American 
Century 

Championship 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (Extreme 
Adventures) 

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live 
(Will Ferrell & Usher) 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Tour de France 

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Golf American 
Century 

Championship 

Extra Weekend 
[#18276]

NBC4 News

NBC Sports Special: 30 
Greatest NBC Olympic 

Moments 

Dateline NBC (Aurora, 
CO Shootings) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2010R]

Ellen [9159R] (4:04p)

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Nate Berkus [2086R]

Ellen [9125R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Saving Hope

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Nate Berkus [2031R]

Ellen [9154R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Ellen [9152R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Love in the Wild

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL482]

Nate Berkus [2049R]

Ellen [9049R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Fear Factor

American Ninja Warrior

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL481]

Nate Berkus [2110R]

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL483]

Extra Weekend 
[#18276] (1:04a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W828] 

(12:06a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL485] 

(11:14a)

Golf Training for 
Tahoe 

Today Show

Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL484]

Today Show

Today Show (concert 
series: Hot Chelle Rae) 

Today Show

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 10/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 7/23/12 Tue 7/24/12 Wed 7/25/12 Thu 7/26/12 Fri 7/2 7/12 Sat 7/28/12 Sun 7/29/12
start 
time

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1557] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1045] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today In L.A. Weekend 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

NBC News Special Report Aurora 
Shooting Suspect in Court 8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p
Extra [#18276] Extra [#18277] Extra [#18278] Extra [#18279] Extra [#18280] 12:30p

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives 1:00p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-046AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-047AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-048AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-049AR] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-046BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-047BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-048BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-049BR] 2:30p

Extra [#18281] 3:00p

Access Hollywood [#4145] 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams NBC4 News 6:30p

Extra [#18277] Extra [#18278] Extra [#18279] Extra [#18280]
Southern California’s Most 

Fascinating 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4141] Access Hollywood [#4142] Acc ess Hollywood [#4143] Access Hollywood [#4144] The Olympic Zone 7:30p

The Office 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

NBC4 News at 11p (12:02a) NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (1:35a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 

Latenight 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

NBC4 News

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (1:40a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (2:38a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Opening 

Ceremonies 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (12:37a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Nate Berkus [2025R]

Ellen [9128R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Saving Hope

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Nate Berkus [2021R]

Ellen [9158R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Nate Berkus [2088R]

Ellen [9162R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Clios: World's Best 
Commercials

America's Got Talent

NBC Specials Jimmy Fallon’s 
Primetime Music Special 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL488]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL487]

Nate Berkus [2084R]

Ellen [9169R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today ShowToday Show

Nate Berkus [2083R]

Ellen [9116R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Fear Factor

American Ninja Warrior 
finale 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL490]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Love in the Wild

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL486]

Today Show

Today Show

Olympic Summer Games 
2012 Latenight (12:35a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL489]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 10/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 7/30/12 Tue 7/31/12 Wed 8/1/12 Thu 8/2/12 Fri 8/3/1 2 Sat 8/4/12 Sun 8/5/12
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

NBC4 News 3:00p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1558] 3:30p

4:00p

NBC4 News at 4p 4:30p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
8/4 5:00p

Pajanimals org sch 8/4 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams NBC4 News 6:30p

Access Hollywood [#4146] Access Hollywood [#4147] Acc ess Hollywood [#4148] Access Hollywood [#4149] Access  Hollywood [#4150] 7:00p

The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The  Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p (12:10a) NBC4 News at 11p (12:05a) NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p (12:02a) NBC4 News at 11p (12:03a) 12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer Games 
2012 Latenight (12:38a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (1:38a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

Encore 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

Olympic Summer Games 
2012 Latenight (12:32a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (1:32a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

Extra Weekend 
[#18288]

NBC4 News

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer Games 
2012 Latenight (12:35a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (1:35a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

NBC4 News at 4p 
(4:03p)

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Summer Games 
2012 Latenight (12:35a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (1:35a)

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (1:39a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Olympic Summer Games 
2012 Latenight (12:44a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (1:44a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Olympic Summer Games 
2012 Latenight (12:35a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (1:35a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

NBC4 News at 4p 
(4:10p)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Saturday Today

Olympic Summer Games 
2012 Latenight (12:39a)

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Today ShowToday Show

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 10/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 8/6/12 Tue 8/7/12 Wed 8/8/12 Thu 8/9/12 Fri 8/10/12 Sat 8/11/12 Sun 8/12/12
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am NBC News Special Report 
Romney VP Announcement Meet the Press 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

NBC4 News (3:06p) 3:00p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1559] (3:36p) 3:30p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
8/11 4:00p

Pajanimals org sch 8/11 4:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 8/11 5:00p

Justin Time org sch 8/11 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams NBC4 News 6:30p

Access Hollywood [#4151] Access Hollywood [#4152] Acc ess Hollywood [#4153] Access Hollywood [#4154] Access  Hollywood [#4155] 7:00p

The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The  Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

Go On (11:06p) Animal Practice (10:58p) 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p (12:02a) NBC4 News at 11p
Olympic Summer Games 

2012 London Encore 12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

Black Enterprise Business 
Report [99R] 3:30a

Southern California’s Most 
Fascinating Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 London 

Gold 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (12:35a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 

Latenight 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

NBC4 News

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer Games 
2012 Latenight (12:37a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (1:37a)

Ellen [9047R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (1:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

NBC4 News at 4p 
(4:05p)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11p

Olympic Summer Games 
2012 Latenight (12:05a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (1:05a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

NBC4 News at 4p 
(4:01p)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Olympic Summer Games 
2012 Latenight (12:35a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (1:35a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

NBC4 News at 4p 
(4:03p)

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Summer Games 
2012 Latenight (12:35a)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Encore (1:35a)

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

NBC4 News at 11p 
(11:19p)

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Prime 

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11p 
(12:03a)

Today Show

Today in LA 5am
Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W831]

Olympic Summer 
Games 2012 Daytime 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 10/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 8/13/12 Tue 8/14/12 Wed 8/15/12 Thu 8/16/12 Fri 8/1 7/12 Sat 8/18/12 Sun 8/19/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 105R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1048] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat Lazytown org sch 8/11 9:00a

Justin Time The Wiggles org sch 8/11 9:30a

Lazytown org sch 8/18 10:00a

The Wiggles org sch 8/18 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives 1:00p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-061AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-062AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-063AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-064AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-065AR] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-061BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-062BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-063BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-064BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-065BR] 2:30p

Lazytown org sch 8/4 3:00p

The Wiggles org sch 8/4 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 8/4 
Nutribullet (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1412] (3:46p) 4:00p

Justin Time org sch 8/4 NBC Nightly News 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1048] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18295] Extra [#18296] Extra [#18297] Extra [#18298] Extr a [#18299] Open House [#5175] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4156] Access Hollywood [#4157] Acc ess Hollywood [#4158] Access Hollywood [#4159] Access  Hollywood [#4160] LXTV: First Look [#3180] 7:30p

The Office 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

9:00p
Access Hollywood Weekend jip 

[W832] (9:26p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201234] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3180] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [6143R] 1:30a

Women Light Lives (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1375] 2:00a

My Pillow (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a

Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
My Pillow (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1348] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[92R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NFL Pre-Season 
Football Indianapolis 

@ Pittsburgh 

Dateline NBC (Steve Harvey, 
Gabby Douglas & Summer 

Scams) (8:25p)

Dateline NBC (The Hansen 
Files: Daycare) 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour 

Golf American 
Century 

Championship 

Stars Earn Stripes

Saturday Night Live 
(Jason Segel & 
Florence + the 

Machine) 

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour 

NBC Sports Special AMA 
Motocross (12:06p)

Golf U.S. Amateur 
Championship 

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Dateline NBC (Written 
in Blood) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2053R]

Ellen [9096R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Grimm

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: 98 Degrees) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL505]

Nate Berkus [2037R]

Ellen [9034R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Saving Hope

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: Lionel Richie) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL504]

NBC4 News at Noon

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2069R]

Ellen [9097R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2007R]

Ellen [9081R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got TalentStars Earn Stripes

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2114R]

Ellen [9083R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

America's Got Talent

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today Show (concert 
series: Carrie 
Underwood) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL503]

Today Show (concert 
series: Nicki Minaj) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL502]

Stars Earn Stripes

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL501]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W832] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18300] (1:04a)

Today Show

Today Show (concert 
series: The Fray) 

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 10/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 8/20/12 Tue 8/21/12 Wed 8/22/12 Thu 8/23/12 Fri 8/2 4/12 Sat 8/25/12 Sun 8/26/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 106R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1049] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201235] 9:00a

Justin Time
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1561] 9:30a

Lazytown Women Light Lives (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1375] 10:00a

The Wiggles 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives 1:00p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-066AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-067AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-068AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-069AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-070AR] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-066BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-067BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-068BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-069BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-070BR] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1561] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1049] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18301] Extra [#18302] Extra [#18303] Extra [#18304] Extr a [#18305] La Victoria Brand: From 
Harvest To Table [NLPP1414] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4161] Access Hollywood [#4162] Acc ess Hollywood [#4163] Access Hollywood [#4164] Access  Hollywood [#4165] Open House [#5176] 7:30p

The Office 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Go On 10:00p

Animal Practice 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201235] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3172] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6147] 1:30a

Up Close Directed (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1413] 2:00a

My Pillow (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a

Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
My Pillow (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1348] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[91R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Extra Weekend jip 
[#18306] (8:07p)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W833]

Dateline NBC (The Hansen 
Files: Pharmaceutical Drugs) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W833] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18306] (1:04a)

NBC Sports Special 
Madden NFL 13 Pigskin Pro-

Am 

NFL Pre-Season 
Football Carolina @ 

NY Jets 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Extra Weekend 
[#18306]

NBC Sports Special 
America's Cup 

NBC Sports Special 
USA Pro Cycling 

Challenge 

Extra Weekend jip 
[#18306] (3:02p)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W833]

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Wrestlemania 28 – 
Rock vs. Cena (9:01p)

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
US Pro Cycling 

Challenge 

NBC Sports Special 
Summer at Saratoga: 

Travers 

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Grimm

Dateline NBC (The 
Confession) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: Train) (7:10a)

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2048R]

Ellen [9002R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

America's Got Talent

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2027R]

Ellen [9123R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2034R]

Ellen [9005R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Stars Earn Stripes

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2102R]

Ellen [9167R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Saturday Night Live 
(Alec Baldwin & 

Radiohead) 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL510]

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2058R]

Ellen [9041R]

Saving Hope

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL507]

America's Got Talent

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL506]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL509]

Today Show

Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL508]

Today Show

Today Show

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 10/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 8/27/12 Tue 8/28/12 Wed 8/29/12 Thu 8/30/12 Fri 8/3 1/12 Sat 9/1/12 Sun 9/2/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1050] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201236] 9:00a

Justin Time The Wiggles 9:30a

Lazytown 10:00a

10:30a

Golf Road to the Ryder Cup 11:00a

Golf Central Live 11:30a

12:00p
12:30p

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives 1:00p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-071AR]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-075AR] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-071BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-075BR] 2:30p

Extra [#18308] Extra [#18309] Extra [#18310] 3:00p

Access Hollywood [#4167] Access Hollywood [#4168] Acc ess Hollywood [#4169] 3:30p

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107R] 4:00p

NBC Primetime Preview 
Show 2012-2013 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1050]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1562] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18307] Extra [#18311] Open House [#5177] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4166] Access Hollywood [#4170] LXTV: First Look [#3174] 7:30p

8:00p

The Office (8:19p) 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p
Dateline NBC (The Hansen Files: 

Vitamin efficiency) (10:19p) 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

Saving Hope (11:19p) 11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201236] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3174] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [6138R] 1:30a

Women Light Lives (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1375] 2:00a

My Pillow (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a

Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Up Close Directed 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1413] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[89R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W834] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18312] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (My Kid Would 
Never Do That: Stranger 

Danger) 

America's Got Talent

America's Got Talent

NBC Sports Special 
Caught Looking 

Golf Deutsche Bank 
Championship 

Operation Smile (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1415] 

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live (Eli 
Manning & Rihanna) 

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC Sports Special 
Diamond League 

Major League Soccer 
US Soccer Friendly: 

USAwnt vs Costa 
Rica 

NBC Sports Special 
Summer at Saratoga: 

Woodward 

Extra Weekend 
[#18312]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W834]

America's Got Talent

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Secrets 
in a Small Town) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2062R]

Ellen jip [9009R] 
(4:11p)

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC News Special 
2012 Republican 

National Convention 

Parks & Recreation 
(8:49p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2061R]

Ellen [9001R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent 
(9:05p)

Dateline NBC (Over the 
Edge) (10:05p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2046R]

Ellen [9038R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC News Special 2012 
Republican National 

Convention 

America's Got Talent 
(8:05p)

Dateline NBC (The Hansen 
Files: Lottery Scams) 

(10:04p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2101R]

Ellen [9151R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC News Special 2012 
Republican National 

Convention 

America's Got Talent 
(8:04p)

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2096R]

Ellen [9050R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Stars Earn Stripes

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL511]

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL514]

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL515R]

Today ShowToday Show

Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL512]

Today Show Today Show

Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today Show (concert 
series: Jason Mraz 
w/Christina Perri) 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Today Show Today Show (7:14a) Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL513]

Today in LA 5am
Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 10/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 9/3/12 Tue 9/4/12 Wed 9/5/12 Thu 9/6/12 Fri 9/7/12 S at 9/8/12 Sun 9/9/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 101R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1051] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Saturday Today Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Today Show
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201237] 9:00a

Today Show (9:32a) The Wiggles org sch 9/8 9:30a

Golf Central Live NBC4 News Special Report 
BofA Bank Robbery (9:57a) Today Show Golf Road to the Ryder Cup 10:00a

Today Show NBC4 News Special Report Car 
Chase (10:40a) Golf Central Live 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives 1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1563] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News at 4p 4:00p

Poppy Cat org sch 9/8 4:30p

NBC4 News at 5p Justin Time org sch 9/8 5:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

Lazytown org sch 9/8 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19001] Extra [#19005] La Victoria Brand: From 
Harvest To Table [NLPP1414] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4171] Access Hollywood [#4175] Open House [#5178] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

NBC 4 News (8:50p) Extra jip [#19004] (9:10p) The Challenge (8:57p) 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#4173] Access Hollywood [#4174] NBC4 News (9:31p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201237] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3181] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6148] 1:30a

Natural Solutions (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1416] 2:00a

Procera (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1417] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a

Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Women Light Lives 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1375] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[97R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC 
(Vengeance) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W835] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#19006] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Golf BMW 
Championship 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Pittsburgh 
Steelers @ Denver 

Broncos (5:15p)

America's Got Talent

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live 
(Jimmy Fallon & 
Michael Buble) 

Meet the Press

Notre Dame Football 
Purdue 

NBC4 News

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Golf BMW 
Championship 

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials Stand 
Up to Cancer 

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Drew 
Peterson: Deadly Intent) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2087R]

Steve Harvey [#1000]

Ellen [9156R]

NBC News Special 
2012 Democratic 

Convention 

America's Got Talent 
(8:10p)

Dateline NBC (What 
Happened to Phoebe Prince) 

NBC4 News at 11p

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2040R]

Steve Harvey [#1004]

Ellen [9127R]

Dateline NBC (Silent 
Witness) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at Noon

Ellen [9078R]

Steve Harvey [#1002]

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Dallas 

Cowboys @ New York 
Giants 

Dateline NBC (Taken) 
(10:06p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Ellen [9165R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC News Special 2012 
Democratic Convention 

America's Got Talent 
(8:06p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at Noon

Nate Berkus [2070R]

Steve Harvey [#1003]

Ellen [9104R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Stars Earn Stripes

Grimm

Golf Deutsche Bank 
Championship 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: Matchbox 

Twenty) 

Today Show

NBC Specials NFL 
Kickoff 2012 

Nate Berkus jip 
[2063R] (3:02p)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL519]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL520]

Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL517]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL518]

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
Extra Weekend 

[#18318]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 10/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 9/10/12 Tue 9/11/12 Wed 9/12/12 Thu 9/13/12 Fri 9/1 4/12 Sat 9/15/12 Sun 9/16/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 102R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1052] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today Show (7:09a) 7:00a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential Address (7:40a) 7:30a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat 9:00a

Justin Time 9:30a

Today Show Golf Road to the Ryder Cup 10:00a

10:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL525] 11:00a

NBC News Special Report bodies 
of diplomats returned (11:33a) 11:30a

12:00p
12:30p

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives 1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

Women Light Lives (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1375] 

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1564] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

Lazytown org sch 9/15 4:30p

The Wiggles org sch 9/15 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19007] Extra [#19008] Extra [#19009] Extra [#19010] Extr a [#19011] Open House [#5179] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4176] Access Hollywood [#4177] Acc ess Hollywood [#4178] Access Hollywood [#4179] Access  Hollywood [#4180]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7208] 7:30p

Guys with Kids 8:00p

Go On 8:30p

Go On The Challenge (8:52p) 9:00p

The New Normal NBC4 News (9:25p) 9:30p

The New Normal Guys with Kids 10:00p

Go On The New Normal 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201238] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3182] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6149] 1:30a

Up Close Directed (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1413] 2:00a

Procera (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1417] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a

Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Nutribullet (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1412] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[96R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC (Haunted 
Memories) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Detroit Lions 

@ San Francisco 
49ers (5:15p)

NBC Sports Special 
Paraolympics 

Major League Soccer 
US Soccer Friendly: 
USAwnt vs Germany 

Football Night in 
America

The Voice

The Voice

Saturday Night Live 
(Seth Macfarlane & 
Frank Ocean) new 

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Special 
Red Bull #9: Open 

Surfing 

Major League Soccer 
Seattle @ Portland 

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Prison 
Snitch) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at Noon 
(12:02p)

Jeff Probst [#1017]

Steve Harvey [#0999]

NBC4 News Special Report 
Sepulveda Pass Fire 

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Jeff Probst [#1016]

Steve Harvey [#1006]

Ellen [#10004]Ellen [#10003]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today Show (7:53a)

NBC4 News Special 
Report car chase 

(10:40a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Jeff Probst [#1021]

Steve Harvey [#1005]

The Voice

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL522]

NBC4 News at Noon

Jeff Probst [#1019]

Steve Harvey [#1008]

Ellen [#10002]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL521]

NBC4 News at Noon

Jeff Probst [#1025]

Steve Harvey [#1007]

Ellen [#10001]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W836] 

(12:06a)

Today Show

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a) Extra Weekend 

[#19012] (1:04a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W836]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL524]

Today Show Today Show

Today Show
NBC Sports Special 

Diamond League 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Special La 
Vuelta de Espana (Cycling) 

Meet the Press

Today Show (concert 
series: Psy) 

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 10/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 9/17/12 Tue 9/18/12 Wed 9/19/12 Thu 9/20/12 Fri 9/2 1/12 Sat 9/22/12 Sun 9/23/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 103R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1101] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a
NBC4 News Special Report 

Shuttle Leaves Edwards AFB 
(7:56a)

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Today Show (8:41a) Pajanimals 8:30a

Today Show Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201239] 9:00a

Justin Time The Wiggles org sch 9/22 9:30a

Lazytown Golf Central Live 10:00a

Golf Central Live 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives 1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

Lazytown org sch 9/29 
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1565] (3:07p) 3:00p

The Wiggles org sch 9/29 NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC Nightly News 4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19013] Extra [#19014] Extra [#19015] (7:05p) Extra [#19016] Extra [#19017] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4181] Access Hollywood [#4182]
Access Hollywood [#4183] 

(7:39p)
Access Hollywood [#4184] Access Hollywood [#4185] 7:30p

Saturday Night Live Prime Time 
Election Special Open House [#5180] 8:00p

Up All Night
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7209] 8:30p

Go On The Office 9:00p

The New Normal Parks & Recreation (9:31p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201239] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3183] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6150] 1:30a

Nutribullet (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1412] 2:00a

Procera (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1417] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a

Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Procera (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1417] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[98R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

The Challenge (9:14p)

Dateline NBC (Sean's 
Story) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New England 
Patriots @ Baltimore 

Ravens (5:15p)

Dateline NBC (Day of 
Reckoning) 

Saturday Night Live 
(Joseph Gordon Levitt 

& Mumford & Sons) 
new 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Notre Dame Football 
Michigan 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W837]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Days of Our Lives

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Golf The Tour 
Championship by 

Coca-Cola 

NBC4 News at 5p

2012 NCLR Alma 
Awards

Grimm

Dateline NBC (The 
Devil & Bobbi Walker) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News Special 
Report Shuttle 

Flyover and Landing 
in LA (9:27a)

Jeff Probst [#1022]

Steve Harvey [#1013]

Ellen [#10010]

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Jeff Probst [#1012]

Steve Harvey [#1014]

Ellen [#10009]

Revolution

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at Noon

Jeff Probst [#1020]

Steve Harvey [#1012]

Ellen [#10008]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL528]

NBC4 News at Noon

Jeff Probst [#1018]

Steve Harvey [#1009]

Ellen [#10007]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Today Show (concert 
series: Pink) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL527]

Revolution

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Jeff Probst [#1023]

Steve Harvey [#1010]

Ellen [#10006]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL526]

Golf The Tour 
Championship by 

Coca-Cola 

Football Night in 
America

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL529]

NBC4 News at 5p

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W837] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#19018] (1:04a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Today Show

Today Show

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 10/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p
1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 9/24/12 Tue 9/25/12 Wed 9/26/12 Thu 9/27/12 Fri 9/2 8/12 Sat 9/29/12 Sun 9/30/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 104R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1102] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

NBC4 News Special Report Car 
Chase (8:27a) 8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p
12:30p

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives 1:00p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

NBC Nightly News (3:32p) 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 9/29 5:00p

Justin Time org sch 9/29 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19019] Extra [#19020] Extra [#19021] Extra [#19022] Extr a [#19023] Open House [#5181] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4186] Access Hollywood [#4187] Acc ess Hollywood [#4188] Access Hollywood [#4189] Access  Hollywood [#4190] LXTV: First Look [#3184] 7:30p

Animal Practice Saturday Night Live Prime Time 
Election Special 8:00p

Guys with Kids Up All Night 8:30p

Go On (9:01p) The Office The Challenge (8:56p) 9:00p

The New Normal (9:31p) Parks & Recreation (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:24p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201240] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3184] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6151] 1:30a

Women Light Lives (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1375] 2:00a

Natural Solutions (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1416] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a

Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Up Close Directed 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1413] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[99R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Golf Ryder Cup 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New York 

Giants @ Philadelphia 
Eagles  (5:15p)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

Revolution

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live 
(Mick Jagger) 

Golf Ryder Cup 

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Grimm

Grimm

Dateline NBC (The Plot 
Thickens) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Jeff Probst [#1013]

Steve Harvey [#1017]

Ellen [#10015]

NBC4 News at 5p

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL534]

NBC4 News at Noon

Jeff Probst [#1035]

Steve Harvey [#1018]

Ellen [#10014]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Steve Harvey [#1015]

Ellen [#10013]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Jeff Probst [#1027]

Steve Harvey [#1016]

Ellen [#10012]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Parenthood (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pNBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Jeff Probst [#1014]

Ellen [#10011]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Revolution (10:01p)

NBC4 News at Noon

Jeff Probst [#1028]

Steve Harvey [#1020]

Extra Weekend 
[#19024] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (While 
They Were Sleeping) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at NoonNBC4 News at Noon

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL535]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W838] 

(12:06a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL531]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL532]

Today Show Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL533]

Today Show

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am
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